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PRIVATE PIANO TEACHERS
Yes, the Progressive Series Plan of Music Education is designed
THE PROGRESSIVE
SERIES
PLAN OF MUSIC EDUCATION
• Tested lesson
• Teacher

Program

inspiration and the certainty of being "on the right track" musically.

Theory Program
Teaching

• Institutional
• Teacher

worthwhile accomplishments with students. It furnishes constant

Music Seminars

• Correlated
• Superior

they now enjoy. This plan provides maximum recognition of

Plans

Workshops

• Pre-Instrumental
• Foreign

for successful teachers - teachers who seek even greater success than

Training, education and accomplishments are the bases for

Materigls

Affiliation

Placement

appointment to the Progressive Series Plan of Music Education.

Service

TEACHER
AFFILIATION
APPOINTMENT
ONLY

The standards are high and only teachers who have enjoyed success

BY

can qualify.

Career teachers
with acceptable bockgrounds
end active
c10ues ore invited to inquire
about Appointment and Ieeeh,
ing Authorization.

Can YOU, as a successful career private piano teacher, meet the
eligibility requirements leading to appointment

No f.e for Appo;"rmUr

A copy of the handsome brochure,
"The Career Private Piano Teacher",
will be sent without obligation
to any active teacher.

...............

'

.

PROGRESSIVE
Dept. E·7,

PROGRESSIVE

SERIES

CLAYTON, ST. LOUIS Sf
*Progressive Series Teachers
14 foreign countries.

If you are interested in seeing and hearing this wvely

instrtune1U,

Story & Clark Piano Company, 28 East Jachon

INSTRUMENTS OF QUALITY.

BY 0
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",nu for the """'" of _.....-st J,tJlo.
Boukvord, QuaJgo

E F ~IILY • FOR .\EARLY 100 YEARS

PLAN

MO.

are located in every state

as a Progressive

Series Teacher? ... most likely you can. In any case, it will be well
worth your while to investigate.

-j ...::::,..._...

L

. for as a Progressive Series Teacher they will be

looked upon as the cream of the teaching profession the world over!

and

SERIES PLAN

p. O. Box 233, Clayton, St. louis 5, Mo.

I am 0 career privote piono teacher with on active clon.
Please send me a copy of "The Career Private Piano Teacher"
Name
Addren
City

..
··

Averoge Number
of Pupils in C1a5s

Zone

..

State.
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James Francis Cooke. Editor Emeritus
(Editor 1901·1949)

Founded 1883 by
Theodore Presser

NOM 0 RE lost, strayed, frayed or soiled
sheet music. No more frantic search through
mixed-up stacks of muddled music! Don't
pile it- FI LE it in the wonderful finger-tip
trays of a modern TONKabinet. Thousands
say there's nothing else so handy; no other
filing method so easy. Beautiful styles and sizes for studios, homes, schools, bands.
Capacities up to 2750 pages.

WRITE

FOR

FREE

illustrated data with handy hints
on liting. and name of nearest
dealer. TONK Mfg. Co .• 1916 N.
Magnolia Ave .. Chicago 14,111.

NEW! EXCITING!

CONCERTO
FOR

YOUNG AMERICANS
by MAXWEll ECKSTEIN
FOR PIANO

AND

ORCHEStRA

-~

CONCERTO

Gives students a chance to ploy a true, original concerto (3 Movements), much eorlier in
their musical careers. Sounds- big and difficult yet is easy 10 learn end perform. The
music is modern, vibront and typically Amer·
ican in flavor. Unequalled
for Student Recitals. See it at your dealer or send for your
copy today.

o 3923 Two Piano

Score

$2.00

CARL FISCHER, INC.
62 Cooper Sq.• New York 3
BOSTON.

CHICAGO • DALLAS·

Guy McCoy, Editor
James B. Felton, Assistant Editor
Ceorge Hochberg, Music Editor
V. L. Fanelli, Art Director
Coturiibuti
uung Ediuors:. Harold Berkley • Theresa
H Costello,
G Maurice
1\'1 ier Dumesnil,
Xi:~a~de~I~~C;~~~b~hli~~

LOS ANGELES
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The first annual
meeting
of the
American Academy of Organ was held
in Chicago in July. Committees met
for Standardization
of Nomenclature,
Standardization
of Service Contract
Forms, Code of Ethics, and also a committee was formed to work with the
American
Institute
of Architects in
drawing
up building
specifications
where space for .an organ is needed.
The organ industry was represented by
the Wicks, Baldwin, Wurlitzer, Allen,
Conn, Austin, Schantz, Reuter, Estey,
Casavant
(Canadian),
Hillgreen-Lane
firms, and many small independent organ companies.

Njc~la; Slonimsky

contents
FEATURES
11 Let Your Hobby Possess You, Sherman Adams
12 The Classic Guitar Comes Into Its Own, iP'. Charles Lekberg
13 Solving Piano Problems, Edwin Hughes
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19 Study Course for the Clarinet,. WiLLiam D. ReveJli .
21 Reminders for the New Teaching Season, Gu,y Mater
22 Teacher's Roundtable,
Maurice Dumesnii
23 Tbe Accordion and the Symphony Orchestra, Theresa Cosuiio
24 New Careers for Organists,
Alexander McCurdy
25 To Fit a Bridge, Harold Berkley
47 New Records, Paul N. Elbin
52 Violin Questions, Harold Berkley
53 Organ and Choir Questions,
Frederick Phillips
54 Junior Etude, Elizabeth A. Cest

The 1955-56 series sponsored hy
the Cultural Entertainment
Committee
of the University of Texas begins on
October 3 with a Fiesta M exicana.
Other events throughout
the season
will include performances
of "Don
Pasquale" and "Cosi Fan Tutti," and
appearances
of the
Royal
Scots
Guards Band, Ballet Russe de Monte

GREAT BRITAIN'S

MUSIC
Compositions jor Piano (Solo)
27 Siciliano (from "Album for the Young Opus 68 and Scenes from Childhood Opus 15") Robert Schumann

28

"

younq Ame~icans

Write for our
1955 Catalog

Sonata

IX,

in

F

minor

(from

"Early llaUan

Piano

Music")

The 'Vorcester
Festival
Chorus,
running from October 24 to 29, will
feature Harl MacDonald's "Builders of
(Continued on Page 4)

FAMOUS SCOTS

The Scots Guards Regimental Band, perhaps the most famous in the
world, will be remembered by many Americans who watched the colorful
coronation parade on television and newsreel screens. Many of the tall,
uniformed musicians, with the bearskin bonnets, have ancestors who marched
for King Charles I in 1642, when the regiment was first organized.
Through the courtesy of Hurok Attractions and the British Information
Service, ETUDE is privileged to' show on its cover this month a section
of the Massed Pipers.

Sublcription:
$3.50 II year in U.S. A. and Pon"n;onl; 13.15 .. ,.ear in C.o_d. and Newf.UDdlaDd: $4.iO .. rur
in all olher counlriel.
Single copy price: 40 cents. Printed in U. S. A. ManlUCriplI
.r ut .b.Wd .. acC'empan>eol
by relurn poef age , ETUDK ... umu no relpOUlibHity
ror relurn .f nOIll\idled
ruanulmph
M'
art.

2

"The Rope," Louis Mennini's opera
based on a one-act play by Eugene
O'Neill, was premiered at Tanglewood
in August. The 34-year-old American
composer was commissioned
by, the
Koussevitsky Music Foundation for the
work, which starred Malcolm Bernstein, Mary MacKenzie, Lynn Detwiler.
Stephen Harbachick and Holly McLennan, with Henry Janiec conducting.

America's fastest growing
music publishers have corro led the top echelon of
Contemporary
Artists and
are presenting to the world
their interpretations.
For
the first time many of these
artists have put their musical ideas on manuscript.
Ideas, edited hy the most
competent
instructors
so
that the results are genius,
easy to understand and execute by the novice and
professional.

1936, at the age of 16.

110. Ac:r 01 M.d1 J. /If'. C
copyripu
_e.'. AU fiIIIll

Change of Addt~l:
Allow at lUll 30 daya to have a c:hanl!ie of addrul
lake elfKt. Send Nth.Jd
add ....
addrelS 10 ETUUE, the mUlic mal!inine.
Bryn Mawr, Pennlylvania.
Th~ label from your magnine
i. mOlt helpful
in efleetinl!i a quid: chan •• o ... r. The PMI OI6c:e .. iD ut
top.es unle." you provide utra poUal!:e. Duplicate
COpiel cannot be -.ent.

A Choir Master
examination will
be held by the American Guild of Organists on June 7, 1956. Those eligible
will be only Fellows, Associates and
Members of the AGO. _Candidates may
write to National Headquarters
{or application blanks.

The Regimental Band and Massed Pipers of the Scots Guards, Queen
Elizabeth's Buckingham Palace household troops, will make an extended
tour of the United States during October, November and December. The
Guards, which besides the Regimental Band and Massed Pipers includes also
the spectacular Highland Dancers, will appear in some 46 cities of the
eastern and Mid-western part of the United States. They come to this
country following a most successful appearance at the Edinburgh Festival
last summer, where many American tourists thrilled to their spectacular
performances.
The band will be led by Lieutenant Colonel Sam Rhodes, Director of
Music of the Scots Guards, who is also Senior Director of Music for Her
Majesty's Household Brigade. Colonel Rhodes, one of Great Britain's most
eminent musical personalities, has arranged for the band many of the
Highland's old and authentic martial airs, as well as more stately music.
The Pipers will be led by Pipe Major John Roe, who joined the Guards in

Editorial and Business Offices, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Published by Theodore Presser Co., 1712 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa., monthly, except May·
June and July-August when published bimonthly.
Arthur A. Hauser, President
Allan E. Shubert, Jr., General Manager, ETUDE
_
Q~

COMPOSERS
PUBLISHING
CORP

Dancers

GUARDS BAND 'IN AMERICA

Scarlatti-Esposito
30 Ever Vigilant (March) Michael Brodsky
32 Along the Way Dorothy Jaeger Bres
Instrumental Composition
35 Canzone Amorosa
(from "Un Giorno in Venezia")
(Hammond Spinet
Organ)
(from "Highlights
of Familiar Music")
Neuiu-Laub
ChoraJ Music
37 The Wise May Bring Their Learning (5. A. T. B., Junior Choir with Organ
Accomp.)
Traditional English Hymn arr, by George Lyml
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Carlo and the Azuma Kabuki
and Musicians from Japan.
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Write for our
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~PUBLISHING
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1650 Broadway. New York City
COlumbus 5·6996-7
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THE WORLD
(Continued

OF MUSIC

from Page 3)

America,"
Vaughan Williams' "Son of
Light," Constant Lambert's "The Rio
Grande,"
Holst's "Festival Te Deum"
and Randall Thompson's "Testament of
Freedom."
The Philadelphia Orchestra
will play for the twelfth year.
Olin Downes,
(or thirty-two years
music critic of the New York Times,
died on Augu 1 22, in New York CiLy.
He was 69 year old. Probably the bestknown musical journalist, Downes was
also a lecturer and author on musical
subjects. He was a particular champion
of the Finnish compo ..er, Jean ibelius,
and did much to further the early ca-

reer

I xander

of

Hruilow ky. Yladi-

mir Hor

wltz nnd mOllY other artists.
He wa mil ie director of III Xew York
\: orld's Fair in 1939, and I Hirer at
For YOur "
.
plano,
choose personal"
th .
ment u On
. e mstru_
anists a~ree: whIch great

Chaoreuqua

were

BERKSHIRE FESTIVAL

BOLET
ANTAL

for more people ... in cities,
towns, villages. What

yesterday was "culture"

for the few, today

is a spontaneous manifestation
American

of the

way of life ... for all.

The makers of the Baldwin Grand Piano
take pride in the growing roster of civic
musical organizations

which have made

Baldwin their official piano. And
salute the great musical artists who
prefer, play upon and praise Baldwin

EZIO

as the piano of their choice.
Of course it's Baldwin-

thar blli/ds tile Acrosonictoday's jinest small piano.

Pinza
JESUS MAllIA

~~lM~@[f@~
BELEN

Traubel
THE BALDWIN PIANO COMPANY,

the Berkshire Festi-

r of the Order of the
Finl nd nnd Chevalier
~ion of Honor. He alc;o
rary Docrorere of )Iu·
iucinnati
Con ..ervatory.

Q rn-ue d
. 130 , eminent accompanist, died in ~e"" York 011 August 6
at th ag of 79. Born in Leyden, Hoiland. Bo studied in Holland and Cer-

many.
ming in C ntacr n.. a prolesionn l II ompnniet ",ilh Brahms. Clara
humann
and Ri hard rreuss, among
other musi al p r<tOnalilies of the lime.
A her moving
10
m ri a in 1908, Bas
appeared
in recital with such arti ..~
as Erne~lin
hUl1lonn·Heink,
Helen
Traubel.
Pablo
0:011:and Friu Kreisler. Also a \ocol
oaeh. he 'Was a visiting lecturer al Juilliard and Ihe Cincinnati Conservator)'
of 'Iusic.

America is on the move toward greater
suburbs

mmand

\Vhite
Roo::c of
of th Fr nch J
receiv cI an lion
sic fr m the

BALDWINJS
THE OFFICIAL
PIANO OF THE

music

and

val. He I uhlished books entitled "The
Lure of '[u ..Ic" and .• ymphomc \lasterpieces."
'umbering amonghis awards

Dept. [-1115,Ci"illati

2, Ollio

Builders of; Baldwin, Aerosonic and Hamilton Pianos. Baldwin and Oria-sonic Organs

PIC()land put new magic in simple tunes
Many people who like music go through life missing a
wonderful thing ...
the intense enjoyment that comes
from playing it themselves.

Florence
Easlon,
:\Ielropolilan Op·
era dramati
~1)fanO from ]917 to
1929. died On
ugUSl 12 in ~ew York
Cily. She was 70. he sang Rachel OJ:,
posile Caruso's
Elea~ar in "La Juive.
in his last Metropolitan
appearance.
She sang Wagner'.g. Ihree Briinnhilde~
and Dulcillee to ChaJiapin's
Don Qmchotte. ~liss Ea:::!-ton's repertoire con·
sisted of about
150 roles in four Ian·
guages.

If you are one of them, playing the Hammond
will be a thrilling experience.

Its rich, sustained tones help even a one-finger beginn~r sound twice as good as he is. And on the Hammond,
you can "Havor" a simple melody beautiful ways, with
little effort. No other home instrument offers so many
tone combinations, so much fun at improvising.

Is space your problem? The Hammond £ts into four
square feet, plugs in anywhere, needs no installation.'
Special control tablets let you play it so softly the neighbors won't hear.
Why not visit your Hammond dealer soon, and try the
organ, for fun? And mail the coupon for more details.

Percussion effects, too! Now you can playa
dazzling
l'unge of percussion effects-tones like harp, chimes, or-

Marshall
R,
Kcrnochan,
publisher, music critic. and composer. died
in Edgartown.
MassaclmsctlS. on June
9, at ule age of 74. Pres.idenl of lhe
Galaxy
tusk Corporation. he wrole
criticism
for the magazines
Mu5ical
America and "The Outlook," and as a
composer was known principally for h:s
songs 117e Tft-O Together
and Smuggler $

Son8_

Organ

chestra bells, xylophone, and many others. All these may
be artistically woven into your music with Hammond's
"Touch-Response Percussion Controls,"* an amazing feature never before found on organs of any size or cost.

For that special occasion, give the gift of a richer life ...

a

E£AMMON.D O.llGAN
MUSIC'S

MOST

GLORIOUS

VOICE

LOW AS $ J 35 DOWN for the Spine.
at most dealers. Often 3 years to pay.

THE END
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*Tllc perClIssion tones (Ire produced
at Ole option of tile lJ1ayer
by playing any selected single note or full cllOrd, in II {letac1led
manner, Witll a fingering pause of us little as 1/20111 of a second.

r-----------------------------------.
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Hammond Organ Company
. _
4210 \'\T. Diver5ey Avenue, Chicago 39, IlIin"oi5
\Vithout obligation, 5end detaih about the Hammond Organ
modeb checked.
0 Spinet
0 Home
0 Church
0 Concert
Name
Address
City

L-----------I

Zone __
©195S.

Stnte

HAMMOHD

OHGAH

CDlIPAHY

10

I
I
[
I

I

I
I
I
:
:
I
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-MILLS PIANO PUBLICATIONS-

.III

inTERVAL PLAY by Ralph Heidsiek

Designed
to create
music
100 short
play ;njoycble music
the minor"second to

MORE AND MORE TEACHERS THROUGHOUT
THE NATION ARE USING AND ENJOYING THIS
HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL PIANO METHOD!

MICHAEL AARON
PIANO COURSE

Perfect Unint.errupted Sequence MICHAEL AARON
MICHAEL AARON
MICHAEL AARON
MICHAEL AARON
MICHAEL AARON

Natural Progression

.60
PIANO PRIMER . ;
.
1.25
PIANO COURSE Grades 1-2-3-4'5 each
ADULT PIANO COURSE Books 1-2 each 1.25
.75
PIANO TECHNIC Books 1-2
each
DUET BOOK
. 1.00

DAVID CARR GLOVER, Jr.
TIP TOP TUNES Books-1-2-3

----~

Piano Books by ERIC STEINER

ONE" FOUR, FIVE
"Beqinners"" are immediately taught to· play familiar· melodies eccomponied by simple chords thus increasing interest and ·encouraging
study

.............•...•.•...•................

.75

THREE CHORDS IN THREE KEYS
Logicalfoliaw-up

ta "ONE, FOUR, FIVE" with

mare

familiar

falk

and

nursery tunes accompanied by the three p~jncipal chords of C-major,
F-moior and ·G-major. En~ourages' early ,study of .hcrmcny
and
transposition
..........•
,.•....• '.' " • • . . •..•• . . • . . . . • . • .. • •. .75

'lOUR OWNHAltMtJNIES

..

How to harmonize. melodies with the three principal chords. Shows a
variety of chord accompaniments in several keys, includes writing
. csslqnments, encourages ,interest lncdvencad
Wo·tlt'.....
'.' •...
1.00

'10U'RE THECtlMJltJSEIt
The student; quickly understands hew to compose ..'short piano pieces by
following given sugge:st,o"s as to structure of melody, various forms of
simple compositions and. proper use of harmonies for the eccompaniment
,...................
1.00

MARVIN

KAHN'S

"THEORY

PAPERS"

A complete set of th~ory paper.s to teoch the, piano student, lower intermediate
grade 1~'4eI,the rud.lf!lents of. harmony and their application.
Stresses chords.
and ch~rd ·~rogresslons,. speciol emphesls on ear training, includes Keyboard
.Har~~ny dnlls. , Set of 12 separate papers for individual assignments and
add.tlonalteachers
supplement all under one .cever .__
.
1.00

6

Instruments
H.

money can't buy

Do,r

A Concise

Hlstm-y

•••

come into your home
with -a Steinway

of Music

Lovelock

This brief 232 page history of music
is put out as "a hird's-eye view" of the
art. But it is something more than that.
It follows the. story of mu-ic from tile
time of the Creeks to Arnold Schon.
berg. The book as a whole. however.
is as though the author had taken a
multi-volumed
work upon the subject
and squeezed out the. dispensable words
and left the essentials, It is not a book.
however, for the use of the average
junior student. After each chapter is
a list of pertinent
records relating to
the text. A generally excellent work.
Thomas Y. Crowell Co.
$3.50
Lonesome

A Steinway can help her overcome the
emptiness of 'spectator' living. Keyboard experience leads your child safely
past pushbutton ease and creates confidence in doing and getting done. Over
a hundred

years of experience

and

skill in piano building make today's
Stein way unique in tone, action and
styling. The Steinway serves so many

Boy

years and depreciates so little, it is

by Arna Bontemps
Lonesome Boy. from the pen of the
talented Head Librarian of Fisk llniversity in Nashville,
Tennessee, is a
charming idyl about a little colored boy.
It is the story of Bu bber who plays a
trumpet. Bubber's
granddad is fearful
that if he blows the trumpet 100 fast
and too furiously, it will lead him into
bad company. Bubber doesn't lake his
granddad's
advice and goes through
many disagreeable
experiences with his
trumpet in dance halls. Bubber finally
returns to granddad and peace and happiness. The tale is told with magic simplicity and beautiful
word cadences.
His granddad
admonishes:
"_\ horn
can't do nothing for lonesomeness but
make it hurt worse."
Houghton Mifflin Company
2.00

ETUDE-OCTOBER
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the things that

This important book by an electronic
engineer of high standing concerns itself with the nature, manufacture and
care of electronic organs. It should be
a very precious work (or all who have
to do with these 'widely used musical
instruments,
which have made a new
era in music in the church, the theatre
and the home. It gives detailed scientific outlines of the Hammond, the Baldwin, the Minshall, the Connsonata. the
Lowrey Organa, the Hammond Solovox.
the Wurlitzer.
the Hammond Chord
Organ, the Allen and other electronic
instruments,
including
the Electronor.
gao. The final chapter is given ever to
a chronological
list of Electronic ~Iu')ic
Patents. This is the rno t concise. lucid
and authoritative
book upon the subject
your reviewer has yet seen.
Radio Magazines, Inc.
7.50

by William

More hours of fun and practical teaching in these collections of original
piano ~olos.· Ea.ch book carefully gradedj each piano solo ideal for
enjoyment and study
each book 7Sc

further

Musical

by Richard

;~OO

•

by Dale Anderson
Electronic

greoter
familiarity
with all. th.e intervals
found
in
pieces 'offering the 'young pianist an opportunity
to
while learning the size and "feel" of all intervals
the octave ------------.-- .. --.....
•

THE

1

The Bookshelf

For Those Who Want To Teach With The Finest!

1955

actually the least expensive of pianos
-an

investment of lasting value that

will pay extra dividends in your children's future happiness.
THE HEPPLEWHtTE VERTICAL reflects the grace of fhe 18th Century Englisn cabinetmaker. Your Steinway dealer can
deliver one I~ your home tar as small a DOWN PAYMENT as . ..
15 7 00
Liberalterms. Slightly higherin the We5t

s

~ STEINWAY
world's great concert arti$ts use the Steinway exclusively. The list includes
the young American pianist GARY GRAFFMAN, pictured at right,
and Casadesus, Shura Cherkassky, Elman, Jacob Lateiner, Moura Lympany,
Mitropoulos, Artur Rubinstein, Franz Rupp, Elisabeth Schwarzkopf,
Brooks Smith, Toscanini and many, many others ... also nearly all of
the nation's leading orchestras. radio and television.stations.

The

Our booklet, "How to Choo$eYourPiano," will be sent free if you write
Steinway & Sons, Steinway Hall, 109 West 57th Street. New York.

ETUDE-OCTOBER
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his symphonies had a few scattered
performances
and then vanished
from the concert halls. Indeed, a
whale might well bave swallowed
them as far as the musical public of
the twentieth century is concerned.

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
TO:_~o,e~,n~

by GULBRANSEN

By
"S

An inspired minuet console, Town&. (ounl,y
is a petfectly delightful interpretolion
of
the school of sculptured design.the
suave,
fluid look ... the woods in unduloted un·
broken surfaces of continuous
contour.

&

Country is available

woods, and is equipped
Gulbransen
Supertone

in the modern

with the exclusive
Scale, the senso~

tional miracle scale thot outperforms all
others-with
its superlotive, dec", singing. big tone - big Grand
WRITE

Tone.
SPECIAL
TEACHER'S
DISCOUNT

FOR FREE

BROCHURES

GULBRANSEN COMPANY
Dept.

E, 2050 N. Ruby St.
Melrose

Park,

111.

11111I1II1I111111I11I1I11I11111111I1Ii!!!!Il-L

AccLAiMED

BY AUTHORITIES
AS THE

PERFECT INTRODUCTION
TO MUSICAL EXPRESSION
IN

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
MUSIC
CLASSES
20
i n d iv l d u e l ly
til
mounted.
perfectly
'. loI.,j /
pitched
tone bars
~
give 20 pupils an cc/
Hve pert ln mat;,"
melody • • . keep
~
the entire class alert
and interested while
~
receiving
sound
training in musie. Endorsed by eotstcnding educators!
Send the coupon for
FREE American Prep Teachers Instruction
•

r

Guide.

• TARG & DINNER. INC.
425 S. WobClsh Ave •• Chh:ogo
• Send

me FREE copy

• Teachers

Instruction

of

the

5
American

Prep

Guide.

'Nome.

I City, Sf01e

I
I
I
I

.•

I
II Address

" .. '"
"
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Anton

discovered the condition of the unfortunate man and suggest remedies
--lemons, champagne and and chloride of sodium, to which the bassoon
responds with a faint groan. Fin~lly
irisoluio e marcata) a bold sailor
offers him fried pork, swimming in
gravy, with plenty of molasses. With
a vehement
passage of explosive
force , the movement comes to a sudden end."
The "Ocean Symphony" was Rubinstein's favorite creation, and he
kept adding new movements to the
score. Complete performances of all
seven movements were rare; and yet
the critic of "The Metronome" wrote
after the Boston performance under
Rubinstein himself on May 21, 1873,
that "the hOUT consumed seemed
hardly a quarter that duration of
time." And the "New York Tribune"
declared in its issue of April 1,1873:
"Rubinstein conveys in the broad passs ges of this superb work the illimitable expanse and depth of the sea.
To hear these splendid conceptions
interpreted by Rubinstein's own baton was an experience long to be
remembered.
We can hardly overstate the enthusiasm of the audience.
It broke out after each of the movements; it was redoubled after the
scherzo; it was quadrupled at the
end , when Rubinstein was recalled
again and again."
"
Rubinstein's "Dramatic Symphony
was greeted by similar expressions 0l~
enthusiasm. The "New York Post
said on March 21, 1887: "Rubinstein's 'Dramatic Symphony' is one
of the greatest works ever written.
"\l;'bat a wealth of ideas, what happy
contrasts what abundance of aniulal
spirits! It is to be hoped that the New
York Philharmonic
will never allow
another season to pass without at
least one performance of the 'Dramatic Symphony'."
After Rubinstein's death in 1894,

Rubin-

ft stein is chiefly remembered by

Here in the Town I; Counlry is beauty, styling, breathobility •.• a -piano that lives!
Town

A COMPOSER,

NIl:OLAS
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his short Melody in F, but he was
also the composer of the longest symphony, "The Ocean." The musical
world was divided between unbounded admiration and scornful condemnation of this work. The German
music historian, Ambroe, compared
it with Beethoven's "Pastoral
Symphony." "With real joy," he wrote,
"do I greet the 'Ocean Symphony.'
What flowering invention, what fine
development
of musical
thought!
Rubinstein here approaches the sun
of Beethoven. Indeed, the progression
of ideas in the 'Ocean Symphony' is
fully analogous to that of Beethoven's
'Pastoral
Symphony.' I see Rubinstein leaning over the ship's side, under the wide starry heaven, communing with father Oceanus."
But a London critic wrote: "Rubinstein's 'Ocean Symphony'
needs
only a whale to be complete. Peradventure some artless leviathan might
swallow the last copy of Mr. Rubinstein's symphony, but we venture to
predict that the fish would disgorge
it more quickly than the original
whale cast up that more toothsome
morsel, the prophet of old. Neither
whale nor man could retain
the
'Ocean Symphony' for three days and
three nights and yet live."
An American critic developed the
program of the "Ocean Symphony"
still more explicitly: "The opening
movement pictures the unfortunate
victim boldly committing himself to
the sea. The piccolo phrases seem to
foreshadow that he is getting himself
ir·to a pickle. The sea begins to swell;
tender recollections of the solidity of
dry land arise; another swell, and
different thoughts and things begin
to arise. By a neat inversion of the
principal theme, Rubinstein intimates
that the passenger is turning inside
out. In the Scherzo, the sailors have

8
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The Paris musical press of 1881
reports that the conductor of a provincial orchestra gave the following
instructions to his players: "In order
to give every musician a chance to
play all the notes in their parts conscientiously, the orchestra is to keep
a rendez-vous in the last bar of each
movement. Those who happen to arrive at the end before "the others are
to wait until everyone else finishes
playing; then at a signal they are to
strike the final chord together."
Richard Strauss was not the
only Strauss to quote himself in his
musical
works.
Johann
Strauss
quoted the "Beautiful Blue Danube
Waltz" in his operetta "Cinderella."
Wittily, he gave the tune to an organ
grinder in a street scene.

T

HE EASIEST opera ever written
was "Samuel" by the eccentric
American composer Jerome Hopkins,
who guaranteed that it could be produced as an oratorio in a week by
any group of amateurs or schoolboys, and in three weeks as an opera.
Sad to tell, when it was finally produced, it was a resounding failure.
Hopkins was probably the most exasperating musical individual who
ever lived. He antagonized friends
and foes alike. He picked fights with
everybody, even with the Society for
Prevention of Cruelty to Children.
This particular fight was a result of
the production of a children's opera
"Taffy, and Old Munch," for which
Hopkins wrote both the libretto and
the music. It was performed in 1885
at Stein way Hall, New York, with
children as actors and singers, which
aroused the objections of the Society
for Prevention of Cruelty to Children. In the program, Hopkins deelared in his characteristic fashion:
"Twenty-eight years of New York
musical life have so soaked me with
nastiness that my very bones cry out
for something pure and innocent in
the personnel as well as in the sentiment of my opera." However, the
critics found that Hopkins adde"donly
more nastiness in his children's
opera. The story was indeed nasty:
in it Old Munch fed little Taffy live
ETUDE-OCTOBER
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worms for candy! One verse of the
chorus went like this:
Odorous smells in the dells
All our nostrils greet.
The, opera was reported in a New
York newspaper under the headline:
"The Unutterable
Compound by
Jerome Hopkins Under a Toothsome
Title Scores a Failure." But Hopkins
would not be downhearted. He put
on another production of "Taffy, and
Old Munch" two years later in New
Rochelle and published the following
invitation in the local press: "Unless
people are educated to enjoy anything, from a toothpick to a tombstone, they will not pay for it. The
only sensible way to educate a community in an art is to begin with the
young. Come and hear your own dear
little children in a work of musical
art. Tickets are at Johnson's drug
store and the more you buy the better will be the Festival of my Opera,
'Taffy, and Old Munch'."

Long before Admiral Peary, the.
North Pole was discovered by the
authors of an operetta entitled "Arctic, or The North Pole Expedition,"
with music by a Portland organist
nemed G. W. Gould, who conducted
itr first performance in New York on
November 27, 1882. The libretto was
simplicity itself. An Arctic explorer
is in love with a Vassar girl, whose
father is a banker. The banker will
not give his daughter in marriage
unless the groom proves his character by discovering the North Pole!
The explorer appeals to the Hon. W.
Malone, Secretary of the Navy, who
shows interest in the project and also
in another Vassar girl in the cast.
The ship is launched; the hero
reaches the North Pole, returns in
triumph and receives the hand of the
banker's daughter.
The scale of alternating tones and
semitones was first explicitly used by
Himeky-Korsakov in his opera-ballet
"Mlade." The score includes an
ocarina tuned in this scale. Then the
scale was discovered again and again,
by Felix Petyrek (1892-1951), who
imagined that he constructed it for
the first time; by Ludomir Rogowski
(1881-1953), who called it a Persian
scale, and others. There is, of course,
nothing new in" this scale. It is simply
a broken diminished-seventh chord,
with passing notes filling the interstices of the component minor thirds.
THE END
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lollipop Parade (King).
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enough about
keyboard
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pupil harmonize songs of aJ.Jsorts,
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give him the
rudiments of traditional harmony.
It can be used as an introduction
to the formal study of harmony
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how to play popular music.

PROGRAM PIECES fOR THE
YOUNGER CHILD, BK. 2
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age. Notes large
enough far easy reading and attractive
illustrations
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children in the 5 to 9 age group.
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Gov. Adams in an informal moment with his Hl-Fi set.
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early-intermediate

24 piano solos. Happy Birthday,

BIG NOTE BOOK
An excellent collection of easy
pieces-easy
to play and easy to
read because of the big notes.
But, in spite of the big notes,
there is nothing babyish about
these pieces to offend the older
child's dignity.
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LET YOUR HOBBY
POSSESS YOU

@TlmeInc.

Gov. Adams as a Iusly participant in the second bass
section of the Cathedral choir, Washington,
D. C.

An interview with Governor Shennan Adams,
The Assistant to the President 0/ the United States
Secured especially for ETUDE by Rose Heylbut
ADAMS is a wiry New
SHERMAN
Englander, with a typically New
England combination of cool shrewdness and warm enthusiasm, and a
controlled nervous energy that suggests a highly polished steel trap. The
build of his face and his eager glance
give you an idea of how he must have
looked as a boy when he first began
the music hobby which remains his
favorite means of recreation.
Sherman Adams began his career
as a businessman and lumber
expert.
He entered public service a little over
a decade ago as a member of the New
Hampshire State Legislature. Upon
his election to Congress as Representative from New Hampshire he
went to Washington; left to become
Governor of New Hampshire; and
returned as Assistant to the President. Music has gone with him each
step of the way.
Fifty-ish and with graying hair,
Governor Adams describes his present duties as those of a general practitioner rather than of a specialist.
He has been called the President's
chief adviser. In his spacious office
ETUDE-OCTOBER
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overlooking the White House lawns,
he bids ),ou "make yourself to home"
while he accepts a telephone call;
deals with members of his staff; jots
down a memorandum. Then he turns
back to you and picks up the thread
of what he was saying at the exact
point at which he left it.
He enjoys talking about music
which: he tells you, ranked among
his family's interests long before he
was 'born. Hailing originally from
Vermont: the Governor's birthplace,
his parents settled in Providence,
Rhode Island, where his mother, a
trained singer: was soprano soloist in
the Calvary Baptist Church. Most of
the family sang, played piano and
organ, and surrounded the boy with
an atmosphere of good music and
good taste.
"In my day, rural communities in
New England did much singing,"
says Governor Adams. "Especially
beloved were the hymns-traditional
anthems and the gospel hymns of
Sankey. Families gathered around the
reed organ in the parlor, of nights,
and sang these hymns together. From

this pleasant custom there grew the
habit of general family music-making. OUf music rooted in religion,
but spread out to include other home
sOl1gs. This, perhaps, represents our
American tradition of music, like the
folk music of other lands."
In due course, young Sherman
attended the East Manning Street
school, in Providence. There his clear
soprano and his fidelity to pitch and
tune-carrying earned him the distinction of very often being called to the
front of the room to lead the class
singing. This distinction continued
even to his becoming class chorister
of his 1920 Class at Dartmouth College. At the East Manning Street
school, too, he was heard by the choir
master of St. Stephens Episcopal
Church, and invited to join the boys'
choir, one of the best in New England. About the same time, he began
piano lessons which he continued
through high school.
In these years, young Adams came
under the influence of Miss Florence
Slack who taught declamation at the
Hope Street (C otuinued: on Page 41)
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A noted pianist and teacher offers
valuable suggestions toward

Andres Segovia, guitar virtuoso
Olga Coelho, Brazilian singer-guitarist

Solving Piano Problems
From an interview with Edwin Hughes
Secured by Gunnar Asklund

(Among the most distinguished of
American musicians, Edwin Hughes is
noted both as pianist and as a teacher.. He studied with S. M. Fabian, then
with Rafael JoseDy in New York} finally going to Vienna for three years to
study under Theodor Leschetizky, becoming one of that great master's assistants. He spent seven years abroad, appearing as recitalist
and orchestral
soloist, after which he returned to
America. He continued his soloist's career, in addition to teaching and giving
two-piano recitals with his talented
wife, Jewel Bethany Hughes. He has
lectured and held master classes at
many colleges and universities; for the
Music Teachers National Association,
of which he was President for two
years; for ten State Music Teachers
Associations;
and for countless local
associations and clubs. Mr. Hughes prepared the article on Piano Instruction
for the Encyclopaedia
Americana. He
is President of "The Bohemians," New
York's celebrated musicians club, is
Executive Secretary
of the National
Music Council and serves on the Music
Panel of the American National Theater and Academy.-Ed.
Note)
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The Classic Guitar
Comes into its own
"The guitar is a marvelous instrument
which few people understand."
by W. Charles

Lekberg

RANZ SCHUBERT wrote once
Fthat
"the guitar is a marvelous

•

instrument which few people understand." This was probably pretty
much the case in the early 19th century when poverty-stricken Schubert
had only a guitar on which he did
most of his composing. His guitar
even hung above his bed and he
played it every morning before rising.
But in recent years musicians all
over the world have been finding out
just how "marvelous" an. instrument
the classic guitar is. And guitarists
are doing a remarkable job helping
them understand it.
The appeal of the guitar 15 now
universal. The International
Classic
Guitar Association, formed in 1952,
draws its support from almost all of

Europe, South Africa, the United
States, Australia and Japan. Japanese
devotees of the guitar even have their
own bi-monthlymagazine,
"Armenia"
(Harmony).
Why the classic, or Spanish, guitar,
which has been known to Western
Europe more or less in its present
form since about the 13th century,
has taken so long to become recognized as a distinguished instrument,
puzzles lovers of guitar music.
Perhaps
its long-delayed
adolescence as a folk instrument prevented
its acceptance into the more distinguished music circles.
The lyres of Egypt and Babylon,
the pandoura of ancient Greece, and
the three-stringed tamboura of Turkey and India were all precursors of
the modern guitar. Wandering
mu-

12

sicians from the East playing stringed
instruments began appearing all over
Europe during the 8th century. But it
wasn't until the Crusades in the Ilth
century that the passionate music of
the East really entered Europe to
stay: the crusaders had brought back
with them an improved version of the
ancient Greek pandoura, the kithara.
The guitar developed its present
form mostly among the Spanish after
Roman merchants brought them the
kithara
some time before the 8th
century. The stringed instrument of
the Moors, al ud or "the wood,"
which entered Spain about that time,
was generally regarded with disfavor
by the Spaniards. The ad, bowever,
spread to Western and Central Europe in the form of the lute and
gained some popularity.
In the 16th century, the elevenstringed vihuela became the instrument of elegant and polite Spanish
society. But the guitar, which then
had only four strings, remained the
instrument of the people.
When the fifth string was added to
the guitar about the middle of the
16th century, the instrument began
to be called the "Spanish guitar," and
from that time on the vihu.ela began
to disappearv By the 17th century it
was
(Continued on Page 56)
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ANY years of experience have
taught me that the solution of
most piano problems depends on two
sets of factors. The first covers pedagogic presentation by the teacher.
The other takes in the attitude of the
student himself. If the latter steers
away from the idea of "getting by,"
if he sets himself high goals and
pursues them devotedly, if he learns
to look upon problems as challenges
rather than obstacles, he has it in his
power to make his studies not only
ETUDE-OCTOBER
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more profitable, but easier.
To illustrate, let us consider the
problem of practicing. Most piano
students form their practice habits at
the very time that they go to grade
school, or high school; and the problem of working in the necessary two
hours or more of earnest practice can
become a vexing one. It is the student's own responsibility. If he is
talented and meets the situation with
gel nine interest, he will make the
time.
Turning to problems of technique,
the student must be taught to realize
that finger facility is but a means
to an end, never a goal in itself. Still,
it is an important means of unlocking
the secrets of music. There is a theory
in circulation that, since technical
study is sometimes difficult or dull, it
can be avoided j that the student can
garner technique by playing pieces.
Tbe only tbing wrong about this tbeo, y is that it does not work. A student
would not expect to write poetry
without knowing how to spell and
punctuate; nor would he expect to
up-ear as an actor on the stage without mastering the basic technique, of
pronunciation and declamation. The
same is true of music. The meaning
of music cannot be released without
the basic techniques for releasing it.
And I find that the student does nut
rebel against technique if the matter
is properly presented. Let him understand that technique is not drudgery,
but a means of setting music free;
that his own musical progress will
be accelerated as the result of developing a sound technical equip-

merit, and he will soon be eager and
willing to master the elements which
will make the performance of his
pieces easier and more pleasurable.
The proper presentation of technique includes emphasis on what to
study and how to study it. The average student needs to spend more time
and concentration on the fundamentals of technique-clear,
well articulated scales, arpeggios, octaves, trills,
chords, broken chords, leaps, double
notes, etc. Also he helps himself
greatly if he works at these with the
metronome.
.
Without constant checking with the
metronome, the student is in no position to evaluate his own progress. A
scale technique of only 100, four
notes to the beat, is rather primitive;
a scale technique up to 144 begins to
sound like velocity. Let the student
set himself tbe goal of trying to develop a scale speed of 200 or better,
all the while understanding that the
200 means little in itself, but much
as a preparation for easier passage
work in the pieces he studies. If he
can manage good, clean scales at 200,
passage work at 144 will present few
difficulties.
Working with metronome can help
to cet definite goals, which can be
checked from lesson to lesson. Begin
scale work at 60, let us say j by the
next lesson, bring it up to 72; then
to 96, and gradually higher- In this
way, the student has something definite to work towards, and, he will approach these increases in speed with
real interest and will develop growing
confidence in (Continued on Page 60)
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Hollywood Bowl's Strange Story

Brass Sextet of the Cleveland Heights High School Orchestra and Band

THE BRASS SECTIONSTRENGTH OF THE ORCHESTRA

"Symphonies Under the Stars." A typical concert night at the famous Hollywood Bowl.

Ari intriguing account of the history of a famous outdoor concert hall.
by Weldon D. Woodson
the first concert in 1922,
SINCE
more than 8,000,000 people have
attended Hollywood Bowl's "Symphonies Under the Stars." They and
the general

20,OQO

public

seating

conceive

capacity

of the

outdoor

amphitheater as where the great musicians have performed-Schumann-

Heink, Galli-Curci, Horowitz, Heifetz,
Rachmaninoff,
Markova,
Flagstad,
Rubinstein, Menuhin, Melton and a
host of others. In fact, almost every
contemporary artist of world renown
has appeared at least once in the

mammoth arena. The early history
of the 69-acre property, however,
never hinted it would become a mecca
for the cultural minded.
Originally a part of the sage-covered Daisey Dell Valley, cattle grazed
upon it. Its owners included Greek
George, the camel' merchant, Don
Eugenio Plummer and M. Bonoff, the
Russian fur trader. Even when music
lovers first considered the dusty hollow for summer symphonies, it was
a patch of sage and cactus, with an

An authoritative discussion of the role of this section of the present day orchestra

abandoned ranch house in its midst.
Noted, too, was a large pepper tree,
which legend says served as gallows
for horse thieves in the '80s. Removed
in 1940, it stood by the old box office
built more than a quarter century
ago of lumber from stages used in
the prodnction of Charles Wakefield
Cadman's Indian opera "Shanewis."
In recent years, a new ticket booth
replaced it. Pepper Tree Lane leading to the Bowl resulted when pepper
tree fence posts took root and grew.
Its first stage consisted of a dis.
carded barn door from which, prior
to 1920, the late Hugo
Kirch.
hofer led community singing. Those
who came for it and the festivals of
Thanksgiving
Day and Christmas
sprawled on the naked slopes. In
1921, the first sunrise Easter service
occurred here, and the throngs stood
high in the hills to welcome the dawn.
Each Easter Sunday since then thousands flock to the Bowl, but now
s~ats accommo~ate them and they
listen to the choirs, soloists and min-
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by Ralph E. Rush

isters on the 120·ton sound shell stage.
Three women mothered the Bowl.
Coming to Los Angeles from Philadelphia, Mrs. Wetherill Stevenson
remembered seeing in 1916 "Julius
Caesar"
in Pennsylvania's
Beachwood Canyon. In pired by this, for
35 nights she staged near Los Angeles
a dramatization
of Edwin Arnold's
poem "The Light of Asia." The Theatre Arts Alliance which she headed
discovered the Bowl site as a home
for similar plays. Aided by Mrs.
Chauncey D. Clare, she bought the
land and held it until the Alliance
could pay for it. ow the Count)' of
Los Angeles owns it, subject to a long
lease by the civic, non-profit Holly
wood Bowl Association. Mrs. Artie
Mason Carter originated the idea of
"Symphonies Under the Stars."
The first of the concerts was conducted by Alfred Hertz on July l l,
1922, under the guidance of Mrs.
Carter. The 3,000 needed for light.
ing equipment came from the proceeds of the (Continued on Page 48)

the introduction of valves
BEFORE
to brass instruments there were
three different methods used for
bridging the sounds of the natural
harmonic series of the horns. In
general principle they followed one
of the following: (1) "stopping" or
inserting the hand into the hell; (2)
lengthening the tube by means of a
slide; or (3) covering holes in the
tube by keys much like the presentday saxophone.
The stopping device was most suecessful when. used on the French
Horn and has been used for solo
playing from about 1750 on. By
partially stopping the horn with the
hand in the bell, all the overtones
between the sixth and sixteenth par~
tials could be produced without much
loss of quality, .and tones that were
out of tune could be altered easily
by adjusting the hand in the bell.
This "stopping" provided horn players with practically a chromatic inETUDE-OCTOBER
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strument within its upper register
at a limited dynamic range and made
the horn a melodic instrument of
great service to the orchestrator. The
effectiveness of this hand technique
can be verified by the fact that adoption of valves on the horn came last
and well after 1850.
Stopping was less effective on the
trumpet since the choked quality of
stopped sounds destroyed the characteristic brilliance and ring of the
trumpet tone.
The lengthening of the slide had
been used since the fourteenth century as a most essential part of the
trombone. The sackbut (pump) was
common in England, and had occupied in Germany a very important
position in civic organizations. It was
the trombone choir, including alto,
tenor and bass trombones, that played
chorales from church towers on holidays for many centuries in Germany.
This old Moravian custom was

brought to America when Bethlehem,
Pennsylvania, was first settled, and
may still be heard there during religious holidays. Some effort was made
to apply the slide mechanism to the
horn hut nothing came of it because
the stopping method had already
produced such satisfactory results.
':'he slide was adapted to the trumpet,
and for some time in England, slide
trumpeting flourished as a highly
skilled art.
The use of key-holes or finger-holes
pierced into a tube played by means
of a cupped mouthpiece was also a
device much used. The wooden,
leather-covered cornetto family {Zinken in Germany) had been used in
several sizes varying from the old
cornette to the larger serpents, but
these became obsolete before the end
of the eighteenth century. Keys were
tried on horns and trumpets but with
little success.
In May, (Cantinued on Page 51)
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Current Trends

•

In

DEPARTMENT

School Choral Music

At Home with
An authoritative appraisal of present conditions in the

Ernest Bloch

school choral field with hints concerning what may
be expected in the days to come.

An intimate word picture of the
distinguished

composer who

in

by GEORGE HOWERTON

July observed his 75th birthday

EVERY
PERIOD of time may justifiably be said to be one of

by NORMA RYLAND GRAVES
IGH on a hilltop overlooking the
broad Pacific at Agate Beach,
Oregon, Swiss-born Ernest Bloch-

H

{me of today's greatest composershas found an ideal retreat for his sunset years. In the midst of rugged
beauty that is both an inspiration and

-source of quiet, uninterrupted hours
he lives with his music, for life to the
75-year-old

composer

cap

be inter-

preted only in terms of music. During
the 15 years he has lived in Oregon,
he has produced an immense amount
musical literature varying in scope

0:

from his recently completed

"Sym-

phony for Orchestra and Trombone"
(1954), to "Four Wedding Marches"
for organ.
In recent years his contacts with
the outside world have been sporadic

due to his reluctance to interrupt his
work schedule. "There is so much to
do and so little time," he says quietly.
Very frankly he tells you that he is
not a "rapid" composer; that he has
worked eight months on a symphonic
poem "that can be played in 25 minutes."
However, he has taken time out for
such major events as a trip to Rome
to assist in the 1953 production of
his opera "Macbeth" (first staged in
1910). He also conducted his "Concerto Symphonique" at the 1949 Edinburgh Festival, and the following
year motivated the six-day Bloch
Festival at Chicago. Recently he was
awarded an honorary doctor of letters
degree by Reed College in Portland,
Oregon.
In a way, this latter event is typical of the composer's life today. He

transition, since life is never static
and the very quality of living implies
movement from one cultural pattern
into another. However, the present
day is one in which changing trends
are particularly observable. It has
been said that in successive historical
periods, changes tend to come with
greater rapidity;
consequently, as
time goes on, shifts in emphasis may
occur with greater frequency and the
trend of the current appear to be
deflected more often.
I. Some particularly
obvious emphases in the present-day school
choral program rna y be summarized
as follows:
A. Singing is to be carried on as
an activity [or pleasure and enjoymcnt. While the. public performance
is still maintained as an important
aspect of the total program, nevertheless there is evident a swinging
away from an earlier attitude, where
it was often apparently regarded as
the controlling factor in setting up
a particular year's work. It now becomes less an end goal in itself and
more a motivation for the development of a wider experience and an
advancing technical skill.
B. Notation and sighs-reading are
to be developed as means [or increased enjoyment. Ability in sightreading is cultivated but not overemphasized; it is regarded rather as
a tool than as a finished product.·
C. Special choirs are to be pro·

received
his honor
surrounded
by his
family. His son, consulting engineer Ivan
Bloch,
flew down
from Alaska. His artist-daughter,
Lucienne (she illustrates
children's
books)
came up from California. Two members
Ernest Bloch in the living room or hi home
unable to attend were
his daughter Suzanne, a distinguished
down to the day's real tint. Close
lutenist whose professional
commitat hand is his piano, but he is not
ments held her in New York, and the
dependent upon it.
cornposer's wife, confined to the famErnest Bloch is probably best
ily home by illness.
known for hi "Schelomo Hhapscdy,"
But no matter how many honors
"Israel
Symphony"
and "Three
are conferred upon Ernest Bloch, he
Poems," although his published works
finds his greatest happiness working
number close to a hundred. Among
in the peaceful seclusion of his Agate
them are orchestral and choral scores,
Beach home. Chances are that if you
chamber music, string quartets, comwere to call upon him early any mornposition for piano, for violin, flute,
ing you would find him in the spa.
viola, cello, songs, pieces for organ
cious living room, seated before his
and also for two pianos. His music is
Stein way grand, pencil in hand, white
distinctive, filled with color and pas·
hair ruffed out by frequent fingersion in which vivid rhythms and
ings. Music and books fill the room,
novel harmonies are skillfully fused.
and it is against such a background
In 1953 he was especially honored
that you are more keenly aware of
when he received two awards given
his vibrant personality.
by the ew York Music Critics' CirHe is a small man-little
more
cle for his "String Quartet umber
than five feet in height-moving
with
3," and his "Concerto Grosso I umber
a litheness unusual for one of his
2" -the
first time a composer had
years. He exudes a certain youthful
been given two awards the same seafreshness, redolent of the great outSOil.
doors which he so passionately loves.
Mr. Bloch feels that imagination is
While he may start work in the
one of the composer's most important
living room, he soon transfers to his
assets. "But he must also have indestudio, a detached unit formerly used
pendence of thought," he emphasizes.
as a guest house. Here, accompanied
"The
young
American composer
by three morning pipes, he settles
should not (Continued
on Page 45)
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for

gifted

singers. While opportunity for participation in choral experience is to
be provided for all the student body,
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whether particularly gifted or not,
at the same time groups should be developed which have for their aim the
finished performance of fine literature. These groups will necessarily
draw upon those individuals whose
talents are of a special order and
will demand of them the greatest degree of excellence of which they may
be capable.
D. School music experiences should
be continued into post-school Ii/e.
There should be a definite link between the school music groups and
those groups in the community which
afford musical experience to the individual after he has completed his
school career. School music should
so function that through it the student is introduced to musical performance in such a way that he will
continue participation long after he
has graduated from his school organizations. School music should be considered not as an ultimate end, but
as a means of introduction to the
whole field of musical experience; it
should open up for the individual
avenues of expression which would
otherwise be closed to him. These
avenues should serve him throughout
all his life, not merely for the time
he is in school.
II. The following matters in school
choral work are being given considerable attention at the present time.
A. Required courses in music.
There is apparent no uniform agreement as to whether music should be
a required course or not. Requirements range from (1) no required
music beyond the sixth grade, to (2)
required courses continuing through.
out the junior high school career. In

some situations, one semester of music is required in the seventh and
eighth grades; in many places students may elect music or ad for one
semester 01' more ill junior high. By
and large,~ music is not customarily
required in the senior high school.
B. A ssem bly singing. It is generally felt that this activity should be
encouraged,
that wider attention
should be given to it and that the
general quality and character of assembly singing might well be raised
at the present time.
C. I ruegrotiosi oj music with other
subjects. This matter does not apparently meet with too much enthusiasm.
The so-called topic project plan which
has been widely accepted in recent
years does not appear to be considered particularly effective by most
music teachers. The principal criticism seems to be that the topic project
makes only a superficial and scanty
integration and does not provide any
really basic link between music and
the other subject field, whatever it
III a y be.
D. A cappella singing. It is felt
that a capella groups should be maintained. At the same time, there is
widespread and growing interest in
the maintenance of a favorable balance between accompanied repertoire
and that which is sung without accompaniment. While experience is to
be provided with a cappella literature,
it is felt that the singing experience
should not be confined exclusively to
unaccompanied literature but should
be extended to include at the same
time some of the fine works in which
the accompaniment is an important
element.
(Continued on Page 39)
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Keeping Pace with
Badia and TV Musie
by Albert }. Elias
there may be some who
WHILE
Ieel that the television industry
is still young
could

deny

that

and pioneering,
one

of

the

few

projects

which has already reached full mao
rur ity is the NBC Television Opera
Theatre, which this month begins its
seventh season. Directing the enterprise is a man intent on making
operas appealing to music-lovers and
non-music-lovers
alike-Peter
Herman Adler.
"Take Lukas Foss' new opera,
'Griffelkin,' which opens our season
on Sunday, November 6," says Adler.
"It is the fairy tale story about a
young devil who is sent to earth to
prove his worth as a devil, does 8
good

deed,

is expelled

from

Hell

and

ends up being sent back to earth in
the form of a little boy. Even if it
didn't have first class music, we have
enough material there to make a good
show."
One of the advantages of working
on television, Adler was saying the
other day, is that if you run across
an opera with an interesting libretto
and not such great music, "at least
you can still make a good TV show
out of it. While in opera houses people are used only to using their ears
on television they have become accustomed to looking with their eyes
as well as listening with their ears.
I think our Opera Theatre has done
a great deal towards giving back to
opera the show, the visual element
And we've done so by building ou~
operas from the ground up. We find
and train singers for each role, singers who look their parts, sing well
and act well. Our sets, like the camera
,~ork and every phase of the productron, are planned and carried out so
t?at

they

help

tell the

story

in

the

~lmplest and handsomest terms. Most
Important, doing our operas in Eng18

Iish has made

them more meaningful

all over the c untry. The
S81'ne people w ho have been used
to hearing
the M Iropolitan Opera
to pe pie

broadce ts-whi
h amount to hear.
ing a
ncert ver i n f opera-no"
that they
e opera and, \lith OUf
translation,
under tend it, write U5
letters about their excit ment, And
o do viewer \\ ho have never before
seen or hear I an opera; the) are
delight d to find it n t as un-understandable as the)' were brought up
to think, and amazed how our opera
is so much like 0 Broadway show."
With

million

productions

eing ea h of NBC's

rather than the three or

four th usand who can squeeze into
anyone
of our opera houses (or u
single perf rmance of live opera.Ad.
ler thinks
"it's
safe to say we've
tested the response of Americans to
all kinds of opera to a ,'ery large
degree." This season' schedule, Adler points out, i typical of the varied
selection of operas the company presents. Besides the Foss work. the
Opera Theatre
has slated the world
premiere of another new American
opera commissioned by TSe. Stanley
Hollingsworth's
"La Grande Breteche,"
based on the Beleac story
(March

25);

Puccini's

"Madam But-

terfly" ( ovember 27): the annual
presentation
of Gien-Cerlo Mencui's
"Amah I and the
ight Visitors" (December 25); ~Ioz8rt's "The Magic
Flute," in a new English version by
W. H. Auden
and Chester Ksllman
(January
15) ; Tchaikovsky's "Eugen

in a new translation by

Onegin,"
George

and

Phyllis

Mead (April 29).

uWhen it comes to new works,we're
actually in a better position 10 do them
than anybody else in the country."
Adler avers. "Modern operas, if they
don't keep people away from the opera
house, often (Continued on Page48)
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Clarinet section, 1954 National Music Camp Band, at Inlerlochen, Michigan, coached by. Keith Stein.

Study Course for the Clarinet
Suggestions to the teacher or student looking for the
best study and solo material for his chosen instrument.
by William D. Revelli

NEVER

in the history of music has
such an abundance of instructional materials and performance literature been made available to teachers, artists and students.
Although

the quality

of these new

publications has not always kept pace
with the quantity, no teacher, who
is desirous of making a thorough
search and evaluation of available
materials, should experience any difficulties in establishing a worthy
course of study encompassing the elementary, intermediate and advanced
stages of the student's development.
To complete such a survey and
evaluation will require considerable
time, interest and tenacity; however,
such efforts will undoubtedly result
in the establishment of a program of
study that is geared to the .student's
musical development.
To know how to teach is not
enough, for our modern teacher must
be as equally informed on what to
leach.' A physician who is an expert
diagnostician, but who is unable to
ETUDE-OCTOBER
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"prescribe" proper remedial treatment can hardly possess the qualities
of a highly successful doctor. Only
recently, I observed the teaching techniques of a young and inexperienced
teacher who was quite skilled in the
techniques of presentation, though
totally oblivious to the fact that his
materials, that is, his "medicine,"
were quite lacking the ingredients so
necessary to the students' progress
and development.
We are, of course, aware that no
single instructional text has yet been
designed

that

will

fulfill the needs

of

every student and teacher; yet the
fact remains, today's teacher has an
endless variety of materials from
which he may select those that most
effectively meet the needs of his particular students.
With these facts in mind, let us
proceed to the development of a proposed graded course of study for the
clarinet. There is perhaps a greater
quantity of published instructional
as well as solo and ensemble mater i-

als for the clarinetlhan

for any other
of the wind instruments.
Undoubtedly this outline will not
'meet with the complete accord of all
students or teachers; therefore, please
bear in mind that it is merely suggestive and represents one, rather than
the one outline. On the other hand,
the following recommended materials
are representative of the most worthy
literature for the instrument and have
been selected after an exhaustive
study and survey of methods, solos,
ensemble and supplementary texts
which appropriately lend themselves
to the student's complete training and
performance capacities.
The material is divided into three
classifications in accordance with
their degree of difficulty; namely, (1) Elementary: approximately
grades one and two; (2) Intermediate: grades three and four , (3)
Advanced: grades five and six.
An attempt to classify a composition by a definite grade is likely to
lead to (Continued on Page 50)
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the footlights. Without this ability the
greatest
talent
will remain sterile,
from the standpoint
of concerts. If
you consider
the great artists you
have
heard,
beginning,
say, with
Schumann-Ileink,
you will realize
that in every case you felt with the
artist
as he performed.
SchumannHeink could make you actually see

the child,

MIRACLE
OF

SUCCESS

quality is lacking you go home lillie

The sensible artist must realize that the selling of his
wares goes hand in hand with the making of music.
From an interview with Ruth Cowan
Secured by LeRoy V. Brant
or woman who sells the
services of the artist should know
better than almost any other person
what the artist should offer for sale.'
The concert bureau manager is the
one who does the selling;
he or she
is the one who knows the saleability
of the artist's offering. His opinion in
the matter of saleability
and the approach to selling is worthy of every
consideration
on the part of the aspirnnt to a life in music.
Let there be no criticism of this
realistic approach to the matter of an
artist's living. The artist must eat
before he can sing or play or compose. Without money he ccnnot eat,
It has been many a long century since
the ravens fed Elijah. Today the sen.
sible artist realizes that he must sell
his wares, and that the selling of them
is a profession just as honorable and
useful as that of the making of music.
The two, in fact, go hand in hand.

Ruth Cowau mauaged the last South.
ern California tour of both Paderewski and Rachmaninoff.
She hooked

he should realize the fact.
Artist~Manager

Louise Homer and Schuraann-Heink.
For many years she was with Arthur
] udson, a giant in the field of artistmanagement.
She organized
and for
three and a half years was the man-

ager of the Utah Symphony.

She was

invited to leave Salt Lake City to be.
come the executive secretary
of The
Music Academy of the West at Santa
Barbara,
where is gathered
a corps
of great teachers such at Piatigorsky,
Lotte Lehmann,
Darius Milhaud,
and
others of like caliber, who lead young
America into the paths of the making
of great music. Her knowledge
of the
things for which concert management
cries fits her to help young
musical
America concerning
points regarding
managers,
points which artist teachers rarely
discuss, possibly
do not
even realize
exist. Certain
of her

thoughts

moved,
emotionally.
This is not so
much a matter of artistry, it is a matter of humanity,
of loving people,
perhaps
you might say. The young
artist who lacks this quality will also
lack success, and from the beginning

follow.

an extremely highly specialized field.
The youngster who would set the
world on fire often thinks that because he owns a torch nothing lUore
is necessary.
But much more is necessary, the public must be made aware
that one has appeared on the horizon
who has a torch. If the public is unaware of a torch, it will not buy one.

If it does not buy the privilege of
seeing the torch, the owner of the
torch will not be able to eat, the torch

will burn

Elements of Success
cations necessary
to a concert
is the ability to project himself

artist
over

itself out for lack of fuel

replenishment,
and another tragic
chapter
about torches will blot the
pages of musical history.
"The manager
is the one who acquaints
the
money-holding
public
with the fact that a new torch has

been

"At the top of the list of qualifi-

Relationship

"The young artist must find a good
manager.
Here, I think, is a matter
little understood. Booking artists is

lighted.

'I'ha

thetic, apparently,
But it is engaged
for itself, and ruust
and loudly
that

public is apa-

but not so really.
in making a living
be reminded often
this new torch is

available for (Continued on Page 46)
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With comments on various teaching procedures

by GUY MAIER

AT A RECENT class I asked a young

fellow about
ten years
old,
HWhen do you take your piano. lessons ?"
"Wednesday
mOrInngs,
seven
o'clock."
"Wow! Don't you hate to get up
that early?"
"No, sir, because I like
piano
teacher so much. She always looks so
nice!"
Good heavens, I thought, how can
anyone look "nice" at seven A.M.?
After questioning
many teachers I
learned that most of them find it
necessary to teach not only at seven
A..M. but at seven P.M., too, and
often later in the evening in order
to get in the lessons which their school
children require.
This leaves them
free for part of the mornings. Then
they have noon lessons until onethirty; then again a space until three

rnx.

or three- thirty, followed by the hard
afternoon
drive
often
until nine
o'clock.
What a day that is for any human
being! What other profession exacts
such ridiculous
hours?
Only their
love for music and their zeal to teach
drives these wonderful piano teachers.
When, recently, I saw one hundred
of them at a tea party, looking young,
chic and very smart
(quite unlike
the piano teachers of the last generation) , I asked them, "Do you ever
dress like this when you give lessons?" They indignantly
answered,
HOf course not!" It seems to me that
the teacher :is wise who dresses stylishly for her lessons, and who looks
especially
"nice"
for those early
morning young people. When youngsters start out with jhe kind of lift
music can give, it will set a happy
tone for their entire day's experience.
So, let's look our very best at seven
A.M.; and, if necessary,
just go to
bed again for an hour or two at nine.

Those Long Afternoons
As to those
afternoon-evening
teaching sessions: Be sure to give no
pupil overtime. If you do, it's a confession of weakness. After forty-five
minutes of enthusiastic teaching, you,
as well as the student,
should
he
ready to stop. Even if the pupil seems
able to concentrate longer he will not
be able to digest what you give him;
consequently,
the extra
time and
energy will lie wasted. When I give
lessons even to an advanced pianist,
one hour is about the limit. He can't
take more; he leaves the studio gladly

(but happily, I' hope).
So, no overtime,

please!

Those Evening Lessons
ISI1 't it possible
for you to teach
not more than one or two evenings a
week, especially if you have a husband
or family? What do they do when you
desert them four or five nights a
week? If you teach every day and
several nights a week there's probably
something
wrong somewhere.
You
have become a music-fanatic,
you are
trying to escape from living a full,
well-integrated
life, you are feeding
an inflated ego, or you are letting
music consume you.
Do you think it is hopeless in your
town to secure permission
for your
students to he excused from school
for their one-hour piano lesson each
week. Good piano students almost always lead their school classes in high
academic marks; therefore,
you can
go to the principal
to request that
hour for lessons. If you could fill up
the gaps in your morning
or early
afternoons,
your
teaching
hours
would be much better regulated.
So many teachers tell me that they
hold out two days for themselves.
No lessons are ever given on those
days for any reason. This is a "must,"

and should be started right from the
beginning of the season.

Class Lessons
Those of you who are still frightened by class piano teaching could
start out your season by compelling
groups of four, six or eight of your
students
who need similar technic
drill ("Thinking
Fingers," Books 1
and 2, "Etudes
for Every Pianist,"
etc.) to come together in classes for
a month, instead of taking private
lessons. Many teachers
have been
doing this with great success.
Or: if you want students to study
the works (style) of any composer,
you
could,
for example,
choose
Brahms. In a class of four or six you
could have eight or ten Brahms pieces
ready to sell to the choosers. You
could play short excerpts from these
compositions
and discuss Brahms and
his pianistic style. (Think how much
good this would do you!)
Or, some teachers like to begin
the autumn work with copious sight
reading. This can be done admirably
with four per::;ons reading duets (two
copies) on two pianos: with you "conducting." At each period, loaned out
reading assignments
are given to the
students
for the next lesson. Such
reading is always done quietly, with
no "expression,"
no pedal and, above
all: no halting in the reading.
One good way to offer help to the
readers is for the conductor always to
count a measure
(as he conducts)
while the pupils silently look it over;
then without
pause as he counts
again, the students play the measure. Then silence as he counts the
next measure, after which (no break
in counting!)
the students play it,
etc. Any short piece can be read confidently in this way. Furthermore
it
compels the reader to take in the

(Continued on Page 62)
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Reminders for the
New Teaching ·Season

the Erl-king.

Other contraltos
may have had voices
as great, but in her day there were
none that projected
their voices as
she did. That projection
was the first
element of her greatness. Put in another way, she always shared with
you her feeling
for music, she insisted that you must share with her.
She did not merely ofTer it, she commanded that you share it.
"This quality of sharing is one of
the qualities
of Lotte Lehmann's
greatness;
in a quiet way Emmanuel
Bey has it (for an accompanist must
possess
it no less than a soloist).
When you attend a concert where this

THE

THE MAN

the father,

PIA~IST'S
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ACCORDIONIST'S

Teacher's Roundtable
Maurice Dumesnil, Mus. Doc. discourses on The Value
of Scales, Turina's Piano Music, Recital Etiquette, and
other matters.

THE VALUE OF SCALES
There seems to be quite a discussion at present concerning the value
oj teaching scales to piano students.
What is your advice to a piano
teacher? I thank you.
(Mrs.) C. T., Pennsylvania

My advice is, unreservedly: teach
scales! I know there is a discussion
on this subject and it has been going
on for some years. Some teachers
apparently
believe it is "possible to
acquire technic through "getting it
out of the pieces." However, experience and observation indicate that it
is not so. There is a vast- difference
in the playing of those who work
assiduously
on technic
in all its
branches-scales,
arpeggios, octaves,
double thirds and sixths-and
others
who are satisfied with the repetition
of a few passages out of sonatas or
concertos and rely on this to attain
notable results. To a trained ear that
difference is obvious: the student who
adopts the latter course lacks smoothness, control, in one word, quality;
whereas another student who has been
and remains faithful to his daily technical
"gymnastics"
performs
with
clarity, color, assurance
and a general feeling of musical and physical
relaxation.
Undoubtedly

the scale-less theory

has appeal to some students and their
parents. No wonder then that it has
been adopted by a number of teachers. But just the same, T can only repeat once more: get more technic out
of your pieces, but let this be in addition to the real drills for which there
are no substitutes.
The results will
speak for themselves.

TURINA'S

PIANO

MUSIC

I recently purchased a Westminster
recording of works for orchestra by
Joaquin Tiuina and am perfectly
fascinated by them. I would like to

know about his piano compositions,
and also a little about him. Do you
consider him as ranking with Albeniz,
Granados, and de Falla? Thank you
very much for the information.
R. W. B., Florida
I certainly consider Turina
as beIng in the same class as those three
great
Spanish
composers.
The constant
inspiration
of his music,
its
melodic flow, and above all its wonderful local color, place him at the
top, and not only in his native land
but in all Europe. For ten years he
lived in Paris where he studied composition
at the Schola
Cantorum
under Vincent d'Indy, and piano with
Moszkowski.
It was my privilege
to
know him then, and I found
him a
distinguished,
affable
and
modest
gentleman.
Upon his return to Madrid
he took part in many musical
activities, taught at the Conservatory,
and
occupied
the post of music critic for
the important
newspaper
"£1 Debate."
Turina's
style combines
happily
the romantic
and impressionistic
elements.
It is always descriptive
in
character
and depicts many
aspects
and scenes of Spanish life, Andalucia
and his native Seville in particular.
His production
for the piano is con.
siderable
and reaches
around
one

hundred

and fifty numbers. Among
single out: Soir d'ete
sur La terrasse (Summer Evening on
the Terrace), from the suite "Coins
them

I might

de Seville"
(Demets, Eschig),
5; "Le Cirque"
(The Circus)
(Associated
Music Publishers).

6; Tango

(Salabert),

villa"

(Deruets, Eschig),
Monte (Salabert)

7;

4:y".

suite

Sacra

5: "Se'grade
arade
' e

Anyon
this list will he a valuable
add.ition to recital programs.
My favonte
am.ong them is probably
the
first mentIoned,
Summer Evening. It

22

6

grade

grade
suite
grade

The Accordion and the
Symphony Orchestra

is one of the most atmospheric pieces
I have ever known, and its languid
charm is bound to cast a spell upon
any listener.

RECITAL

ETIQUETTE

What is the proper etiquette Jor
a debut recital in a city of over fiflY
thousand? I consider this to be a
problem for many teachers and stu·
dents alike. A re flowers for the stage
super {luaus?
Must programs be
printed or is it permissible to have
them neatly mirneogroohed? Is it
correct to present the teacher at the
end? Must young men wear tuxedos
(sometimes they can be very uncomfortable)?
Is there any reason why
concert pianists use a piano wilh an
ebonized finish rather than one In
walnut or mahogany?
Thank you in advance.
P. /. B., Iowa
The matter of proper etiquette is
entirely
one of personal inclination.
There is no set rule either for the
di ess or the decoration of the platform with shrubbery.
If the debut recital is a formal one,
a young man can wear either full
dress or tuxedo. No decoration whatsoever on the stage. Of course, it is
just the opposite
if the performer
is a young lady, and flowers, shrubbery and decoration
are in order.
I don't think it advisable to introduce the teacher
to the audience at
the end of the program. This would
lessen the professional
aspects of the
recital.
In all cases printed programs are
preferable,
for they give a high class
touch to the occasion which mimeography
doesn't convey.
As to the black finish of concert
grands:
they all come that way.
Would it be because black is eonsiderer more formal and dignified than

(Continued
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Eugene Ettore, accordion soloist with symphony orchestra conducted by !Iarold Newlon

It is truly significant to note the ever-growing number of appearances

0/

accordion virtuosi with our major symphony

orchestras.

by Theresa Costello
" S STATED in last month's accor-

.fl..

dion article,
there are many
people, among them fine musicians
and music educators,
who in spite of
the accordion's
progress
still refuse
to accept it as a serious instrument.
This is especially true when considering the accordion
in relation to the
orchestra. That many conductors
refuse to recognize the potentials of the
accordion in the orchestra
can only
be due to the fact that they have not
taken the trouble to analyze the instrument.
Today's accordion
has been developed into a multi-switch
instrument,
thus allowing for a variety of tonal
possibilities.
It is these tonal possibilities that allow the accordion
to

blend so beautifully with all orchestra instruments
and also allows the
accordion to substitute most satisfactorily for numerous instruments.
It is
equally true that if more arrangers
also were aware of the various color
combinations
that an accordion
can

ETUDE-OCTOBER
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produce, many accordion parts could
be included or written in the scores.
In all instances the inclusion
of an
accordion
part would add color to
the orchestra section.
Notwithstanding
this fact, the last
few years has seen much progress
towards this end. Slowly but surely,
the accordion has been featured with
the London,
Philadelphia,
Detroit,
Denver, Eagle Rock and other sym·
phony orchestras.
To be specific, in
1953, the well known accordion virtuoso, Andy Arcari, played with the

Philadelpbia

Symphony Orcbestra di-

rected
by Eugene Ormandy
in a
performance
of "Arcadian
Sketches,"

composed by Virgil Thomson. While
the composer in this instance did not
write a special solo part for the accordion, the accordion was here used
to increase the variety of effects of
the entire orchestra.
Joe Biviano, one of the outstanding accordion virtuosi of today, has
had considerable
experience
in per-

forming with various symphony
orchestras and recalls with great satisfaction his playing the accordion part
in Virgil Thomson's
modern
opera
entitled "Four Saints in Three Acts."
When queried
about his opinion of
the accordion,
Mr. Thomson replied
that he thought the accordion a most
valuable orchestra
instrument
useful
in soft passages and incomparable
for
string accents. It blends admirably
with strings and the harmonium.
Another contemporary
composer to
use the accordion in orchestrations
is
Alban Berg, who in his opera "Woz~
zeck" included a part for the accordion. Alban Berg used the accordion
as a tone color, which blended with
the string
and brass sections
surrounded
by bassoon,
English horn

and cello.
Mr. Biviano
also played the accordion part at a recent performance

of this work by the New York Philharmonic

Orchestra.

Biviano

reports

(Continued on Page 57)
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New Careers
for Organists

FORUM

To Fit a Bridge
by Harold Berkley

/

by Alexander McCurdy

RECENTLY
there appeared in this
space an article describing opportunities in the pipe-organ field for
persons other than organist-choirmasters. The gratifying and much
appreciated response in the way of
letters to this, department suggests
that the subject is one of general interest.

The previous article, for the sake
of conciseness in covering

a broad

topic, omitted mention of one of the
most

interesting

and

remunerative

fields of all. This is a career in selling.
It may be that some readers are
put off by the terms "salesman" and
"salesmanship."
One may object:
"But I'm not the salesman type."

Many of us have an oddly stereotyped idea of what salesmanship
means. We picture the salesman as a

breezy, hearty, back-slapping extrovert of the "live-wire" or "go getter"
type. He is equipped with a pocketful
of cigars, an unlimited fund of Pullman smoker stories and a line of
"sales talk" designed to batter down
the stoutest resistance. Mere ordinary
mortals feel themselves incapable of
such high-pressure operation.
Without going into the question of
whether this is an accurate picture
of salesmanship in general, it can
be stated that it definitely is not
representative of the organ field.
The most successful men have almost
nothing in the way of "sales talk."
They make sales, not by talking, but
by demonstrating.
Now it is obvious enough that if
one operates a typewriter with two
fingers, one is not able to display
the typewriter's full potentialities as
well as an expert who types 120 words
a .minute. In the same way, an organ
will sound better played by an expert
organist than with a duffel' at the
console.
Accordingly, the best salesmen are

above-average as performers. As a
matter of fact, it is not unusual for
the man who sold the instrument to
play the dedicatory recital when an
organ installation is completed.
In addition, these men know instruments and their construction inside
and out. Many have spent time at the
factory observing how the instruments
are built. The result is that when it
comes to setting up a demonstration,
they know how to make an instrument
put its best foot forward.
I have in mind a man in New York
State who from his salary as an organist .saved up enough to' open his
own music shop. Among other things
he obtained the franchise for a certain make of electronic organ, and
now has competitors green with envy.
In making a demonstration,
he
studies the church or other location
with great care. He has no hesitation
in altering factory specificationsputting in a larger amplifier, for
example-if
he thinks it necessary.
He is careful to play a program of
music suited to the instrument and to
the use for which it is intended.
Since he is thoroughly familiar with
the instrument's strong and weak
points, he is careful to emphasize
the former rather than the latter.
As a result, the electronic organ
which he represents, demonstrated
in competition with others potentially every bit as good, makes a
stunning impression.
This man tells me he uses almost
nothing in the way of "sales talk."
The instrument speaks for itself.
A man in the Middle West resigned
his or?ani.st's post to serve as representative m that region for a pipeorgal: bui~der. He underwent an ap~rent]c~shlp at the factory, learning
III detaIl. every aspect of pipe-organ
constructIon. Today he is able to
"follow through" on an installation
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from placing the initial order to playing the dedicatory recital.
This man has made himself invaluable in supervising the installation of pipe-organs. An instrument
can be superbly designed, and built
of fine materials with the skilled
craftsmanship and almost ferocious
integrity
characteristic of organbuilders; yet in the actual installation of so complex a piece of machinery, "bugs" are almost certain to
appear.
An experienced trouble-shooter, our
man is on hand to make sure that
such flaws are corrected, possibly to
lend a hand himself in correcting
them. Extra pains taken in this regard result in pleased customers,who
recommend our man to others. Such
men are in constant demand. I am
sure I am not the only teacher who
is always being asked where a good
demonstration organist can be found.
The demand, moreover, shows no
sign of diminishing. Recently I at·
tended the annual Music Trade Fair
in Chicago, at which a spokesmanfor
the electric and electronic organ industry made a forecast of the industry's total sales for the coming year.
The vast sum he mentioned so staggered me that I forgot to write it
down; but it Is clear that the industry is in flourishing condition.
And this, contrary to the views of
many gloomy prophets, has not been
achieved by putting pipe-organ builders out of business. As mentioned in
a previous article, there is hardly a
builder ill America who can promise delivery in less than a year; and
many have a backlog of orders sufficient to keep them busy eighteen
months to three years.
Consequently, the sales side of
the industry is a wide-open and
growing field in which qualified men
are always (Continued on Page 44)
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".... Will you please tell me what
the distance should be between string
and fingerboard at the end 0/ the
fingerboard? I have to fit the bridge
myselj, as there is no one in this
town who can do it .... "
S. F. 5., Florida

1955

So as to be sure of giving you the
exact measurements, I sent your letter
to a friend of mine who is perhaps the
leading violin expert in New York.
I cannot do better than quote his
letter almost verbatim. He wrote:
"Bridges must be fitted by someone
fairly expert with a knife. They come
in standard blanks, and first the feet
must be filled to the helly of the
violin, and after that the bridge must
be cut down to proper height and
properly curved. Furthermore, for
best tonal results the bridge must be
thinned according to the requirements of the particular violin. All of
this is a rather difficult operation, and
that is why repairmen make a charge
for fitting a bridge. There are no prefit ones that are satisfactory because
there are no two violins that are quite
alike.
"The normal distance of the E
string above the end of the finger.
board is about 31j2 mm., which is
approximately 3/32 of an ioch. The
G measured in the same way should
be about 5l;2 mm., or :'bout 9/32 of
an inch."
In other words, fitting a bridge is
quite an undertaking. I think you
would be much more satisfied with
the tone of your violin if you sent it
to a responsible repairman than if
you tried to fit the bridge yourself.
I have watched experts fitting bridges;
and the time and care they spend in
getting the feet to fit exactly on the
top of the violin is an example of
patience and conscientiousness. But
if yon decide to do the job yourself,
good luck to you!
ETUDE-OCTOBER
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STUDY BOOKS FOR BEGINNERS
"Please recommend violin study
books jor young beginners. I have a
young pupil who is now in W ohljahrt
Op. 45, first book. Please suggest
other technique books to use as
supplement to or to follow W ohljahrt.
How soon do you recommend ioork
in the positions? Scales? And should
I use a scale book or teach them
by rote? ... "
Mrs. J. P. W., Illinois
The first book of Wohlfahrt is
nsnally followed by the first book
of Kayser, Op. 20. If the student has
done good work on the Wohlfahrt
studies, he should be ready, when he
comes to Kayser, to start on the positions. For this I would recommend
Book II (and, if necessary, its Sup.
plement) of the Laoureux Violin
Method. Kayser I and Leoureux II
can be studied together. If the pupil
practices only an hour a day or less,
the Kayser and Laoureux studies can
well be, assigned alternately-c-one
lesson Kayser, the next Laoureux. By
the time the pupil has worked through
Kayser I, he is usually far enough
along to do Kayser II, skipping
Wohlfahrt I!; though if there is any
doubt in the teacher's mind about the
student's readiness fat the ·second
book of Kayser, then some of the
studies in Wohlfahrt II are indicated.
After Kayser II comes, perhaps, the
supplement to Book II of Laoureux
and some studies from Mazas I (the
Special Studies). With these some
work on Sevcik (Ip. I, Book'II! is
always good.
You ask how soon I recommend
work in the positions; my opinion is,
the sooner the better-always
provided that the student has a good
ear and listens to himself critically.
For the inattentive student and for'
one whose ear is dormant or almost
lacking, I would suggest that visiting

the third position be postponed until
he can hear accurately his playing in
the first position. If a pupil cannot
be relied on to play Band D in tune
on the A string in the first position,
he certainly can't be trusted to play
the same interval in tune when shifting to the third position with the
first finger. In general, however, as
soon as intonation is fairly solid in
the first position, the pupil can be
given the third position (followed by
the second), while additional Auency
is gained in the first position by the
use of more advanced studies.
Scales? Of course-s-and accompanied by their related arpeggios. All
the better Methods include scales
almost from the beginning, and real
use should be made of them. For one
thing, the study of scales teaches the
relationship of each scale-step to the
tonic; [or another, working on scales
and arpeggios is the surest and easiest
way for a student to learn the keysignatures. A third reason-and certainly not of less importance-is
that careful work on scales and arpeggios promotes good intonation and
an even, strong finger grip.
By all means use a book in the
teaching of scales, particularly after
the pupil has begun to shift. Rote
teaching is all very well in its place,
but its place is not the private lesson
-c-when extra time can be given to
any point that needs extra attention.
For the pupil who is beginning to
shift into the positions, the best scale
book, in my opinion, is Schradieck's
Scale Studies, published
by G.
Schirmer, New York. The chromatic
approach leads the pupil into the
higher positions almost without his
being aware of it.
Your questions were really very
constructive.

A PROBLEM OF SMALL HANDS
".... May I (ContinuedonPa.ge52)
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Scene from "Carmen" as produced by Nikikai Company in Tokyo
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ADDITION to its subscription
series, the NHK Symphony Orchestra broadcasts "Symphony Hall,"
a one hour program every Wednesday evening. "This is an hour of
highest delight to music lovers
throughout the country and this program is judged to attract the greatest
number of listeners among all programs devoted to Western music.
Classical as well as modern works are
presented in these broadcasts, and
the compositions by Japanese musicians are included as often as possible. Among the· featured soloists
both Japanese and Western artists
play with the orchestra. For burgeoning young musicians, the opportunity
to perform with the NHK Symphony
Orchestra on a national broadcast is
equivalent to recognition of their art
and a golden chance for their future
career. Some of these broadcasts are
open to the public; one can readily
see when 'Studio l' holds such an
open evening by the long lines of
patient music lovers that wind
around the NHK building long be·
fore the doors are scheduled to open.
"Far beyond the shores of Japan,
the NHK Symphony
Orchestra
reaches out to a world audience in

the International Broadcasts, once a
month, directed overseas by short
wave. It is our greatest joy and pride
that we are able to present to overseas listeners contemporary Japanese
music together with Western classics
played by the NHK Symphony.
"On special occasions, NHK makes
a point of supplementing the studio
broadcasts of the NHK Symphony
Orchestra by relay broadcasts of
public concerts. On these occasions,
. enthusiastic listeners are afforded the
opportunity of appreciating the orchestra's performances broadcast directly from a public hall or theater.
At times, these special broadcasts are
given as part of NHK's social service,
to assist such public causes as the
Community Chest, the Olympic Fund
and similar campaigns.
"Besides the regular performances
in Tokyo, a vital part of the orchestra's work consists of a concert cycle
presented in the larger cities throughout Japan. Fortunately, among the
devoted 'fans' the orchestra finds that
there is a generation of new music
lovers developing alongside the ef.
forts of professional performers. It
augurs well for the future of music in
Japan. In fact, the hunger for the best
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in music is so great that every concert of the Subscription series in
Toyko and the major cities of Japan
is completely sold out, and that not
even standing room is obtainable at
times. New would-be subscribers find
that it is as difficult to enter a subscription as it is to find a diamondon
the streets. A subscription seat has
assumed the nature of a precious
family heirloom, not to be surrendered on the public market, but to be
renewed season after season."
When we add to the work of this
fine group the performances by the
Tokyo Sympbony Orchestra and its
series of guest conductors, including
such eminent ·musicians as Jean Martinon and Sir Malcolm Sargent, the
Tokyo Philharmonic and the Konoye
Symphony, we can see that there is
a rich musical fare of symphonicmusic available to meet this hunger for
Western music.
This season has brought operatic
performances of "Madam Butterfly,"
HLa Traviata," "I Pagliacci," "Tos·
co," "Carmen," and a neWJapanese
opera based on an ancient story
which has been popularized in Kabuki plays, "Shuzenji Monogatari"
hy Osarnu (Continued on Page 43)
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Japanese operatic performances, radio broadcasts, children's concerts, street musicians
and other interesting items are discussed in the concluding section of this article.
by Irving
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of knowledge as to
vocal technique. Choral directors should
be so trained that they are prepared to
deal with the voice as a performing
mechanism. A thorough knowledge of
breath control, tone production, and diction should be prerequisite
for any
choral teacher.
Particular
attention
should be given to the boy voice, which
demands thorough knowledge for its
proper treatment. It constitutes a very
special problem and must be handled
in a special way in order to preserve
and extend its natural
beauty and
bring it through the voice change without damage.
F. General musical education of the
choral director. There is an increasing
awareness of the importance
of thorough grounding in the basic essentials
of music. This implies a wide knowledge of choral literature,
of harmony,
ear training and theory, together with
the problems of voice production.
III. The function of the school choral
program has been interpreted variously
with considerable attention lately to the
relation of music to the total educational experience.
The role of education in producing
effective maturity is to provide children with and to train them in aesthetic experience so that they will
develop patterns useful to them in
maintaining morale, in relieving tensions, in identifying themselves with
a cultural group, and in general sensitizing them to beauty. The possibilities of great enrichment
of life
by wholesome, affective
experience
constitutes a challenge to all interested in aesthetics.1
It has been said and truthfully that
an overwhelming percentage of our
acts are emotionally motivated, and
that an almost negligible per cent 0/
our curriculum components are designed to awaken and develop a
healthy emotional experience.2
Music should be employed to provide
the child with that means of self-expression which every individual
so
keenly needs and which music can so
effectively provide. Music provides an
opportunity for social development in
a manner possible for no other activity
in the school. The shy, timid individual
whom we call the introvert can, through
music, be brought out of himself and
into contact with his group. The group
participation possible in choral singing
can give him the confidence and self·
assurance necessary to make him an
effective member of his social group.
Such participation can give him poise,
I. Pre,coU, Daniel A.,
Proe:e.,."

'"

"Emotions

and the Educative

2. Land,bury, John J., "Educalion
ThroulSh
MENC Yearbook. Vol. XXX (1939). p. 32.
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can develop within him the ability to
conduct himself easily in public, and
can make it possible for him to operate
effectively as a member of society.
The extravert
can come to know
through
choral performance
the joy
which is possible in group activity; he
can be made aware of the necessity of
merging his own personality with that
of the group; he can be taught the
spirit of co-operation and group-feeling.
Opportunity
for the development
of
leadership and initiative is provided in
a unique way in the music organization,
where the individual advances solely
through
recognition and development

of his own particular powers and abilities. At the same time it provides in an
equally unique fashion a means whereby individual ability can be made to
contribute to the achievement of the
group as a whole. The extraverted person can thus develop through music
into a person, not only gifted in individual endeavor, but one effective as a
social being and member of his social
group.
The choral group provides a channel
through
which all of our cultural
streams can mingle. There is no place
such as the choral performance where
all nationalities,
all racial strains, an

Opportunities ... Better Income
You owe it to yourself! To make musical progress and
enjoy greater recognition and earnings. Investigate the
Extension Conservatory ... a fine Home Study Musical
Organization established over 53 years. At little cost and
with no interference with regular work it's easy to gain
the knowledge that qualifies you for higher and more
profitable positions in music.
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Musicians
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Students and artists ... instrumental, vocal, conducting and
arranging . . . are seeking
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training.

.•. BUT "TOO BUSY"? If you are a successful
"forward-looking" musician,
you are no doubt a busy
one. But are you' sure of continuing
success? Are you
satisfied perhaps, because you feel it would be too difficult to "break away" for further study? Then our
advanced Extension
Courses will interest you.
They permit you to study at home in your own
spare time, progressing at your own pace as your
schedule permits. It pays to keep on "growing"
in music!
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colors and all creeds of belief can meet
without prejudice. Through the mutual
joy which all participants in singing
can experience there comes voluntarily
and without compulsion a tolerance and
a sympathy for other members of the
group, an awareness of the pleasure
which all men, of whatever race or
creed, may experience in mutual enterprise. The choral group is one of the
few organizations in a community where
all economic gran ps within the cornmunity and all social classes meet on
an equal footing. It is one of the few
places where members of a group are
selected entirely on the basis of merit
and without regard for economic standing or social prestige.
Music provides in rare measure that
release from the strain and tension of
daily life which is so necessary in times
as turbulent
as those of the mid-twentieth century. In these days, when the
whole world feels a sense of insecurity,
when members of the family are often
widely separated,
musical experience
can give the child that sense of pennanence which he so desperately needs.
Music can serve in a unique way as
a means ol illuminating
the contributions of the past. An introduction to the
great masterpieces
which previous ages
have left behind is often the first awakening within the student of what it is
in the past which may have meaning
and value [or him today. An awareness
of the fact that there is lasting beauty
in what the past has produced serves
itself as an anchorage in the present.
Through
experience
with the great
masterpieces
of bygone ages, one becomes aware of the priceless heritage
which we have received from former
days. He comes to see that there are
enduring
beauties which have continued down to today from the time of
their beginning.
He comes to know and
love things
which have been known
and loved by men of all ages. This
realization
of the continuance of an
ideal of beauty through all the changes
of history provides the individual with
a sense of security in a time when shifting values and changing social attitudes
tend to give him a feeling of instability
and impermanence.
The school choral organization has a
responsibility
not only to the individuals within the group but also to the
school itself and to the community at
large. It should provide for audience
as well as participants
experience with
the best which the composers of all
ages have left to us. With an educa·
tional viewpoint
on she part of the
director.
the school music group can
be one of the most effective agents possible for the cultivation of taste, the
establishment
of standards, and the
awakening
of interest not only in the
schools but throughout tbe communitfTHEEND
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LET YOUR HOBBY
POSSESS YOU
(Continued from Page 11)
High School, and earned fame by organizing groups to conduct entertain.
ments in local hospitals and institutions.
Although his voice was then changing,
Sherman Adams ranked among the pillars of these entertainments
by playing
piano and reciting.
"My great specialty
was Alfred
Noyes' The Highwayman,"
said Covernor Adams. "I don't think I'll ever ferget it." Then, speaking more to himself
than to his visitor, he tested himself
on the opening lines:
The wind was a torrent of darkness
among the gusty trees,
The moon was a ghostly galleon
tossed upon cloudy seas,
The road was a ribbon of moonlight
over the purple moor ...
The trial came off creditably, the Governor looked pleased, and the visitor got
a sample of the famous Adams oratory.
In the fall of 1916, Sherman Adams
entered Dartmouth. His voice was then
a deep bass, and he was at once accepted for both the choir and the glee
club. That same fall, he got what he
describes as one of the great thrills of
his life. Though still a freshman, he
found himself on the stage of Carnegie
Hall, singing for Dartmouth in the Intercollegiate Glee Club Competition.
"That was my first visit to Carnegie
Hall-indeed,
my first visit to New
York," he tells you, "and there I was
on the stage!"
He sang with the Glee Club during
his four years at Dartmouth.
In his
senior year, he became Leader and
traveled about with the group except
for his period of service in World War
L These vocal travels developed his
abilities as a singer, and stimulated an
earlier interest in opera.
"While I was still in high school,"
said Governor Adams, "I worked in a
local market for 12V2 cents an hour, in
order to get money to go to Boston
when the Metropolitan
Opera came
there on tour. I heard Caruso, Amato,
Scotti, Mme. Homer, Mme. SchumannHeink, and many more of the great
voices of til at great day. That was, indeed, the great era of bel cant.o-perhaps the greatest our country has had.
It was a wonderful experience for a
young singer, and the most wonderful
sort of pleasure. I still hear those glorious voices, and remem ber the evident
enjoyment Caruso took in tossing out
his high-C's. I became an opera devotee, and have remained
one, going

1955
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An illustrated history of..
musical notation
#
through 300~.
years. ~.l~
Musieal Autographs from
Monteverdi to Dindemith
by Emanuel Winternitz
The musical calligraphy of nearly 80 well-known composers has been
assembled in this two-volume work to illustrate the evolution of writing
conventions and the general history of notation. An analytical introduction treats the gradual evolution of musical script, shapes of notes, expression marks, scoring methods, etc., together with the history of writing
tools. The author explains each composers' characteristics of score-writing,
andinterprets the principles of modern graphology in relation to musical
script. Each plate is accompanied by a description of the manuscript, its
location and condition, and an analvsis of its characteristics.
Vol. I (text), 160 pages. Vol. 1/, 195 plates. BW' x II". $15.00
PR1NCETON UNIVERS1TY

PRESS, Princeton, N. J,
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the Beat

Hear
the Beat
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METRONOMA
Electronic Tempo Indicator
with the Flash Baton
~orld.'s most dependable time beat .•. now
with Improved circuit for even greater accurac~! New, two.in-~>nedial selector and off.
~m switch. New. easier to read tempo mark.
u!-g.s
-. ~ew, improved flash baton for better
visibility.

NO MOVING PARTS-it uses the
thyratron "heart beat" tube de.
vcloped for radar. Exclusive de.
sign (U. S. Patent No. 2,522,492).

Selmer Metronoma gives you correct tempos
two ways ... (1) a sound beat that can be set
loudor s?ft. (2) a sight beat through a visible
Bashing light. Eaaily set to any tempo from 40
t~ ~08-~argo
to Presto-with
a twist of the
dial. Get It now-r-Metronoma
is your biggest
tempo bargain!

VOLUME CONTROL-make
the
beat loud or aoft as you like. or
vary from sharp to mellow.

On Sale at Better Music Slares.
For free illustrated folder, writ.

CAN'T WEAR. OUT-can't
slow
down. The beat is always steady,
accurate at any tempo.

NO CLUMSYADJUSTING-no set
screws. Dial it like your radio to
aD:Yteropo-40 to 208 beats pet
minute,
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to all the performances
I can.
"I also went to the Boston Symphony
whenever that great orchestra came to
Providence.
Karl Muck was the conductor while I was in college, and I
had an opportunity
to make his acquaintance.
Philip Greely Clapp, our
coach and professor of music, had written a symphony which the Boston Orchest.ra played, and he invited me to'
go with him to hear it and after, to go
backstage to meet Dr. Muck. His entire
manner
exemplified
our then-current
ideas of Prussian autocracy j when we
got into the trouble, in 1917, I had a
vivi? p,i,cture of what we were up
against.
His schooling done, Governor Adams
married, and began his business career
in rural New Hampshire, where professional music was rare and keeping in
touch with concerts required more than
mere listening. Mrs. Adams (the Gov.
ernor speaks of her as Rachel) is also
a music lover, and together they would
drive wel l over a hundred miles of a
cold winter night to attend concerts in
Boston, or Hanover, or Portland. His
own piano studies have given the Governor a keen interest in piano recitals.
"I heard Paderewski
at the last concert
he gave in New England," he tells you.
"My chief recollections of the event are
that we had to pay three dollars apiece
for gallery seats, and listened to the
most stirring
rendition
of Chopin's
Revolutionary
Etude that it was ever
my good fortune to hear. I also heard
the remarkable
De Pachmann in Portland, Maine, and, like everyone else,
was fascinated
by his splendid playing
and by his odd habit of addressine congratulatory
remarks
to himself.""
In addition to hearing music, Covernor Adams kept his hand in by joining
the choir of the village church. From
1923 to 1945, he was bass soloist. and
the venerable
organist
still wants to
know when he is coming back.
Up to tills point. Governor Adams'
music hobby differed little from that of
any cultivated
and enthusiastic musiclover. Then, in 1945, he went to Wash·
ington as Representative
from the Second District in New Hampshire, and became the first Congressman to engage in
professional music. Visiting the National
Cathedral,
he was so impressed by the
excellence of the choir that he applied
!or membership;
went through a gruelrug audition in singing, sight-reading,
and intonation j and emerged as fullfledged member of the bass section. He
left this post in order to campaign for
Governor of New Hampshire.
"It was a helpful and thoroughly
pleasant experience,"
he tells you, "particularly
when it came time for the
annual
Christmas
program. In those
days, the National Cathedral choir gave
a Christmas
concert
in the National
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Gallery, and the occasion was such that
let go "as basso profundo. I could always manage low-C
with some volume, and was generally
asked to take the double octave. This
gave me a great feeling of belonging."
As Governor of New Hampshire and
as Assistant to the President, Governor
Adams' duties have left him no time
for participation in professional. music,
but he still manages to keep up his
hobby. He sings and plays as a means
of recreation, and hears all the good
music he can. He attends the major
performances that visit Washington, and
tries to get to New York whenever his
favorite works are announced.
In his Washington
borne, Covernor
Adams has a large and intricate highfidelity set (the building of which he
supervised), and he turns it on the moment he awakens. "We have music
through breakfast," he says, "and again
at night. Mostly, I tune in Station
WGMS (which stands (or Washington's Good Music Station), and remain
one of their great admirers, although I
don't think they know it. We also have
(Continued on Page 50)
one could really
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MUSIC IN TOKYO

(Continued fram Page 26)
Shimizu. This opera had its premiere
in Osaka last November, at which time
it was awarded a prize by the Ministry
of Education in connection
with the
musical activities of the Arts Festival.
The Yoshida
Music
Management
Company brought to Japan one season
a young Italian tenor, Arrigo Pola, and
two distinguished
conductors,
Nicola
Rucci and Manfred Gurlitt, with the
Tokyo Symphony Orchestra providing
the orchestral background.
The performances were bi-lingual
in nature,
with the tenor singing in Italian, and
the Japanese cast singing in Japanese.
The orchestral dynamic was built to
the voice of the tenor, and Japanese·
voices are not nearly as loud as we are
wont to hear in opera in the West.
ln spite of such incongruities,
the
Japanese public packs the opera house
just as avidly as a sell-out at the Metropolitan Opera. The expression which
they use to describe their attendance
at opera is, "We are going to see the
opera," whereas
the foreign
music
lover usually says, "We are going to
hear the opera."
This attitude reflects the strength of
the visual approach to art by Japanese,
rather than the aural approach which
is necessary and characteristic
of the
occidental approach to music. Operatic
performances are like their Kabuki,
which literally means song, dance and
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drama; and to the Japanese, Kabuki
has been an ancient form of their operatic art. It is only recently that they
have become interested in Western operatic performances,
so they can tolerate
multilingual
performances
of
opera without being the least disturbed
since their approach is primarily to the
dramatic action rather
than to the
music.

Radio Broadcasts
The music heard on Japanese stations contains a greater percentage of
recorded serious music than is normally
heard in the United States via the same
medium.
A run-down of a typical day's program over Stations
JOLF,
JOKR,
JOAK, J02 contains the following:

A.M.
8 :05-9 :OO-Piano Quintet in F minor
(Brahms),
Iorg Demus and Vienna
Konzerthaus Quartet;
Brahms Lieder:
Annie Ferbermeyer
(soprano)
Mathilda Dobbs, soprano.
'
9 :l~,~O:OO-"New World" Symphony,
Dvorak, Kubelik and Chicago Symphony.
10 :00·1l :OO-Violin Recital by Shigem
Watanabe.
11 :15-11 :20-Popular
Music,
Victor
All-Stars, others.
P,M,
12 :00-1 :OO-Favorite
Classics on records.
1 :00-2 :35-Light
Classics on records.
5 :40·6 :OO-Studio
Recital, Piano So.nata in D major (Mozart), others.
6:0?-6:55-Portena
Music: Orquestra
Tipica Portena.
8 :00-8:45-Schubert
Lieder, Elisabeth
Schwarzkopf (soprano).
9 :40-10:00-Light
Music :Tokyo "Pops"
Orchestra.
12 :00-12 :3D-Ctassic recordings by Mi.
tropoulos and others.
1 :05-2 :OO-Symphony
on a French
Mountain Air (D'Indy),
and other
chamber works.
This again reflects the tremendous Interes.t evidenced by the Japanese in
h.eanng fine recordings over the radio
smce recordings are very expensive to
own ~~~ rec~rding machines are almost
prolllbmve In price for the avera e
Japanese.
g

Ballet
Excellent ballet performances
are
~resented frequently, sometimes in conJunction with a one or two act opera
as when the ballet "Giselle" by Adolph~
Adam was performed as the first half
of a program followed by a performance of "I Pagliacci," using the same
orchestra Jor both, but more frequentlv
as a separate ballet performance. Th~
dancers are graceful, talented and attractive, and the music is invariably
provided by one of the four major or.

cbestras, most frequently
the Tokyo
Symphony or the Konoye Orchestra.

Children'8 Concerts
Under the guidance and initiative of
Miss Eloise Cunningham,
an- American
who is an avid devotee of fine music,
a series of children's concerts has been
in progress for several years. The orchestra, composed of performers
from
the Tokyo Symphony under the baton
of Masashi Uyeda, performs monthly on
a Saturday afternoon, and children
of
the public schools are the invited guests.
The comments
for the program
are
prepared
by Miss Cunningham
and
translated into Japanese, when they are
announced by NJB announcer
and song
leader Yoshisuke Shimizu. Every performance is broadcast, and every performance
contains at least one song
accompanied
by orchestra
and sung by
the massed chorus of all the children
at the concert.

Tokyo University of Arts
Concerts
The. School of Music of the Tokyo
University of Arts, with which school
the author was affiliated, maintains
a
fine symphony orchestra of 75, a chorus
of 400, and a symphonic band of 125.
During the fall semester, concerts were
presented
by the University
Orchestra
in the major cities of Japan on a two
w.eek tour; the band presented
a eplendid program of music at Hibiya HaH'
an.d the chorus presented
the Bach
Minor Mass with orchestra'
Handel's
"~essiah"
with orchestra;
and appeared
WIth the NHK Symphony
in a per.
formance of the Beethoven Ninth Symphony.
When Sir Malcolm Sargent appeared
as guest .conductor with Japanese
orchestras III a tour of the laraer citi
lIes
mamtanung
such grou ps, he com.
mented
as follows about
thei
formance:
elf per·

Ii

•

••

10

"I am amazed

at the high artistic
level of Japanese orchestras
TI
NHK Symphony gave a wond~riui
pe~~
formance of Beethoven's Seventh Symphony, a performance that would co _
pare well with many of the ]eadi~l
orchestras of the West"
g
On
the
other
hand'
Julius
K
t I
'
aClen
d".
IstmgUIshed young American
. .'
who
d I
plamst
appeare
lere in a three week
tour of recitals in several of lh I
CI't'les, h a d t h is to say b
J e arger
audiences:
a Out apanese
I think tl,ere IS
. more
. "Culturally,
11
mte ectual curiosity than any. rea
de st d"
t un. r. a~ mg-m
the sense of fully asslmllatlllg
and
feeling
'f
.
.
musIC rom wHh~n....
Japanese audiences listen witl
mtense concentration
rather than wit~
great knowledge and traditio n as In
. t he
{
c.ase 0 W estern listeners. "
I was d
hghted to work with J
'
e,
I
-apanese orches
tras.
t was astonishing
to see ho~
IO
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quickly they c~n learn and how closely
they can reproduce
what is asked f
them."
0
. The. work of y?ung Japanese artists
IS ~elllg recognized
in the musical
capitals of the world. Such young people as Naohiko
Kai, who WOn th
Premier
Prix with his violin sonata i:
the composition
division of the Con.
servatoire de Paris; Miss Yoko Kono
graduate of the Conservatoire de Pari a
who was awarded
the Grand Prix ~~
the International
Piano Concours held
at Vercelli, Italy, in October 1954; Miss
Chieko Hara, pianist, and Teiichi Neka.
yama, baritone.
who held their recital
in Paris and Munich respectively' MisS
Michiko
un ahara, a full-time m~mbe~
of the Opera Comique in Paris, the first
Japanese
soprano
to play the prim
donna in Bizet' "Peurl Fishers" a d'
D e bussy t"5
Petleas and Melisande"n
Toshtya Eto, violinist now appearing i~
va rrous parts of the world under the
management
of 01 Hurok.
The work and recognition of these
young people are serving as an inspiranon 10 the many aspiring young musician
here in Japan.

,

Dance

i\fusic

The ability of the Japanese musicians
10 imitate
the finest in dance music
per.formanc~
is uncanny. Listening 10
their recordings or attending music hall
or carabet performances,
you can hear
trumpet
performance
that sounds like
Harry James,
trombone like Tommy
Dorsey. clarinet
like Benny Goodman,
and tenor sax like the best in America.
!he boys here study the style of Amerroan performers
from recordings and
can swing with the best of them,
So here where the East meets West
in music, the music listener can have
his choice of the finest in Oriental or
Occidental
listening.
Even the coffee
hous~s frequently
bave good hi·fi recordlllg machines
and you can listen
for hours 10 good music as you sip your
coffee or aperitif. You pay your money
and you take your choice.
THE END

NEW

AT HOME WITH
ERNEST BLOCH
(Continued from Page 16)

CAREERS

try to follow this school or that. Certainly he should not over-emphasize the
modern. Too often he steers a course
made easy by scholarships
and grants.
Only by getting down to earth-struggling to follow his ideals, to be true
Lo himself~will
he actually feel the
pulse of the nation and write in true
idiom. He has countless opportunities
here in America-far
more than abroad
-if he will only make use of them."
Under ordinary
circumstances
the
composer's daily routine varies but lit.
lie. Following a light lunch he works
for a short time and then devotes the
remainder of the afternoon to his hob-

FOR ORGANISTS
(Continned

Irom Page 24)

welcomed whole beartedly.
?nets
qualifications,
in addition to
skIll as a performer and knowledge of
the instrument
sbould include versatility: One shouid be capable of demon·
strat.ll1g any 50rt of instrument. from
elaborate
installations
down to entert~inment-type
electronic
gadgets deSigned for musical uses aoout which
some musicians would not be 100 enthusiastic.
Here I will say something which may
shock some readers. namely: Why not?
It doesn't hurt us to play all types
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of music. There exist in the neat, meticulous manuscript of Lynwood Farnam
twenty-five choruses of the Missouri
Rag, as performed by Dr. -Farnam and
written out at the earnest solicitation
of his students.
An
unforgettable
memory is of hearing Dr. Farnam play
Jazz tunes of the Twenties on the third
floor of the parish house of New York's
Church of the Holy Communion, after
having played a Bach recital in the
church.
Many fine organists who turned to
selling have topped their careers with
executive positions in famous organbuilding companies. William E. Zeuch,
new retired, in his early years was one
of the best organists in Chicago. He
became the star salesman
of the
Aeolian.Skinner Company, and finally
was for many years vice-president
of
the c-ompany. The late Frank Taft,
president of the old Aeolian Company's
organ division, was in his day an organist of no mean reputation, and a salesman of the first order.
It is encouraging to note that some
of the best men coming up in the organbuilding world today are rather good
organists. Some are well-nigh in the
virtuoso class, and one or two rank
among the greatest living players.
This, [ think. is as it should be, since
to be successful an organ builder must
have something more as a goal than
merely putting some pi pes together and
making them play. He must want to
build a fine musical
instrument
on
which music of every period can be
played. It is good if he has a genuine
appreciation of music; it is even better
if he is a fine musician who can play
the organ and play it well.
That such men are numerous in the
building field is, 1 think, a healthy sign.
I believe these men are going to make
significant contributions
to pipe-organ
building in this country.
THE END
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hies, of which he has several. Invariably he has his walk on the beach. "But
no pipe then," he smiles. "The air is
much too fine."
Although composing and conducting
are facets of his professional career best
known to the public, he is equally at
home in the field of teaching. He has
devoted much time to compiling and
editing his own pedagogical studies.
In the more than 40 years that Ernest
Bloch has been composing, he has followed a course mapped out in early boyhood. "I don't believe I was more than
nine or ten when I made up my mind
what I would do," he recalls. "Certain
professions were closed to me. Neither

of my parents was musical. Yet music
it was to be. I would compose music that
'Would bring happiness and peace to
mankind.
His musical education proceeded JIl
orderly fashion. At 14, he was studying
violin in Geneva, the city of his birth
(July 24, 1880). In his sixteenth year
he became a pupil of the celebrated
Ysaye at the Brussels Conservatory,
studying composition and theory at the
same time. During these years he wrote
piano solos, violin pieces, songs, a cello
sonata and a concerto for violin and
orchestra. At 19, he went to Frankfurt
for further
study followed by short
(Con~inued on Page 63)

IF YOU TEACH ANY KEyaOARD
INSTRUMENT, YOU CAN TEACH THE

WURLllZER ORGAN

The Wurlitzer
Organ is a standard keyboard instrument - the music
for it employs standard, recognized
musical
notations
with which you
are already familiar. A new Wurlitzer
Organ insrruction course provides a
recognized
merhod whereby
even
beginners
rapidly achieve musically
sarisfying results.
Thus, to reach the Wurlitzer Organ
you need no special training, have
basically nOthing new co learn. Only
a shorr period of familiarization
with
Write
'or .ull
i';'ormation
today
."QUEM
lUI:IIIN6
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the instrucrion
material is required.
What's more, you'll find bOth pleasure and profit in giving Wurlitzer
Organ lessons. Ordinarily they command a higher fee than Other music
teaching. More adults are attracted
as students.
Students
advance
quickly, maintain their interest, need
no urging to practice. And because
of the Wurlirzer Organ's restful and
relaxing
rone, your lesson periods
will be welcome moments in your
teaching schedule.

r-----~----------------I
I
I
I
I
I
I

The Rudolph Wurlitzer
Company
Box E-510, North Tonawanda, N. Y.
Yes. I'm interested in finding out how easy it is to
lea,h the Wurlitzer Organ. Please send booklet on ··t>fodem
Teaching M:ethods" without ,harge or obligation.
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THE MIRACLE OF SUCCESS
(Continued from Page 20)
those who desire to experience it. To
make the public come to such a realization takes from four to five years.
"Do you think that five years is too
"Iong for the laying of a thorough foundation for a life career? After a long
medical preparation and internship will
the average doctor build a practice in
less time? Or an attorney? How long
does it take for a painter to become
famous? The time does not seem un·
reasonable to me, and all my life I

have heen watching the developments
of
potential celebrities into actual celebrities."
Miss Cowan pointed out that often
artists become impatient because their
concert tours are not booked solidly as
they would wish, and are inclined to
change managers. "This is a practice
which should be utterly
condemned.
The artist should go to a reputable
manager in the beginning,
and should
n~t hesitate to pay the fee asked, which

tIte

Jl](BERACJE
COURSE OF PIANO STUDY
The world's most acclaimed pianist-performer
presents his course of study for the piano _ Designed
for beginning piano students -'deal
as a refresher
course for adults - An effective approach
to successful public and home performance.
Play melodies' immediately - Study popular and
classical music simultaneously_
No dreary' or
m
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The name Liberace is synonymous
with
piano - His artistry and pleasant
epproach to the piano is evident on each
page of his books.
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is usually 20%. The young artist should
realize that the manager will actuall
lose money on him at first, that the
manager only takes him because he he.
Iieves in him, and expects to see the
initial
losses eventually change into
gains for both parties to the contract
"Many potential artists lack the forti.
tude to be completely honest, and with.
out honesty the artist cannot succeed. I
think of a young Greek girl for whom I
secured a scholarship at the Academy.
I arranged for her living expenses, secured (or her a scholarship, arranged
that she should study with the greatest
teachers.
She possessed vecal talent of
the first rank. But I learned that she
was mia jog classes; when I talked with
her she thought the way wa too hard
she must work lao hard, she had no;
enough
time
Ior recreation, 59 she
thought.
You S C, she was not honest
with the people who were sponsoring
her, she had not the fortitude required
for honesty. I could never again ask for
help for this girl.
he was lacking
honesty.
"The artist must be always honest
with hi public. Whether he feels well
or Il l he mUSL give hi best. When an
internationally
Iamous artist begins to
perform perfunctorily
he is on his way
O~IL If a rising
artist should permit
himself ever to perf rm perfunctorily
he would never see the musical sun at
mer-idian height.
.. octal activity is no key to artistic
succes . Young people often think they
mu t attend
dances, cocktail parties.
endless receptions,
in order to become
artisticaJJy
popular.
u h a belief is
the farthest from the truth. An artist is
like any other person in that a certain
amount of oeial life is good for him,
too much of it Is certainly bad (or him.
"This entire matter is not at all complex; that you rna)' tell your readers.
CategoricalJy
these are the requirements to become great:
1. One must have an overwhelming
talent. That is a matter arranged by

God.
2. One must he able to project himself over the footlights. Thai is a mat·
ter. I think. of loving people. and being
sympathetic
with them.
3. One must have the right manage·
ment. That is a malter of being sensible
eJ10ugh to realhe that only the best is
good enough, and beiJlg patient to let
Ihe best develop one's career.
.4. One must be completely honest
w~th the manager,
with the public and
wah himself. This is entirely a matter
of the indjviduaJ,
and the complete reo
spons.ibility for it is on his own shoul·
ders.
"Do you Dol see that Lhjsall resolves it·
self to a matter of common sense? Even
the greatest taJenl works no miracles;
tbe miracle of success is only wrought

by labor and by time."
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Pachelbel: Toccatas, Fugue and Chorale Preludes
Walther: Concerto del Sigr, Meek;
Chorale Preludes
I rate this recording not only one
of the best organ releases of the year
but one of the finest organ discs ever
made. All the elements of success fit
into place: a careful
choice
of
baroque music; an outstanding
instrument-the
Holtkamp
organ
in
BatteH Chapel, Yale; a vital, intelligent organist-Luther
Noes, Dean
of Yale's Music School; and reproduction that mirrors
the admirable
capacities of both organ and organist.

Reviewed

(Overtone 8)

Paul

Rogersand Hammerstetnr
"Oklf,/rOlllf'"
Capitol has released the complete
musical score of the highly touted
"Oklahoma" film. While this fascinating record will hardly create the
sensation of Decca's
famous
wartime "Oklahoma" album,
there
is
need for such an up-to-date
fulllength recording. Gordon MacRae is
successful in the original
Alfred
Drake role, but Gloria Grahame,
despite appearances,
is not another
Celeste Holm when it comes to interpreting Ado Annie in song. (Capitol

SAO 595)

•

Debussy: Songs
Irma Kolassi's sumptuous
mezzosoprano voice is used effectively
in
a recital covering Le Prornenoir des
deux amants, Fetes Galantes and
Trois Chansons de Bilins, Sensitive

piano work by Andre
ideal reproduction

Collard and

complete

the vir-

tues. (London LD 9176)
Violin Soncta Ln D Maj£?r,
Op.94
Handel: Violin. Sonata No. 4 in D
Major, Op. 1
Though
neither
Prokofiev
nor
Handel originally planned these sonatas for violin, both are favorites of
the modern violin repertoire.
Nathan
Milstein, violin, and Artur Balsam,
piano, spanning two centuries
successfully, have recorded
them with
exemplary performances
handsomely
reproduced. The Vitali Chaconne is
Prokofiev:

added as an encore. (Capitol P 8315)
"This h High-Fidelity"
The hi-fi demonstration
written
and produced for Vox by versatile
Tyler Turner is a valuable
e:duca·

tionaI tool for high school and college
classes in music and physics. Effectively narrated by Art Hannes, "This
Is High.Fidelity" reviews the art and
science of musical
recording.
The
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record is of limited
produced

(Vox

on genuine

worth

unless

re-

hi-fi equipment.

DL 130)

Toccata in D Millor
The same Toccata fourteen
times
on one record! This is the novel program played with unflagging
enthusiasm by organist
E. Power Biggs.
Fourteen
of Europe's
finest organs
dating from 1516 to 1954 offer varied
tone and acoustical
settings,
but all
demonstrate
brilliance
and that feel
of "majesty"
which Schweitzer
declares to be the special glory of the
Bach:

organ.

(Columbia

ML 5032)

Gricg: Lyric Pieces, Books I and U.
O/J. 12 ant! 38
Menahem
Pressler's
sixteenth
recording for M·G·M is the first of a
projected
series that will include the
ten volumes of Grieg's Lyric Pieces .
Books 1 and II, with many a piece
familiar
to piano students,
are han-

dled beautifully both by pianist and
by recording technicians.
(M·G·M
E3196)
Debussy: Sonata lor Flute, Viola aIHI
Harp
Syrinx lor Unaccom.panied
Flute
Roussel: Trio lor Flute, Viola and
Cello
Here's
a disc that's exquisite
in
its fraKile beauty _and faithful
to its
intentions.
] ulius Baker handles the
flute ideally, while Harry and Lillian
Fuchs,
cello and viola respectively,
and Laura Newell, harp, are thor-

by

N. Elbin

his Columbia debut. Lacking recorded
"presence,"
the strings of the New
York Philharmonic-Symphony
sound
more like flutes than strings. There's
smoothness
to the style, hut it tends
to glibness. Try Vox's recent record-

ing (DL 173)
String

by the Pro Musica

Orchestra

of Stuttgart.

(Co-

lumbia lVIL 5044)
Choral Preludes
The new Moller organ in New
York's Community
Church is the instrument on which John Harms plays
a varied program
for Unicorn. The
first half of Harms' program is devoted to six Bach chorale preludes.
Seven titles on the reverse side range
from Karg-Elert
and Reger to Weinberger and Vierne. The playing, while
smooth and accurate,
is not distinguished, and the reproduction,
though
full-bodied,
is marred in the review
disc by assorted nicks and surfaces
noisy enough to mar soft passages.
Bach:

(Unicorn 1004)
Smetana: Dalibor and The Kiss
A grand opera and a comic opera

by Smetana, both performed by the
Prague National Theatre and recorded
in Prague,
are the latest Colosseum
importations
from Soviet countries.
Despite
elaborate
packaging
and
commendable
standards
of performance, these recordings are not recommended;
the sound (especially
or-

chestral) is poor. (Colosseum CRLP
181·183 and 184.185)

oughly en rapport. (Decca DL 9777)
Vivaldi: The Seasons (Iron." Opus 8)
These four intimate
Vivaldi
concertos are ill served by the smother·
ing acoustics
and excess instrumen-

tation employed by Guido Cantelli in

Mozart:

Soprano

Arias

Hilde

Zadek's

singing

brilliantly

is supported

by the Vienna Symphony

under
Bernhard
Paurngartner
both are reproduced
true-to-life.

and
Her

best work is (Continued on Page 59)
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•
fight preconceived
ideas of how
opera should be done when you d fao
(Continued from Page 14)
ti
t h e first
rat time
anyw here a work lik Oorh
..
d" Amahl and the
NBC
.
-COl~H~lJSSl~ne
production of a series of Shakespearean
committee start passing
the hat than
Night
Yisitora
of
Gian-Carlo 1I1enotn,.
plays done by students from Hollywood
the money began to pour in-from
gifts
..
High School.
t he world
prenuere of Bohuslav AI
of $1,000 down to $1.00. Besides the
. use
• "Th Marriage," the first ar·
nn
To keep its financial head above wathousands of individuals,
business con.
'
pro.
Iessional performance of Leonard B
ter, various devices have been used.
cerns and industrial
plants rallied to
. , "T
hI
ern.
stem 5
rou e in Tahiti" and Yitt .
Once in a downtown Music bay parade,
the cause, ranging from oil companies,
·
..
,
"Th
T
onn
GJannJOJ seaming
a. huge bowl was part of a prize-winof the She ~ "
department
stores- and food markets to
.
nmg float. Bystanders tossed coins into
an d t Iie A merrcan premiere of Be .
a coin dealer, brick yard and liquor
njaB·rrtten ,SlY "Bill
the big kettle as contributions. Later
man
Budd." "B·U
store.
it was installed at the end of Pepper
Budd!'
while ~ot a. success on the 5t~g:
Within two-and-a-half
weeks
after
Tree Lane, and from it were taken
the last performance
of "Die Fledera~:oad, came mto Its own with its tele.
thousands of dollars to keep the Bowl
VISIOn performance
here.
maus," sufficient money had been raised
going. In the twenties, a "penny-a-day"
to resume the famed Symphonies
Under
As a rtistic and music director of th
fun-raising drive resulted in more monethe Stars. As a boon to augment
the
NBC Television Opera Theatre, Adle;
tary support.
continual
flow of gifts,
artists
conhas always
been convinced of the ImThe most recent crises came to a head
tributed their services gratis for what
porta nee of putting on older neglected
in the summer of 1951. As usual, the
was left of the season-Yehudi
Menuw rks in addition
10 the new untried
program committee had scheduled the
hin, Izler Solomon, Igor Gorin, Oscar
and standard
ones, "I'm most happy"
concerts to begin in mid-July and exLevant, Rose Bampton,
Artur
Rubinhe says, "about our haying done Verdi~8
tend through the first week in Septemstein,
Thor Johnson,
Eugene
List,
'Macbeth'.
Tchulkovsky's 'Pique Dame'
ber. A week's performance of the comic
Johnny Green, .lascha Heifetz, Alfred
Offcnba h's 'R .. V.P.' and Puccini';
opera "Die Fledermaus"
was to open
Wallenstein, to name a few.
three
on -8 t
opera
'The Cloak'
the season. On the final night of its presIn 1952, the Bowl marched
on from
• ister Angeli a', and 'Gianni
hicchi'.
entation the management
announced
where it left off in the previous catau, ianni
ihicchi', given during cur
with breathtaking suddenness, the can~
clysmic season. In addition to carrying
second season, was a turning point in
cellation of the remaining nineteen proon the magic program formula of twoNBC Opera's
career. Here we had a
ductions and concerts. The reason the
thirds classics and one-third
the finest
rarely done cpera-e-rarely done even in
receipts from the opening produ~tion
in popular music, it inaugurated
other
Italy-meeting
with great success." A
were not enough to guarantee the cost
measures which proved helpful.
virtually
unheard
work like "Gianni
and probable
losses of the others
With the ushering in of the 1953 seaSclu chi" going over so well led probooked for the season.
son, the Bowl definitely
was on firm
ducer
cmuel
hOlzinoff and Adler to
With this, a multitude of patrons volfooting .. On September 3, its statistician
believe "we might be v n more successunteered a diagnosis as to why audistated that that night's concert marked
fuJ if we presented n w works." And so
ences had fallen off. Most condemned
the lOOOth staged there since its meth nexl sea on
arne "Amahl" then
the type of programs, stating that what
morable inception in 1922. Altogether,
"Billy Budd," and SOon.
'
wa~ needed was more symphonies, for
1,992 persons had participated
in the
"[ never thought we'd be giving a
whleh the Bowl was originally in-tended
concerts,
which had been heard
by
Mozart pr miere," exclaims Adler, "but
:'1 can tell them how to get some mone;
more than 8,750,000 persons. Hundreds
a couple of ~aSOIlS ago when we pre·
~n a_hurry!" one epitomized this view?f vocal and instrumental
artists, chorsented 'The
iarriage of Figaro' with
point. "Let them call off the programs
l~ters, dancers and conductors
from 30
two scenes that had never before been
already scheduled for this summer and
dJfferent countries had performed there
done. we found ourselves making hisstage, instead, first an all-Beethoven
and 569 men and women had played i~
tory with the first complete 'Figaro'
program,
then one each of Bach
the orchestra. The compositions
given.
anywhere."
Brahms, .Mozart, Tchaikovsky, Haydn:
t<?taled to 4,824, by 550 composers
Rachmanmoff, etc., and then, instead
The Czech-born
Adler who came 10
As for the 1954 and 1955 sea~ons
of the operas which never can be sucthis country in 1939 ahe'r being one of
they were much like those of 1952
dcessfully staged there, some good conE'urope's
leading
conductors of both
1953, with leading soloists and :ann_
certs featuring the beloved and familiar
opera and symphony. has got used to
ductors making highly successful
apopera arias."
and mastered the art of conducting for
pearances.
So
come
what
wi11,
"There'll
The improvised new management of
an altogether
different me(Jjum, tele.
alwa.ys be a Bowl," for its story is a
the Bowl largely agreed with this outvision. It took a whjle to becomeaccus.
contmued one.
THE END
li.ne. They felt, though, that a concestomed to the fact lhal the singers and
sIOn should be made to the bobby soxcond.uclor are in different parts of the
ers. They proposed, therefore, that the
studiO and are never in direct contact
R.lI.DIO AND TV MUSIC
Tuesday and Thursday
programs emwith each other during the perform.
(Continued from Fage 18)
phasize t1?e classics and Saturday night
ance. The conductor can hear the sing·
be .set aSIde for popular music by star
ers through
earphones and can watch
make them walk out during a perio
artIsts.
them on a TV monitor in front of rum
ance. In television you c·an 'smu<Tgl r~n;
. Now that it was decided that the mu.
modern
'.
b
e m
while assistant
conductors relay th~
mUSIC, Just .as movies have
SIC menu should be the classics with a
beat to the performers on the sel.
smuggled
in modern music
in th'
dash of pops, there was stm left the
Since coming to tlus country in 1939
scores. Paying attention
to the
. elf]
I
.
Vlsua
problem of financing the remainder of
and
becoming a citizen five years later.
eh~ment, we gIve the audience
Somethe s~ason. Officials stated that $100 000
Peter
Herman
Adler has found the
t
mg
to
see.
If
their
ears
don't
like
~ould be required to help assure ~onUnhed
States to be UpotentialJy the
;hat
they
h:ar,
at
least
their
eyes
can
11Ilued operation of the Bowl on high
most operatic country in the world. Evave somethmg to concentrate
on
s~andar~s of program quality. With the
eryone in this country loves to hear
A
new
opera
is
in
many
ways
~as'
ler
ticket wmdows closed, this amount must
songs. to whistle, hu.m or sing a tune.
for
the
Opera
Theatre
to
put
on
th
come in donations from the public.
"~ have hopes," says Adler. Utbat our
one of. the established opera clas . an
No sooner did the reorganization
accordmg to Adler You d
h SICS,
prOject will stimulate
opera aU over
.
0 not
aVe to
the country in the future more than
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ever. Through our TV opera we are
exposingmany people to opera for the
first time, and I think we can build
a network of live opera from these TV
beginnings.As we all know, in France,
Russia and Germany there are opera
houses of minor, medium and major
size.I think our TV opera can help promotea network of opera houses throughout this country. We have such a networkof symphony orchestras. Why not
oneof opera companies?"
Besides boasting the world premiere
on NBC's Television Theatre of Lukas
Foss' "Griffelkin," the serious side of
musicthis month will also see the Boston Symphony, Charles Munch conducting, and the Canadian
Broadcasting
Corporation Symphony, Geoffrey Waddingtonconducting, returning to the air
for their annual series of Saturday evening broadcasts on October 1, over the
NBC and Mutual networks, respectively. With the recent demise of the NBC
Symphony,the CBS Symphony remains
the only major orchestra on the air to
be sponsored by a radio network.

Also from. England comes thirteenyear-old actress Gillian Barber for the
lead in uAlice in Wonderland," which
with the Richard Addinsell music that
helped make the show so successful in
its New York stage presentations twenty
and ten years ago, comes to the TV
screen on Sunday afternoon, October
23. Maurice Evans directs and Eva LeGallienne is starred in this "Alice," for
which Addinsell has written songs and
dances for Alice, Tweedle-Dee
and
Tweedle-Dum, the Walrus and the Carpenter.

On the' lighter side, a musical version
of the children's tale, "Heidi," will be
presented
over NBC-TV on October 1
as Max Liebman's first Saturday evening Spectacular of the 1955-56 season.
Clay Warnick, who has done almost all
the choral arrangements
for previous
Liebman
productions,
has written the
score for "Heidi." basing it on themes
of Schumann. Carolyn Leigh has done
the lyrics, and William Friedberg
and
Neal Simon of Liebman's
staff, the
adaptation of Johanna Spvri's classic.
Dennis Day. Pinky Lee, Ezio Pinza and
English comedienne Jeanne Carson are
starred.

THE END

You may choose from any
of these famous labels

RCA VICTOR
COLUMBIA •DE~CA
LONDON' EPIC
in fact any label

Festival Broadcasts
CBS, meanwhile, will conclude its
presentation on Sunday afternoons of
highlights of the world's music festivals
with excerpts from the Salzburg Festival productions of Mozart's "The Abduction from the Seraglio" and "The
Magic Flute," October 2 and 9, and
portions of the Bayreuth Festival performance of Wagner's
"The Flying
Dutchman," October 16, featuring Hans
Holter, Wolfgang Windgassen and Astrid Varnay as soloists. Miss Varnay is
also soprano soloist, with tenor Ramon
Vinay and basso Luben Vichey, on the
New York Philharmonic-Symphony's
secondbroadcast of the season, October
30,when Dimitri Mitropoulos conducts
a concert version of the third act of
Wagner's "Gotterdammerung."
The
Philharmonic's opening Sunday afternoon CBS broadcast is on October 23,
with Mitropoulos as conductor and Rudul£Serkin as piano solojst in Mozart's
Piano Concerti in D Major (K. 451),
C Major (K. 503), and A Major (K.
488) .
A variety of musical artists have been
lined up for listening pleasure on October's Monday evening, as follows:
The Voice of Firestone)
(ABC R&dio and TV)
October 3-Robert
Merrill
Octoberla-Mildred
Miller
October17-Jerome Hines
October24-Rise Stevens
October31-Thomas L. Thomas
The Telephone Hour
(NBC Radio)
October 3-Luben Vichey
October10-Male Chorus
October 17-Lucine Amara
October24---Michael Rabin
October31-Barbara
Gibson
ETUDE-OCTOBER
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•
LET YOUR HOBBY
POSSESS YOU

STUDY COURSE FOR THE CLARINET
(Continued from Page 19)
c?nfusion if not disagreement. What is
difficult .for some students may prove
to be quite the opposite with other students of similar training and hackground; hence, the usage of the terms:
Elementary,
Intermediate
and
Advanced.

Supplementary
materials
are
not
listed, since they are usually representative of materials for definite individual
assignment rather than complete methods or solo repertory for the clarinet.
The following arc not listed in order
oI pre I erence b at rat b er b y category:
Elementary Instructional
Texts
Title
Author
Publisher
Modern Clarinet Method
Voxman-Gower
Jenkins
The Beginning Clarinetist
A. Perter
Leduc
Langenus Method for Clarinet, Pt. I
G. Langenus
C. Fischer'
Klose Method for Clarinet, Pt. I
H. Klose
C. Fischer.
Modern Klose and Lazarus
Ed. by Whistler
Rubank
DeCaprio Clarinet Method
D. DeCaprio
Remick
.lames Clarinet Method
James
Pro-Art
Mills Elementary Clarinet Method
Manring
Mills
Lazarus Clarinet Method, Pt. I
H. Lazarus
C. Fischer
Elementary Solos-with
P~ano, To Be Used in Conjunction
With
the foregomg Instructional
Texts
Title
Composer
Publisher
Scale Waltz \
Langenus
C. Fischer
Song of the Dawn
Gretchaninoff
R b
Lament and Tarantella
Voxman
C~a:tnk
Five Pleasing Airs
B
Clarinette Dansant
arret (Arr. Toll) Cundy-Hettoney
Ten Famous Solos
De Costa
Belwin
In the Forest
Gordon
T. Presser
Album of Cla~inet Solos
Langenus
C. Fischer
(Arr. Page)
O. Ditson
F"rrs t S00I Alb urn (55 solos)
I
.
I
se ected
T. Presser
U mversa '51 Classic Miniatures
K
Bouree
lotzman
Universal
German Dance
Handel
O. Ditson
Mozart
0 D·
B ac h For The Clarinet
(A"
rtson
rr, Simon)
G. Schirmer
. Intermediate Instructional
Methods

Title

Langenus Method
Pt . II
.'
Selected Studies For the Clarinet
331 Daily Exercises
Methodo per clarineue
20 Easy Etudes after Samie
L
Cl·
M
azams
armet
ethod, Part II
KI ose CI·armet M ethod, Part II

A th
Langenus
u or
H V
A' P o~man
ener

A'
V·
H..

M
.
D a1gn1am
e ec use
Lazarus

Publisher
C. Fischer
Rubank
LeDuc
Ricordi
Baron
C. Fischer
C. Fischer

H. Klose
BaermannB aermann CI armet Method, Part II
Bett
.
oney
C. Bettoney
Intermedlste Clarinet Solos With P'
Title
lall::>
Composer
Publisher
Cava tina from C·Ira 11
{a
Adam
C. Fischer
Scherzino
Anderson WaIn
Belwin
Nocturne
Bassi Voxman
Rubank
Classical Album
Willner
BooseY-Hawkes
Romance
Gaubert
LeDuc
Valse Elegiac
Busch
Witmark
Air and Variations
Dancla
C. Fischer
Concerto in G-Minor
Handel-WaIn
Kjos
Spanish Dance No.2
Moszkowski
C. Fischer
Premier Etude de Concours
Petit
Cundy~Bettoney
A?dante from Octet, Op. 166 Schubert
Schubert
BooseY-Hawkes
FIrst Concertina
Cuilhand
Rubank
Adagio
Ferling-Lefebre
Baron
Berceuse
Barat
P. Schmitt
A ria & Presto
Aubert
Kjos
Aria
Bozza
Allred
Petite Piece
Debussy
P. Schmitt
Four Short Pieces
Ferguson
Boosey-Hawkes
Six Pieces Breves
Niverd
Galaxy
Sonata
Ladmirault
Leduc
Andante et Scherzo
G. Dere
Baron

.

(Continued on Page 58)
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(Continued

from Page 43)

a collection
of records, and keep a
sharp watch on the radio column f
or
~h e Iisti
Istl.ng 0 I· special concerts. I'dS en.
JOY having more music, but what with
long hours and fuU week·ends of w k
there just isn't time.
or,
"I rmagme
.
. t h'at 51 IlOW it is with m t
5
people. StiJJ, most people need a hob:
It's like the pop-valve on a steam-engi:~
-a means of getting away from routine
ta~ks and rouune thoughts, into some.
thing that 1ifrs you out of your routine
~ejf. Naturally.
everyone has his OWn
Ideas of what a satisfying hobby shollH
be. My view is that it should center
around.
me activity which can take
po ses Ion of you. Music doe just that
and so it is wholesome as well as mere:
ly pleasurable.
It' a good thing to be
taken
posse sion of by an interest
whi h j~ also a great and building force.
II provides relief, respite, recreation in
the full 51 sense of that word.
"The
musi -hohby doesn't require
great
talent i it does need interest
though, and it's (rom a whole-hearted
rnterest that the best pleasure springs.
There are so many things 10 do. You
partjc~pale
in music-making yourself;
you ]1 ten to great works nobly performed;
)'OU find yourself reaching out
10 know more about these works, their
composers,
their interpreters. J take
keen pleasure in reading works of musical biography
such as Dorothy Ceruso's book ahout her husband
"?ur .children have been ex~sed to
mUSIC since
their infancy. Today, our
oldest
daughter
plays the organ in
church, and the younger ones enjoy it,
too. I think it's good for parents to en·
courage their children to work at music
~eve~
to exert some discipline in that
dlrec~lOn when it is needed. Only by
working at music, at some time, can one
:each t~e point of being able to play at
It. Playmg
at music-doing
something
oneseH. listening,
thinking about itmakes life fuller, providing both enjoy·
ment and refu~e alike."
THE END
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THE BRASS SECTION
(Continued from Page IS)
1815, the Allgemeine
Musikalische
Zeitungannounced for the first time a
devicewhich was to affect brass instrument playing more than any ather inventionup to that date. The short article
told of the invention of the valve by
Heinrich Stolzel, a horn player, who
made the chromatic scale possible by
tbe use of three valves adding three
lengths of tubing to the natural tube
whichactually lowered the pitch by a
semitone,a full tone and a minor third.
He exploited this invention in Berlin
and there became associated with a Silesianbandsman named Freidriek Btuhmel, who later also claimed to have
invented the valve. Valved instruments
weresoon introduced into the Prussian
bands,and by 1826 had found their way
to Paris. By 1830, most European countries had learned of the valve principle
and some use was being made of it.
It was the military
bands
that
adopted the valved brasses first. In the
orchestras only the horns and trumpets
could he affected by the advent of the
valve, and this required between thirty
and forty years to become firmly established. Some years were necessary beforemakers of brass instruments could
acquire the tools and the skill and experiencerequired for making a mechanism so much more complicated
than
anything known. It is easy to understand, too, why composers hesitated to
write for these instruments
until they
had been tested long enough to establish themselves. Soon after makers had
learned to make valves for the horn and
trumpet, they began to apply the sys·
tern to other sizes of brass instruments
which had not been used before. During the period of 1825 to 1850, much
experimental work in brass instrument
making was done and a new family of
brasses was gradually evolved.
During the century from 1750 to 1850,
the orchestral brass section grew from
a pair o( horns and a pair of trumpets,
both natllral instruments
at first, to
the present standard brass group of 4
horns, 3 trumpets, 3 trombones and I
tuba. With the coming of the valve the
brass group more than doubled in size.
About 1850, the standard brass group
for orchestral playing was completed
with the addition of the wind-bass or
lllba. From 1825-1850. the four horns,
two trumpets and three trombones,
making in all nine parts. had become
the standard brass section. Adding the
tenth voice was a rather difficult task
since several instruments
for a time
served the purpose. Before the valved
brass instruments had become well·
known, either the contra·bassoon,
the
woodenserpent or the metal ophicleide
had heen used.
(Continued on Page 64)
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MODERN COURSE FOR THE PIANO
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EACH SUBJECT IS TAKEN UP ONE THING
AT A TIM( AND TAUGHT THOROUGHLY.

~AYS
;;;~~"·STUDY

A THOROUGH'OUHDATION.OR
ENABLING THE STUDENT TO THINK

AND FEEL MUSICALLY.

V:~.-.I----BECAUSE EACH SUCCESSIVE lOOK ,PRO- .
CEEDS SYSTEMATICALLY fROM THE LAST
LESSON IN THE PRECEDING BOOK CARRYING ON THE 'OUNDATION
ALREADY ES·
TABLISHED.
TEACHING urrLE fINGERS 10 PlAY ...
800KS

I 10 V, EACH.
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DWIGHT OARR
1955 Artist Prize Winner
in Guild IPR Festival.
Studied with Edwin Hughes since 1951
Former teachers Ruth G. Jaycox, Carl Friedberg, Dole
Bartholomew, Juliet Show. Attended Kings School for
Boys 12 years, now at Trinity College, Conn.
1955-56 Recordin'il Festival Starts

NATIONAL
DR. IRL ALLISON.

Now.

GUILD OF PIANO TEACHERS

PRES.

BOX 1113

AUSTIN,

TEXAS

ETUDE BINDERS
You will keep ETUDE neady in il3
proper place, ready for reference
and sale from damage, in this
attractive blue binder with «old
lettering.
Order yours today from:

ETUDE,

the mu.ic magazine,

Bryn Mawr. Pennsylvania
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Two Modern Teaching Aids
by Leta Wallace and Amy Winning

ORGAN & CHOIR
QUESTIONS

VIOLIN QUESTIONS

Speed Drills
Flash Cards for Sight
Set of 32 Cords

Playing
$.60

Slide
Rule for Scales
A Short Cut to Scale Playing

"'~i!
.•
-...

L~t .me shop the New York Market for the
~,olln you desire. Prices ore low-good viaI~n$ plentiful. Send requirements-no
obligo. uen. 25 years experience.

TONE SEEKER
P.O. Box 422

Ridgefield.

N.J.

DRAWBAR SELECTORS
for use with

HAMMOND ORGAN
Insf.ant. changes made possible
Enthusiastic response from organists
Se'lll for Folder

RAY

KERN STUDIO

80><1087-l.akeland,

WANTED'

BOOK

Fla.

MANUSCRIPTS

~it~ny sU~jeet:-mllsie or general. We olfer expert
fa'~'
p~Pllmt promlltiOIl, cOlllplcte Ilublieity
If,
ones, cooperatll'e contract if l'oor wor~ I'
:~~e~~~i~:tl~~~ite,or mail lllanuscrJpt dircctl~', ",lth~
G~EENWICH

BOOK

PUBLISHERS,

Ave., New York City

Willian. p -

•-

~amlk

30 E. Adams St.-Chicago

Miss I, A. de L., California.
I
to have to tell you that a violin
belled "Ole Bull" is a German or
hemian factory product
probably
~orth $50.00. However, many such
Iins have a surprisingly
good tone.
Not a Genuine

hate
la-

City ...•..••...••..
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State

80·
not
vic-

Stainer

1\lukcrs

Mrs. C. T., Tennessee. A genuine Jacobus Stainer in good condition
could
be worth today up to $3,000.00.
But
there are very Iew of them, and none of
t~e~ a_re branded on the back. As your
vlOlm. 1S s~ branded, I think I can say
that, In spire of its "interesting"
label
your violin is a factory
product
net
worth moore than fifty dollars. Few people realize how easy it is to fake the
appearance of age on a violin and on a
label.

a med

A. If/.

ThomJl~on

England. 1 have not been
dig up any information about a
r named
uaniano Conrad of Mi.
Ian. If he existed, he was an obscure
mak r. But the impr ssion seems to be
that the name i fi titicus. Interesting
name
have often been invented and
put inside very uninteresting violins
<,2) There were several makers named'
1 hom p on who worked ill 1. Paul's
Church Yard during the 18lh century.
They were a II creditable workmen. and
their instrum nts 8re worth today in
this
country.
somewhere
aro~nd
400.00. Some unu ual specimens have
sold at a higher price.
able
muk

A Factory Made Instrument
Mrs. L. C. R., Nevada. Mathias Neuner
worked in Mittenwald ' Ge rmany,
b
etween 1795 and 1830; so he could not

3, Ill.

..........................
,

made your violin, which is dated
1862. But it probably came from the
factor-y of euner & II rnsteiner, which
Mathia
h lp d 10 found and whi h .
.JI .
.
IC
IS
II 11.1exrsten e. rr SO, it could be worth
anything
from
35.00 to $150.00. No
ol~e cou lei .give you a loser estimate
without seemg the vi lin.

fAIRBANKS,

have

(Continued
use a % size of violin instead of a nOr.
malone
because my hands are too
small? ":hen I study scales in the high.
est
it is very hard and th etoile
. pOsUwns
l
LS not c ear. That
makes me very dis.
couraged.
What would be th e efJ ect of
.
usmg a smalf violin-tone,
scales-and
shall I use U for recital all my l f ?
(2) In very rapid detached
"All L e.
molto vivace" why is ';t d'ffi
legro
I
..
L leu t to
;ntro
speed o~ wrist and left fingers?
Mave you exerCLses to train them'? (3)
y 3rd and 4th fingers are very'
k
and sometimes this retards th
we~
What should I do?"
e spee .
S. B., Thailand

Addl'ess ...

,;s.;.

4;..

.

UNIVERSITY of ALASKA

Frederick Phillips

VIOLINIST'S

VIOLIN SPECIALISTS
OUR NEW OLD INSTRUMENT
.CATALOG NOW AVAILABLE
Pu.bhshers of "VIOLINS
& VIOLINISTS"

.'

.

'J

I

Thank you for your letter'
. .
great pleasure to hear from a ' l~ JS . a
so distant a land.
rea er m
If you find trouble il
.
a fun-sized violin it 1 ge:~1n~ around
better for you to'
wou
e much
se
ment. BUl I think
~ sm~ll~r inslru_
a ~ VIOlIn would

FORUM

from

Page

25)

p.robab~y he too smaJl for you. A %
SJze m1ght he better. Most full-sized
violins are broad across the shoulders.
and tbat is what makes playing in th~
upper
positions
djfficult for a small
hand.
Most % violins. luckily, are
made :vith rather sloping shoulders,
and L1llS makes things much easier. If
you know a reputable dealer, play on
one of hh % instruments and judge
for yourself if thjs is what you need. Of
cour~e, you cannOl expect to produce
as bIg a tone from a smaller violin as
you would he able to secure from a
fuIJ-s.ized one.
(2) As for your difficulty in coor~inating
tile motions of your right
wns~ and left-hand
fingers in rapid
playmg, the one over·all remedy isPractice More Slowly. By practicing at
a s~ower tempo you can develop coordi·
natIOn, and then. when you have it.
you can gradually .increase the tempo.
(Contin.ued on Page 59)
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Please send me a list of stops cornmOil!)' fO/Hldon reed organs and their
iespecriue lone qualities.
J. M.-Ala.
The stops on different reed organs
vary of course, but the following is a
fairly comprehensive list. The number
of feel designates the pitch. as follows:
8 feet is normal, or the same pitch as
the corresponding note on the piano;
4 feel is one octave higher; 2 feet is
two octaves higher;
16 feet is one
octavelower.
8 feel-Diapason.
round.
fllll and
sonorous.Dulciana, similar in tone but
softer. Clarfonet, a solo stop rather
remotely resembling a clarinet
tone.
EnglishHorn, broad tone and powerful.
Gamha, brilliant and somewhat stringy.
lubileua, beautifuny sym)athetic
and
expressive. Melodia, sweet and full.
Oboe, reedy quality. Saxophone, very
reedy. Vox Celestis, something
like
Juhilctta.
4 jeet-Echo
(treble).
beautiful for
solo effects. Flute, brilliant and clear.
Principal, similar but louder. Viola
d'amour, resembles Aeolian Harp.
2 feet-Clarion, clearing and ringing.
Piccolo. ,-ery brilliant.
\Vald Flute,
PQwerfuland bright.
J6 feet-Sub Bass, heavy and sonorA
ous. Bassoon, reedy and very full.
Bourdon,deep lone, subslrata of organ.
Baritone, rich, full and sympathetic.
Trumpet, powerful and brilliant.
I would appreciate any information
you can give me concerning t.he use 0/
chimes in th.e church service. There has
been some question as to how fre.
quently they should be used, and during
what parts of the service.

B. F.-Wis.
The "question" you raise is one that
co?fronts almost all organists who have
cb~mes in their organ setup. If Ihe
c1umesare connected wilh tower ampli6cation and are of agreeable
tonal
quality, a period of five lo fifteen minutes devoted to the playing of wen
ETUDE-OCTOBER
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chosen by another pl'?min,ent
North American Umverstty

INC.

Atten .. Mr. UPJOHN, 489 Fifth

~
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HAROLD BERKLEY

"Ole Bull" Violins

VIOLINS

.~i
.

~

Publisher
1217 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo.

:. -----11
~. ~-
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For Standard and Modern Fingering with Scole Book
$1.50
~or St~ndard Fingering Only with
Instructions
for use
$1.00
Copies Sent on Appro.,61 fa Teachers
Order from your dealer or direct from

Jenkins Music Company

~MlIAS-ROWE
SYMPHONIC CRRILLON

known hymns makes for a worshipful
altitude
on the part of those in the
church, and also carries a worth-while
message to those on the street within
sound range. This plan may also be
followed, if desired, if the chimes are
not connected with the tower and are
heard only in the church auditorium,
but the writer does not recommend it
too highly because chimes can become
a little tiresome if heard too much. One
plan which seems to work out very
well, both as regards real aid in the
attitude
of worship and also in the
matter
of pleasurable
congregational
reaction,
is to play the regular organ
prelude prior to the commencement
of
the service, and then immediately
before the service proper starts, play a
well-known
hymn appropriate
to the
opening of the service on the chimes,
either with or without a very soft organ
accompaniment.
During
the
service
proper there is little occasion to use
the chimes effectively unless it be once
in a while during the taking of the
offering, but this should not be done
too often. The final effective use of the
chimes would be after the Benediction,
by either repeating a verse of the last
hymn (or another hymn designed,
if
possible,
to carry out the thought of
the sermon or message).
It would be
well to close this with the "Amen,"
so that the congregation
will know
definitely that the period of meditation
has come to an end. Then, PLEASE
don't
go bang straight
into a loud
postlude.
If your postlude is on the
loud side, be sure to start very softly
after the chimes and build lip gradually. Sometimes a soft postlude after
a devotional type of service may add
considerably
to the value of that service.
Many churches like their organists to
give a ShOTt recital before the evening
service (especially if the service is not
too liturgical).
This would provide
usually
for, say, three number.s, and
yOll could
use the chimes effectively in
one or two of these numbers, but don't
overdo it.

THE END

ALASKA

Each new installation of the symphorlic Carillon brings words o.fpr~ls~
from all whO hear its beautiful e
tones.
I
. Year after year,.more schoo s ,
churches and institutions setec~
Maas-Rowe bells, chimes and CI~~
s stems than any other make.
e
~ore than 25,000 installations attest
to their superiority.

HEARING IS BELIEVING!

If you are

considering the purchase of bells,
chimes or accessories, regardless .of
size insist on hearing the actual 1I\.
stru~ent. let your own ears be the
judge.
One of our nearby deltars
will be glad to arrange a
demonstration. Write for
complete details. , •

~

ROWE

Carillons
Dept. E·2
3015 Casl1as Ave•• los Angeles 39, Calif.

GE
MOOERN GREEK-any.1
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10 DAY FREE TRIAL

With LINGUAPHONE-The Wo,·hl's Sund;>"" Convers.._
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~~USPNEllHI'::l:?!herlanguage
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langua!':e AT HOME-the same natu ....l way yOU learned
fO speak hefore yOUwent 10 ""hool, Linguaphone Is used
t,he world loy schools, COlh'll"'a. K""ernmenlA.
ltu"",,,sse~. More than 1,000.000 horne srudy sludents.
COrwPI.ETE COURSE FREE OM 10 DAY TIIIIAL
Send today for Free booklet that tells about L1nguaphone
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Do You Listen to Music?
If you

are nearby when music is
being produced
you hear it because
you can not help hearing it, but that
is not the same as listening to it. You
hear
it because
your ears have DO
little ear-lids
to close them, as your
eyes have eye-lids.

lOR ETUDE
.. ed by Elizabeth A. Gest

Instruments of Gourds and Grass
by Elizabeth Searle
IN

LATIN AMERICA
the hardshelled fruits of the calabash tree,
called gourds
(though
not like our
American squash-type
gourds),
are
used by the natives for coffee cups,
wash basins, and many other things,
as well as for musical instruments.
One of these instruments
is a gourd
rattle, and is, perhaps, one of the oldest instruments in the Western hemisphere. Known
as eyocastlis, they
were popular among the Inca Indians
in South America long before Columbus discovered the New World. Today, these rattles are made of round
gourds of various
sizes, known as
maracas, and they are used in pairs
in dance bands and folk-music groups.
The rh),thms performed
b)' a skillful
player
are almost
unbelievablewrists and hands moving so SWiftlY'
the e)'e can hard I)' follow them. Often
two separate rhythms are used-one
in each hand!
The guiro is another gourd instru.
ment, made from a sausage-shaped
gourd about fourteen inches long and
hollowed out. Narrow slits or notches
are made on the side of the shell but
they do not go through. A scraper of
wood or metal is rubbed over the slils,
giving a rasping sound and adding
rhythmic emphasis.
In Haiti a strange combination
of
rattle and scraper is found in an instrument called a jou-cou-jou.
It is
described as being a wooden bar with
slits and a second bar fastened across
the top. Tin)' gourd raUles filled with
pebbles are attached to the bars.
The marimba
of the Guatemalan
highlands is made of strips of wood
graduated
in length,
while hollow
gourds hang below to give resoJnance.
This is a country cousin of our large
marimba, but it has its own peculiar
tone quality.

Lamb

Bamboo, which is classified by the
scientists
as a grass, has been used
for everything
from irrigation
pipes
I..:J dishes,
from food to musical
Instruments.
A simple flute is made of
a hollow piece of bamboo
stem with
notches along the side;
a primitive
organ has bamboo pipes;
a rattle is
made from a piece of bamboo
filled
with pebbles. This grass is used Ior
music in India, China, lava; in Colombia,
in Ecuador
and
in other
countries.
In Latin America
one finds
the
rondador,
or Pan's Pipes,
made of
bamboo.
In Colombia
the bamboo
flutes are held like clarinets,
and
sometimes, to show off, the player will
use only one hand, while, with Ihe
other he makes all kinds of motions
with his broad·brimmed
straw
hat
somewhat
in th~ manner
of a balon
twirler.

If you have a chance some time 10
visit a museum
displaying
ancient
musical instruments,
be sure to look
for those made of gourds or bamboo.
All countries do not have pianos and
violins, but they all have a desire to
make music of some kind.

You hear music every moment of
your practice
time hut do you listen
to the music you hear? Do you listen
for good tone production?
For wrong
note's
0 your
teacher will not have
to make the
nme correction week
after week ? For good pedal work to
avoid
making blurs or smears? To
make contrast
bctw
n pp and fJ?
(Or do)'
u pin)' I'er)'thing loud and
mechanically?)
Do )'OU Ii ten (or con.
trust between
legato and staccato?
For
lur?
Do you know which of
the two notes under tt slur should he
the softer?
00 you Ii len (or the
slight differenee
between 6/8 J I J f
and 4/4
. f? For crescendo,
and diminuendos?
For accents? For
smooth
cales? For ilent rests? When
playing ch rds in both hands do )'OU
Ji ten (or hands
oming exactly to.
gether or do you let the left hand pial'
a split seoon I ahead
(the right?
Of cour e you hear yourself practieing, hut listening requires some
attention
and concentration,
and the
more you Ii len the more you and
your teacher
will be pleasantly surprised at the results.

Musicians and Instruments
Game
bJ' Ida M. Pardue
With which instrument given below
is each of the folJowing mus.icians identified? Write the lists o( musicians and
instruments
on black board or large
pjece of paper lor all to see. The player
with the most correcl answers is winner.

Native Latin American
Musical Instruments
Left to right: Bamboo Rondador;
Bamboo Rattle;
Gourd Maracas;
Gourd
Guiro; foreground, pair of small Ron.
dadors.

(I) Jose lturbi.
(2) John Philip
Sousa. (3) John Sebastian Bach, (4)
Serge Koussevilsk)'.
(5) Adolph Sax.
(6) Wanda
Landowska.
(7) Carlo,
Salzedo.
(8) William Primrose, (9)
Pablo Casals, (10) Charles Courhoin,
(ll)
J ascha Heifetz, (12 Aodres Se·
govia.
Instruments:
(a) violin. (h) saxo·
phone, (c) harpsichord.
(d) organ, (e)
'cello. (f) guitar, (g) piano, (h) clavi·
chord, (i) viola. (j) double-bass, (k)
sousaphone,
(I) harp.
A"swers
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WhoKnows The Answers
(Keep score, 100 is perfect)
1. Doesthe chara?te~ Amner.~s ~ppea.r
in the opera Higcletto,
Parai-

Ial," "Aida" or "Madame Butter6yt' (15 points)
.
2 I the key of C-sharp major, what
, n the letter names of the tones of
:~: dominant-seventh
chord"? (10
points)
. '.
?
3, What is meant by pus anunaun
(5 points)
4. Fagott is the German name, sometimes used for what instrument?
(15 poiots)

5. By how much doe~ a double-flat
lower a lone? (5 points]
6 How old' was Beethoven
when
· Haydn died? (20 points)
7. Was the orchestral suite, ~cheherazade, composed by Tchaikovsky.
Borodin, Rimsky-Korsakofl or Stravinsky? (10 points)
8 How many thirty-second
notes
· equal a double-dotted eighth? (10
points)
9 Was the composer Edward Elgar
· Austrian, English or Scotch?
(5
points)
10. From what country does the folksong given with this quiz come? (5
points)
(An5wers on this page)

DearJunior Etude:
.
Ihavetaken piano lessons for over n.me
yearsand studied horn and orga~ WIthout a teacher. I am interested lD contemporary"
music and compose some. My
hobbies are bicycling and lqoking at
maps.I would like to hear lrom others.
Malel" Karsal (Age 18), Maryland

Letter

.Qox

Send replies to letters in care of
Junior Etude, Bryn Mawr, Pa., and
if correctly stamped, they will be
forwarded to the writers. Do not ask
for addresses. Foreign postage is 8
cents. Foreign air mail rate varies,
so consult your Post Office before
stamping
foreign air mail. Print
your name and return address on
the back of the envelope.

Dear Junior Etude:
I subscribe to ETUDE and find it very
interesting,
though I can not understand English as well as some people
can. I have studied piano for nine
years. I would like to hear. from readers
who are interested in music.
Elena de Valle-Arizpe
(Age 13),
Mexico

•

Dear Junior Etude:
I have been reading ETUDE for five
years and find it very interesting. I play
baritone
in our school orchestra
and
have taken piano lessons over six years.
I would like to hear from others.
Diane Huntington (14), California

•

Dear Junior Etude:
"
I play piano and violin "and play in our
Youth Orchestra. I would like to be a
piano teacher. I play for our Sunday
School. T would like to hear from readers.
Patricia Green (Age 15), Texas

•

Dear junior Etude:
.
I study clarinet, take baton lessons 10
school and belong to our Glee Club and
Music Class. My hobbies are phot?graphy, stamps and sports. I would lIke
to hear from readers.
N"rma J. Slrank (Age 15),
Michigan

A Musical Scrapbook
Dear Junior Etude:
Our piano class had great fun last year
making a musical scrapbook, and we
are going to do it again this yea~.
Each one of us chose a tOPIC that
interested us and for several months we
looked for pictures,
stories, poems,
etc., to illustrate our topics. <?n one
side of the page we put our pictures,
designs, and printed material, a~d ~n
the opposite page we had to wrrte m
our own words, the story of our page.
Many topics were chosen, .such as
American Music, Indian MUSIC, Spanish Dances, Radio Programs,
Composers etc. At our final Workshop Recital our pages were exhibited around
the room so everyone could see what
we had done. Prizes were given for the
most interesting
and artistic. Afterwards our teacher put the pages back
in the scrapbook and sent it to the College Library.
.
Elementary Piano Pupils,
Lycoming College, Pennsylvania

Other Letter Boxers
The following would also like to receive
letters. (Space does not permit p~inting their letters in full.) A~m M,dler
(Age 12), New York, studies prano,
hobbies
are reading
and pen-pals;
Susanne Russell
(Age 12), Pennsylvania, belongs to a piano club ca~led
The
Rhythmettes;
Richar~
~nffin
(Age 12), Connecticut, studies plan.o;
Pamela Thornburgh
(Age 12), studies
piano; Frances Dishongh (A~e 13),
Illinois,
studies
piano, .hobbles are
skatin<J' and long bicycle ndes; Gretchen Ebben (Age 15), Wisconsin, plays
piano, clarinet and sings.

Obenchain Girls' Piano Group

Answersto MusiciansInstrument Game
1. lturbi-piano;
2. Sousa-sousaphone;3. Bach---clavichord; 4. KOllssevitzky-double bass;
5. Sax-saxophone; 6. Landowska-harpsichord;
7.
Salzedo-harp; 8. Primrose--viola;
9.
Casals-'cello; 10. Courboin-organ.;
II. Heifetz-violin;
12. Segovia-gul'
tar.

Answers to Quiz
L HAYda"j 2. G-sbarp,

B-sharp,
D·
sharp, F·sharp (this key is more often
written as A·flat than G-sharp);
3.
mOTeanimated; 4. bassoon; 5. by one
whole-step; 6. thirty-nine;
7. RimskyKorsakoff; 8. seven; 9. English;
10.
Ireland (Londonderry Air).

. .
il n
L n Cornwall Karen HIttle, Mar.y
a
G~~rge Mary E~ans Campbell, Pauk ~Ietich ~iarilyn Field, Carol SturR'
atMryn
ProP~ Carolyn Bigler, Marthva oss,] ~r'
R b'
C rol anas, amce
garet Ann
0 lOson, '8.~
F
cis BobDodds, Sandra Chase, luaty
ran , (Age 7

bie Ann Merriam, Marcia Hoffer, Joan
White Karen Roberts, Patricia Abbott,
Virgidia Obenchain, Nancy Henley, Althe;
Parmele Janice Francis, Sandra Varon
Maryan~ Sajovec, Florence Dubeans y,
.
Patricia George.
to 17)

,

k
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THE CLASSIC GUITAR

TECHNJCALLY EASIER
CONTEMPORARY WORKS
for Piano
By 29 Outstanding Modern Composers Inc:luding:
BELA BARTOK
AARON COPLAND
PAUL HINDEMITH
ARTHUR HONEGGER

DARIUS MILHAUD
FRANCIS POULENC
IGOR STRAVINSKY
ALEXANDER TANSMAN

THE NEW PIANO BOOK

[in Three V.I,m es)
Price

$1.60 ecch volume

-----.'----PIANO MUSIC FOR CHILDREN
K. B. JIRAK

-

12

PIANO

Book

GEORGE LIST -

8

PIECES

0,. 62
2-75¢

Book

FOR

& Importers

publishers

ASSOCIATED

PieCES,

1-75¢
PIANO

' ....

..........•.

90¢

of fine musk

MUSIC PUBLISHERS, INC.

1 West 47th Street, New York 36, N. Y.

Did yOIl ever stop to think that
pro.cticolly ?J! the Violin Technique,
be It Paganlnl or Tchaikowski Of
Bach, may be expressed within a few
basic po'!erns? That by studying
correctly rust (I few line5 or mea lures
for basic movements and coordination
you will improve your entire
playing immensely.

'

Write for descriptjve material of
booh by Rober' JIIId-:
SIMPLICITY OF VIOLIN PLAYING
Book I and II
•
ALL VIOLIN TECHNIQUE, Book III
Price $7.50 each volume

METROPOLITAN
222 4th Ave.,

MUSIC CO
New York 3, N: Y.

·
PIANO

Years & Years Experience Teaching

•

PIANO TEACHERS

TUNING
1.earn by doing in our mOd
•.tn.
campl", .. ly equj"pp"d
Bhop, Full <ours.. taught
In JG week •. Write today
for detailed
infotm"tig".

GREER SHOP

TRAINING

2230 South Mlchigon Ave ••

•

Chlc.ogo 16. III.

ACCORDIONS

fi,~~:

_ETC._

j~Att~L~~rr1:'i.endous
l~avings on every.
guitars, brass and
d' _amp Itl~~!aviorines.
aeeordions--over 2JOo~earl~:j.g~~~I.ar-::~?t~In lIuality

JAY STEMMERMAN'S DISCOUNT HOUSE
Phone VI 7-0866-Vl
6.5258
8932 88th St .• Woodhaven
21, N. Y.

The Steadman A
OUTSTANDING
rrangements
are
•••••••
Try them'

The Loose-Leaf Edition. A
and practical idea. LOW ::~
BIG

Oit,ounls

•..

Send

St. d
P
a man ublication.

Advertising

. ~
Or ""U/ar

.
•

Rutland, Vt.

Representatives

George
F. Sadler_T
ler
Madison
Avenue
N ~ 17
Hill 2-1432
".,
Harry
Lytle-Alelr
gon Ave., Chicago
•

f
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THE ACCORDION

(Continued from Page 12)

ongston
342
N. Y, MUrry

332 .
"
4 III WAb Sh'Michl.
,.
as
2-8321

Webbe
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already considered obsolete and tb egul·
'
tar b ecame the popular instrume t
The addit~on of frets was orig:~IIY
made by tymg gut string around th
necks of the guitars. Notes were cl e
,h
.
earer
WIt gut than With the original fl
mar kcmgs
to S lOW w~ere to place the
"
•
fingers.
Frets were important
in the
development
of harmony and cb0,"
d
.
,
smce t ley made possible equal temper.
ament-eenluries
before Bach's "Well.
tempered
Clavier."
The guitar found its way to German
soon after. Amelia, Duchess of Weima~
(1739·1807). took to the instrument
and sought lnstru tion from the Royal
Court musi ian find conductcr Johann
Ccuheb
aumann.
he b~ame a
skilled
p~rforlllcr and even composed
several pieces f r the guitar.
~8.r! Maria von Web I' was a killed
gu~tan5t
lind WI' te many work for
guuar and piano. More than 90 of his
songs were written with guitar accompetument.
And guitar music often fig.
ured . in his operas. Both Rossini and
Verdi played the guitar, Ro ini used it
to. accompany
Almaviva's song Ecco
Ridenre it Cielo in his "Barber of Seville." And Verdi used guitars in the
second act of his opera "Othello."
Pagar.ini
composed at least a hundred and forty solos for the guitar. He
wrote many duets for violin and guitar
~nd dozens of trios and quartets which
IOch~de a part for the guitar. Hector
BerlIOZ called the instrument a "miniature orchestra,"
and for several years
suppo.r!ed
hiluself in Paris giving instructIOn on the guitar. Berlioz wrote
in his work 'IJnstrumentation
and Or.
chestration."
that "the guitar is suit.
abl~ 10 carry OUI, e\'en solely, more or
less complicated
many-voiced pieces."
The classic guitar of today differs
Irom the ordinary guitar, often used !o
beat ~u~cowboy and hiJJbilly tunes, in
that Jt IS a quality precision-made in.
~trument. It is rather large-about
14
Inches across the widest section of the
sounding board. It has a broad-waisted
beJly, a sound JlOle and a Jong neck
marked with steel frets.
,!,he scale or vibrating Jength of the
strmgs (from bridge saddle to nut) is
from 25%, inches at the shortest to
2.6Ys i~ches at the longest, Three
the
SJX strIngs
are made of nylon and three
are of nylon floss covered with fine sil.
ver wire. The fingerboard is Rat and al
the top of the instrument near the so~nd
hole, it is from 2 to 2% inches in width.
Except for an interval of a third be·
~ween the third and second strino-s tunIng is in fourths.
.. ,
The instrument
is played only with
the pads of the fingers, or finger tips.
As. Carl Engel says, "By 'twanging' the
strmgs with the tips of the fingers a

ol
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AND THE SYMPHONY

ORCHESTRA

(Continued from Page 23)
that the effect created by using the
accordionwith other instruments
was
so delightfully different that it caused
considerable comment from the music critics who attended all the performances.
Again Mr. Biviano had the happy
experience of playing the accordion
underthe baton of Andre Kostelanetz,
whouses the accordion surrounded by
twenty-fourviolins, eight violas, eight
cellos and two basses, resulting in a
most breathtaking eflect.
Someof the other well known accordion artists to appear with symphony
orchestras have been Galla Rini, who
performedhis concerto with such major
orchestras as the Detroit and Denver
Symphonies;ToraH Tollefsen, who appeered as soloist with the Cleveland
Symphony Orchestra in the perform.
ance of the Concerto in C by Pietro
Deiro.
All this once again brings to my mind
that most memorable evening which I
have previously mentioned. I refer to
thegala accordion concert given in Chicagoon July 19 at the Morrison Hotel
where five top ranking accordion virtuosi performed with the symphony
orchestra under the inspiring and competent b'aton of Dr. Harold Newton. It
wasnot only gala from the standpoint
of top notch performers, but outstanding because practically
all original
accordion works but two were played.
The concert opened with Daniel Des iderio,who had just returned to civilian
life after serving {our years as accordionist with the Air Force Band and
SymphonyOrchestra, giving an excel·
lent performance of the Conceno in D
by Pietro Deiro. Other original works
performed were Manhattan
Concerto,
Spanish Holiday and Five O'Clock
Rush, all three composed and played
byEugene Euore and the orchestra. An
excellent performance
was given by

popular
Carmen Carozza, who gave an
admirable
rendition of Concerto in A
by Pietro Deiro; followed by a stirring
performance
of the Concerto in D Minor
:,ritten and played by Andy Arcari, who
JS a most
accomplished
and frequent
performer
with symphony
orchestras.
Arcari also played Heetfeld's Rhapsody
for Accordion and Orchestra, which was
the prize winning work in this year's
Arcari
Foundation
competition.
The concert came to an exciting finale
with the master-playing
of the peerless
Charles Magnante in Hora Staccato and
Flight of the Bumble Bee accompanied
by the orchestra.
It is worth noting that this eventful
concert
was sponsored by one of the
leading accordion manufacturers
in the
world, and in their words "was for tIle
purpose of demonstrating
the extent to
which the accordion has progressed
in
the field of serious music and to show
how the accordion blends with strings,
wood winds, brasses and percussion, and
to show why the accordion should be an
indispensable
instrument in every school
program."
When I asked Dr. Newton his impressions of his first experience
with the
accordion,
he replied that it had been
a most unusual and interesting one, that
the balance of instruments
had been
excellent and that he foresaw fine potentlallues
for this instrument
if more
original
material were written for it.
He thought it would be exceptionally
good·in the rendition of chamber music.
With these facts in mind one is justi.
fied in feeling confident that slowly but
surely a new era for the accordion in
the orchestra is being born. We cannot
recommend
too highly to all serious
com posers to consider
the accordion
when writing for the orchestra. and when
seeking new tonal effects. Then will the
symphony
orchestras
realize the real
capacity of this instrument,
THE END

PIANO TEACHERS
DOUBLE YOUR INCOME
POPULARITY
and INCQME
will
soar when you teach POPULAR MUSIC. Incorporate
Popular
training
with the Classics .. , , The students
love it! The person that can play both
Classics and Popular at parties is always asked "Where did you learn 1"
This is not an ear method but a workable, progressive
and comprehensible
NEW plan for the Teacher and Student. Join the many teachers that are
now finding more joy and profit in
their chosen profession. Write us and
we shall send you our brochure to~
gether with complete information.
No
obligation.
CAVANAUGH
475 5th Avenue

many works of Bach, Beethoven,
Mozart, Haydn, Albcniz and Granados.
The great Spanish master-guitarist,
Andres Segovia, has added to the origjnal Tarrega
technique
by using the
finger nail as well as the finger tip of
the riaht hand. This is the "nail·f1esh"
schooi'" as opposed to the "flesh·tip"
school.
Len Williams, recitalist,
guitar de·
signer and establisher
of the Spanish
Guitar Centre in London, thinks that
this innovation of the Tarrega technique
has "lifted the guitar out of the drawing room of Tarrega and into the concert hall of Segovia." "It is, he adds,
"the method which has been almost uni·
versally
(Continued on. Page 64)

New York 17

N Y

TEACH EASIER
with MUSIC FLASH CARDS

...........

fOR TEACHERS-Ihe
fundamentoll af music
on 6 x 9 inch card,. Sidy illuslrotions plus one
3-loat piano keyboord (42 keys). Price $1.50
fOR ,BEGINNERS-some
as Teachers but size
2 x 3 inches. The 60 cords ore divided into 9
easy lessons with 117 questions ond their an·
swers on the bock. Price $1.00
student
ADVANCED~teoches
FOR
nome, write, ond sight reod the notes 01 the
mojor. minor. 7th, dim., ond aug., chords ond
their inversions (207 chords). Price $1.00

...

(Continued from Page 56)
playeris enabled to ensure a more deli·
cate expression and a fuller command
over the different shades of loudness
and accent than he possibly can do with
a plectrum." Thus, the performer and
his instrument are in an intimate contact not possible even on the ordinary
bowed,stringed instruments.
, Francisco Eixea Tarr~ga (1854-1909)
IS responsible for the present method of
guitar playing. All modern virtuosi of
the guitar follow the Tarrega method of
placing the fingers and plucking the
strings. It was also Tarrega
who
adopted the method of holding the
guitar used today: the left foot on a
stool and the guitar placed against the
left thigh. Tarrega
also transcribed

ENTERPRISES

"

Order from your dealer or write;

DEK·A·MUSIC
1102 S. 31st Avenue

COMPANY
Bellwood,

Illinois

-

Robert Whitford
International

Founder·Presidenl
Piano Teachers

As.odation

hos devoted
his entire profes.ionol
coreer to
the interests
of the piano teacher.
You are
invited to write for a free COpy of PIANO
TEACHING TODAY. With it vou will 01,0 be
sent complimentary,
Mr. Whitford's
moster
MUSICrS
MOST UNUSUAL
00
lesson
CHORD.
Robert Whitford Music Education Bureau
Miami 37, Fla.
204 N. E. 31st St.
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STUDY
BALDWIN·WALLACE
CONSERVATORY Of MUSIC
BEREA, OHIO hllburb

(Continued

of Cleveland)

W. MUNK,

Director.

Berea.

OhIo

MILLIKIN UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL Of MUSIC
DECATUR,

9

ILLINOIS

ffeu thorough
lrainlof( In music.
Courses lead.
~~g
~egl1'(\8 of; BaChelor of Music Bachelor or
Of"ll~8Ic
Master
ot Muile,'
and Master

lO

~J~~~~~on

Member

or

the l'\at~on81 Association
Schools ot
BUlletin sent upon request
W. ST. CLAIRE
MINTURN,
DIrector

Philadelphia
Music

zruete

Conservatory

of

79th Yea,.

Pia.no, Orchestra,
OperQ, Chorus,
Strings, Composition, Voice, Winds,
Degree Courses
216 S. 20th St.
LOcust 7.1877

BOSTON UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL of FINE and APPLIED ARTS
CHOATE_DEAN

Division of Music
(formerly

CoJlege of

Music-Established

1872)

Offerings
for season

1955·1956 include

•
ALLEN LANNOM-Choral

Conducting

ARTHUR FIEDLER-Concerto

preparation

RAPHAEL
BRONSTEIN
_
Teachers' Workshops

Violinists'

PAUL UlANOWSKY _ Vocal
Repertoire Coach

and

g,d
Operatic

KARL GEl RINGER-Musicology
HEINRICH GEBHARD with JULES WOLF·
FERS-Piano
MCHter Class.
GEORGE SORNOFF-Stringed

Instruments

Coursu leading to all undergraduate
ClAd
~raduote degrees in Music and Music Educa.
tlon. Eminent faculty of artists, teochers, and
scholorl. Prepcuofory Division.
For information

and colologue

write

Director of Admissions
705 Commonwealth

Avenue

Boston 1 S, Mass.
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Instructional
Materials
Author-Composer
Title
G. Langenus
Virtuoso Studies for Clarinet
1. MuUer
30 Studies for Clarinet
A. Magnani
Methods for Clarinette,
Part III
Langenus
Fingered Scale Studies
Voxman-Cower
Selected Advanced Studies
Rose
40 Studies for the Clarinet,
Book II
25 Etudes de Virtuosite
5tarJit
Chant D'Amours
Albeniz
Debussy
Mandoline
Advanced

MARIA EZERMAN DRAKE, Dlreetor

ROBERT A.

VIOLINIST'S FORUM

FOR CLARINET

Advanced

Affiliated with II firat class Liberal Arts College
Four /Ind five year courses leading
to degrees"
:ra~~~~~~t1~~t~~t;Teaehen. Send fur catalogue
CECIL

COURSE

Title
15 Grand Solos de Concert
Sonate
First Fantasie
Dennerjana
BalJade En Re Minuer
Premiere Rha psod ie
Fantasie-Caprfce
Fantasy-Ballet
Son ate
American Gothic
Sonata
Ballade
Sonatina
Introduction
and Rondo
Suite
Concerto, Op. 57
Concertino
Sonatina (CIaI'. in A)
Fantasy Sonata
Sonata, Op. 31
Sonata in F, Op. 129

with Piano
·Compcser
Ed. Bonade
Josten
Marly
Andre Block
Boucher
Debussy

Solos

Publisher
Andraud
A~socjaled
Andraud

Ed. Mt/sicus
LeCour
Durand

. Fischer

Mazellter
Bax
Baron
Mason
Perminor
Szalowski
\Vidor
P. Bonneau
C. lei/son
Tartini-j a ob
Honegger
1. Ireland
Sertacciof i
Stamford
Elementary

Clarinet

Andraud
i\'fercury
Baron
.. hirmer

Leeds
Omega
Wahn
Baron

Edition Dania
Boosey-Hawkes
Rouart-LerolJe
Boosey

Hicordi
lovelio

Duets

Composer
Mozart.RosenthaI
Schubert
Bach
Bach
Cassel·Gearhart
Franck
Goldman
Magnani
Magnani
Mozart-Langenus
Voxman
Block
Brahms-Langenus
Poulenc
Three

Publisher

Fischer
Ricordi
Ricordi
C. Fischer
Rubank
C. Fischer
Baron
Baron
Edition Musictls

Lefebure

Title
Duet Arrangements
Five Little Duets
Duo Sonata
Two Duets
Clarinet SessiQns
Suite
Three Duets
Six Duetti' Concertantes
Three Sonates Concertantes
Three Duos
Selected Duets (Vol. II)
(Sonatma
Sonata in F-Minor
Sonata (Cia ... in A & Bb)
Thk

e.

Publisher
Iercury
fercury
Edition Musicus
McGinnis·Marx
Shawnee
Fischer
Mills
C. BeHoney
Evelte-Schaeffer

e.

C.

Bulyou must be sure that your wrist is
completelyflexible and under control,
that you can do the Wrist-and.Finger
~fotjonin the lower third easily and
;,ell (see ETUDE for May and December 1952), and that you use the same
flexibilityin the upper third of the bow
whenyou are playing detache. In other
words,drop the wrist slightly and bend
thefingersa little on each Down stroke,
andlift the wrist slightly and straighten
the fingers somewhat on each Up bow.
Nomatter how fast you play, this flexibilitymust be present.
(3) To strengthen weak fingers is
notdifficult,but it cannot be done in a
hurry.It takes time-more
or less time
dependingon how much time the player
spends 011 practicing finger exercises.
Tostart with, the best exercises are the
Sevcik Preparatory Triofi studies. Practice them slowly at first-in
quarter
notes at a moderate tern po-making
sure that each finger snaps down firmly
on the string, keeps its grip for the
durationof the note, and then snaps up
as briskly as it came down. Practice in
this way for two or three weeks and
then gradually increase the tempo. But
do some really slow practice each day
nomatter how rapidly you may be playing the exercises the rest of the lime.
After a month or six weeks of this
practice, leave Sevcik and go to the
trill studies of Kreutzer (see ETUDE
lor September 1954) and work on them
in the same way-slowly
at first, and
later more rapidly.
But everything you play is an exercise for strengthening your fingers, if
youwill make it so. Concentrate on put·
ting the fingers down firmly and main·
taining the pressure for the full dura·
tion of each nole. If you do this for
threemonths, I feel sure aU four fingers
will have equal strength.
THE END

J

~k.s~

F:~~

Here's excellence of performance through skillful
craftsmanship ••• For 48 years, professionals and
beginners have demanded Kaplan Stfings, for faithful
tone quality and constant fidelity of sound.
Your dealer will ptoudly tell you more about
Kaplan's TRU-STRAND"Maestro" and ·'Red-O·Ray"
strings for violin, viola, cello and bass .••
KAPLAN STRINGS are
precision wound and
potished.

NEW!

for Young

by EULA ASHWORTH

NEW RECORDS

CheSler

BOSTON

MUSIC
BOSTON

PEABODY

18tll Century Trios
Composer
Publisher
First Lesson, Op. 68
sRosenthal arr.
E. Morris
AI~egro from Op. 87
Bchulmann.Springer
Music Publishers
TrIO, Op. 87
eel lOven
Remkk M .
Blatt
","e
P·elIte T rio
Boosey-Hawkes
Chaco nne
Dancla-Waln
NeH A K'
Scherzo
Purcell
E '1 .. JOS
Ai
Tuth,·I]·
11 orns
f, Menuet, & Sarabande
.
Rubank
Canonical Fugue
Mattheson
Miller
Alle gro m
. G-M iuor
Bach
C . FIscher
.
S
Barcarolle and Petite
carlatti
Ricordi
Humoresque
.
I I
ScarrnoIin
L d .
lope that you will find tl
u WIg
and I t
h'
lese recommended
. 1 .
d
r.ust t ey Will prove to he of great v I
. matena s mteresting and enjoyable.
an teachers alike.
.
_
a ue In the musical development of students
THE END
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done on the recitatives and such forth·
right arias as Alma grande. Her diction
often suffers when she sings lightly and
lyrically, as in Do've sono. Other arias
include Tutte net cor vi sento, Bella mia
fiamma, Basta vincesti. Ecco it punta.
(Epic I.e 3135)
Brahms: Sonata.

/0,. Violin autl PiUIIO,

Op. 78 alltl 100
These are performances that grow on
you. Szymon Goldberg,
violin, and
Artur Balsam, piano, are not disposed
to throw Brahms at you. But their
warm-tonedreadings, emphasizing poetry more than energy, are satisfying.
(Decca DL 9720)

COMPANY

16, MASS.

CONSERVATORY
COLLEGE Of MUSIC
Reginald Stewort, Director

f'lll1lplele
musical
training
Johns
Hopkins
UllIH,nlty,
Music.

In all branches.
Diploma.
M.Mus .• B.Mus"
Teicher's
Goucher
and Loyola
{;(JUnu. Member
of the National

Certlficate.
A!fIltation
with
AssociatIon
of Schoola of

Dormitories.

Registrar,

9 E. Mi. Vernon Place

Maryland

Balflmor.2,

BOSTON CONSERVATORY of MUSIC

ALBERT

ALPHIN,

Dir.

26 fENWAY,

BOSTON,

MASS.

Courses in Applied Music, Composition and Music Education leading to
Mus.B. degree. DRAMA and DANCE courses leading to B. F. A. degree.
foculty

of 50 including

members

of Boslon

Associalion

COSMOPOLITAN
DAY and EVENING

(Continued from Page 47)

Bb CI arme~
.

LINDFORS

PREPARATORY BOOK Teaches relationship
between. printed page and keyboard. Progress insures
thoroughness.
Many numbers arranged as. ~uets to
be played with teacher or mother for repeunon and
companionship.
.75
BOOKS I and II progress smoothly ami gradually.
Many favorite hymn-tunes in second book.
Ea. 1.00
Write for examination copies'

Member of Nat;onol

Boosey-Hawkes

NEW!

With Applied Lessons in Theory to Write

<fit ;p

Symphony

Dormitories for Women. Catalog

Rubank
McGinnis-Marx

Piano Sfudents.

"HOUR OF FUN"

llour of fun

Fischer
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P;gng

of

Orchestro

on request.

Fall Term

Sept.

Schools of Mus;c

19

SCHOOL OF MUSIC

study in all branches

of music including:

Voice. Violin. Cello. Organ. Composition, Instruments of the Orchestra
'Bachelor of Music. Master of Music. Bachelor of Music Education.
Opera Workshop
Oratorio Closs
Theatre Arts
"'limber
,vt:<lionol An ...dali ..." oj Sch ......
l. oj Music

Far free catalog address Melba Thrasher. Registrar
306 South Wabash Avenue
Chicago 4, Illinois

YORK

NEW

OF

COLLEGE

MUSIC

Arved Kurtz, Director
Chartered 1878
CoUege and Professional Courses ••• Class and Individual
Instruction •.• Daytime or Evening ••• Full or Part Time
IVrite

for Catalog

NEW YORK 28, N. Y.

114 EAST 85th STREET

KIOX
COLLEGE

THOMAS

Deportment of Mulic
Golesbulll', IIl1nol.
Member N. A.. S. M.

W. WILLIAMS
Chairman

Catalog

.ent lipan request

Make Extra Money .••
by selling subscriptions
spare

time.
Write

to Etude in your

for details

to

Agents Plan, Etude
Bryn Mawr, Po.
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SOLVING PIANO
PROBLEMS

Sherwood Music School
Thorough professional training for sue.
cessful careers. One- and two-year Certificate courses prepare for private
studio teaching. Bachelor and Master
Degrees, four and five years. Piano.
voice, organ, violin, 'cello, wind instruments, composition, public school music. Faculty of renowned European and
American artists. Many opportunities
for public recital, solo and group per-

formance. Member of the National Association of Schools of Music. Founded
1895.
Splendidly
equipped
lake-side
building. Spring term begins February
2. For Catalog, write Arthur Wildman,
Dtrector.

SHERWOOD BUILDING
1014 South lUiehigan Avenue
Chicago 5, Illinois

Specialized.
welf -rounded
training
prepa~es you for a ministry of music.
For,Important spir-itual emphasis.
M BI s Sacr~ M';'Slc course combines
~mpr.ehenslv~ Bible study with the
mtenslve mUSICtraining on conserva_
tory level.
General tui~ion at Moody is FREE.
Fees for apphed music are very reasonable.

Sacred Music course offers •••
majors. in piano. ?rgan.
voice and
composlh~m_ Also Instruction
in orchestral Instruments.
music theory
and literature - plus a number of urrusual church related subjects, Excellent, exper-ienced
faculty_
New, four-story
William
Howard
~~ane Memonal music building proVI es
modern classrooms
and
38
sound-proof practice rooms. Practice
faclhtles Include 66 pianos
3
.
organs and 5 electric organs:
Pipe
. Unlimit~
opportunities
{or pra _
hcal expertenee with the MBI musi~l
on our own radio station
Church~. and in Chicago's
many

t~~.

Write today {or descriptive
CATALOG. Address Office o{ Admissions
Dept. E0323.
'

ARTS INSTITUTE of SAN
Bachelor

Free Literature

(Continued

of Music

Degree

2622 Jackson, S.F. 15

FRANCISCO

Ross

Mckee.

Director

COLLEGE-CONSERVATORY of MUSIC of CINCINNATI
A DISTINGUISHED

PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL
ALLIED ARTS.

OF MUSIC AND THE

DEGREE COURSES WITH MAJORS IN PIANO
INSTRUMENTS, ORGAN, COMPOSITION'
~~I~~
,
'ATION

°EDRUCCHESTRAL

Affihgt.ed with the University of Cincinngti . Mem b e .. of the Ngtio
IA
"
Schools of Music
na
SSaclahon

of

CATALOC WILL BE SENT ON REQUEST

Write Dept. E, Highland Ave. &: Oak

St., C·
In~innati

19, Ohio

~~~,Q:~~~~!~~Uutr
ntIDunir
transfer to Kent State Un'iversity or,Jt S~lence In Education (8 ..s. in Ed. by
WARD
es ern Reserve University)

3411 Euclid Ayenu~AVE~NY.
Memb ... Of

tile

Natio"al

Aasocial!

Director
on

CI,esyelalld 15. Ohio
0,

C/OOoI3

O[ MII31c
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Perf0lr~ance. Thh?t is the great point in
d eve oping tee mque. I have found that
gradual
progress with the metronome
can do wonders to bring this happ'
state into being.
ier
The approach
to music itself is
deeyer thing. We have the technique o~
facJIIty.'
or
keyboard
manipulation.
Th~re IS also the technique of interpre_
lat!On. Here, we can begin with small
units. The single tone is the first step
011 the road. And single lone prcductio
I believe, i~currently somewhat oe;:
leeted by plano teachers. The student
should early be taught 10 produce
~vell-arLiclllated, musical, speaking lone~
~n all degrees of dynamics. And the
lin ~orlanl word here is tone-do not
~valt fo~' phrases or pieces; let the qual.
rt y of single tones be studied first of all.
When one studies declamation, one
learns first ;vhat. to do with the tongue,
~ee~h. and lips III pronouncing clearly
individual
syllables. At the piano, we
~lIst
also master
enunciation. The
single tones in the melody are our musical syllables. Next comes the shading
of g.roups of notes which produce our
mU~lcal words;
then phrases; then
penods;
then the parts, and finally the
f UI L ex pressive composition .
Music may be compared to lyric
poelry. and shouJd be projected as such.
Whatever we say. from the single tone
onwards, must mean something to lhe
hearer. In order to reach the highest
~e~el of emotional eloquence in playing,
It IS necessary
10 have spent much time
and thought on the small units of ex~ressioll which precede the interpretation of the whole. This is all the more
essential
since the deepest source of
satisfying
interpretation
can only be
p~rlially taught or learned; at least a
glll~mering of sympathetic insight must
be mborn. As Leschetizky used to say
"G
d must do something-I cannot do'
.
0
It all myselfl"
Leschetizky
used to compare himself
10 a musical
doctor, to whom all kinds
a?d . I~pes . of students brought their
pJa.lllsuc aIlments
to he cured. The
saJJ(~nt points in his teaching included
the development
of the finest tone control at the piano. The mastery of such
c~ntroJ
presupposed
adequate tech11Ique, of course, but technique as such
was .never emphasized, only its place in
mUSlcal performance.
From his own
play.ing. however. as well as from the
mUSical demands he made I observed
two important
Leschetizky' requisites;
namely. firm, sensitive finger-tips, and
a supple, TesiJient wrist and arm. This
observation
was confirmed when one
d?y. he suddenly struck the top ~f the
plan.o with his fingers, at the same time
movmg his wrist flexibly up and down,

nd said, "You see? This is all there
~stothe so.calle~ Leschetizky method!"
Thetouch of hIS fingers on the wood
soundedlike a sharp little crack, while
in the wrist and an~ there was controlledresiliency. ThIS use of the fingers, hands and arms was, indeed, an
importantmeans of securing technical
freedom,but it was by no means the
only secret of his teaching.
Leschetizky's greatness
lay in his
interpretationof the great works of the
pianoliterature. He gave real attention
to the wishes of the composer, and to·
all of the elements in the composer's
life and background which underlay
thosewishes, inspiring his students to
do rhe same. And no one could have
beenbetter equipped for the task than
Leschetizkyhimself. He stood as a mu.
sical bridge between the present
and
thetraditions of the past.
In the first place. Leschetizky
was
hom in 1830, a time when the great
Viennesetraditions of the past, of Beethoven,Schubert. Mozart. and Haydn,
werestill an integral part of current
musicalthought. In the early days of
his life in Vienna there were people
stillliving who could remember Beetboven and even Mozart. Haydn and Scbuherthad not been long dead; Schumann
and Chopin were living. and bringing
newideas and means of expression into
the literature of the piano. In the second place, Leschetizky
himself was a
pupilof Czerny, thus coming into even
closercontact with the traditions of the
past Ihan the average musician of his
day.ezerny had, of course, been a pupil
of Beethoven, and became,
in due
course, lhe teacher of Liszl, Theodore
Kullak, and Leschetizky. It was thrilling to hear Leschetizky speak at the
lessons of the Beethoven
tradition"Czernysaid that Beethoven played it
this way-wished it that. way-desired
such emphasis and such effects." It
brought one thrillingly
close to the
source.
The slriving after beautiful interpretationtranscends t.ecl.lllique or pianistic
problems, and it remains the soul of
great leaching-the
ability to inspire
a student with the will to set himself
high goals in performance
and to
achievethem. This must be lhe aim of
every good leacher. There is, alas, far
too much condoning of mediocrity in
the air! Things are made pleasurable
and easy, and while there can be no
?hjeclion, certainly, to taking pleasure
lD one's work and in conquering
difficulties, the ideal of "ease-and-fun"
can
neverproduce really artistic results. In
closing, I would like to cite the motto
of the Phi Beta Fraternitv
of which I
am fortunate to be an h~,~orary member: "To be, and not to seem 10 be."
There could be no finer motto for the
piano student, or for anyone else.
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Training

Talent

Intensive professional study of MUSIC,
balanced with a liberal arts program
in America's first coeducational college.
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Oberlin artists. Excellent practice facilities. Faculty of 55 eminent musicians.
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Bachelor and Mo.ter Degree.
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A non-profit
educ~tional
institution
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and for G.!.. Trammg.
InstItutIOnal ,;;
Member National ASSOCIatIOn of Schools of MUSIC.
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AMERICAN
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CONSERVATORY

MUSIC-CHICAGO

OlTen courseR In all bnnchu
of music
69th year. Faculty of 130 artist teachers
Member of National Association of Schools of Music
Send

for

a tree

catalog

address:

John

R. Battstaedt,

Pr .....

S82 Kimball

Bldg., Chicago

BUTLER UNIVERSITY

JORDA.N COLLEGE OF MUSIC
A rich

itatian.

tradition, a progressive philosophy, on oUhtandi~g
Baccalaureate
degrees in Donee. Drama. MUSIc.,

facul.ty, compl~te oecred.
MUSIc.
Educotlon, Rodio.

Wrile for catalogue and de$ired info'mot;on

JORDAN COLLEGE OF MUSIC (Box EJ, 1204 North
Indianapatts 2. Indiana

Delaware Street
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CLASSIFI
HA~I'IONY. Composition,
Orches tra tton,
Musical Theory. Private
or Correspondence Instruction.
Manuscripts
revised
and corrected.
Music arranged.
F'r-a nk S.
Butler, 32-46 107 St., Corona, N. Y.

I.I~ARN PIANO
'rUNING - Simplified
authentic
instruction
$4.00-r.itel'ature
Prof. Ross, 456 Beecher St., Elmira,

i.rei:

wm-rm

SONGS:
Read "Songwriter's
Review" Magazine, 1650-ET
Broadway
New York 19, 25¢ copy; $2.00 year
(Est'
19"46)
.
.

l"O~ SALE. Rare Recordings,
Lists. ColIecttons bought.
E. Hh-schmann
100
Duncan Ave., Jersey
City, New Jersey,

SWIN:G PIAl\'O - BY IUAn,. 30 selfteachmg
lessons
$3. Sa.mplas. Over 50
publications.
Phil Breton
Publications
P.O. Box 140:. Omaha 8, Nebraska.
'

LEARN PIANO '1'UN,ING A'I' HOME.
Cou,:se bypro Wm. Braid Whf te, world's
lea~Ing
plano technician
and teacher.
Wnte Karl Bartenbach,
100lA Wells St.
Lafayette, Ind.
'

Ii'REE MAIL-ORDER
CATALOG: HLln~
dr-eds of self-instructive
books for mustctans, fro~ jazz to symphony.
\Valter
St~art MusIC Inc., 421-B Chestnut
St.,
UnIOn, N. J,

SACRIFICING 200 ACCORDIO,~S_ALL
KIN-!lS~ Discounts
to 70%, Free catalog,
ClavIOhnes or other musical instrument
secured.
Discount
Rouse
8932 88 :;t
tVoodhaven 21, New York; Vi 7-0866.
.,

B.~CK

POPU':-AR
SHI~RT ltlUSIC '1'0
~8:iO. EverythIng.
Catalog
15¢ Fore'S
E3151 High, Denver 5, Colorado,'
,

OLD VIOLINS AND O'J'HER Il\S'I'IlU
l\IENTS.
Repairing,
SupplIes'
Eaken~
~~~ E, 'Vashington
St" Chambersburg,

PUPIL-GET'I'EItS.
An almost Infallibly
effective method
of obtaining
new pup,Ils, S~mple 50¢. 100 for $5.00. PUPIL
GETTERS, Box 172, Easthampton,
Mass,

JOHN. S. HULL, Y191!n Maker, 32 years
~xperIence.
SpecIalizIng
in flne repair~e~:k~nces furnished.
Fort Hunter,

N~~~

PIANO 'I'ECIINle
SIIUPLIFIED
popular music professional
style'
'2',azaks, 234 E. 58th Street,
Ne\;
,N. Y.

Play
$I,vO.
York

:rYPIAi\TO~ The Touch System of PIa _
bl~c~~e t~Ian9' hThe PQwell Piano Ma%k
.
.e slg t of the keyboard
but
per.mns SIght of the music. Play like the
artIsts - by the
exclusive
senses
f
touch
and
hearing.
Effectlvel
.0
handd. Independence,
ear-tralnini'
Sj'-glg~
rea
ng, memorizing
On
'
,

A

D

/tIUSIC 'I'E,\.CHERS.
"Fishing
for something
to add new life
to your
teaching? Subscribe
for our Lesson
Plans.
3
months
.50 cents, or send stamped,
selfaddressed
envelope
for further
details.
Specify
instruments
taught.
Nelson
Music
Studio,
814 S, Chestnut,
North
PIa tte, Nebraska.
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blond or mahogany? In any case it
is accepted by piano manufactur~rs
the world over.

CUS'I'OItI-UUIVI'
IIAICPSICHOUUS
from $500. I have sever-at
Jn s t r-u rnents
nearing
completion
for dispatch
to the
U.S.A. JIlustrated
details
airmailed
on
request.
John
Paul.
39 Grove
Hoad
Ea s t ho urne, li:ngland.
'

SUCCESS
SEIHES
for
Piano
Teachers:
Psychology
from
the
Students'
Point of View:
Rote
01'
NoteHow and '\lhy; Grading
'.roday's
MU1,;!C'
Sixt.y~four
Rules for .::>uccess. Each dis:
cuss lon, $1,00. Success
Studio
Box 415
Venice, Cal.
"
'I'HE

VIOI.,IN1UAliEUS,
AltJA'J'EUns
PJlOJi'ESSJ~N".:'-I.s. Fine tone Seasone'd EUI'Opea;n VlOllnmal{ers
wood. Complete
MaterIals,
Tools, Instructions,
Patterns.
JI~
lustrated
Catalogue
10¢. Premier
Violin
Supplles.
Division
EVN.
430
South
Broadway.
Los Angeles
13, California.

AT'I'~N'J'I«:>N, COLLEC'I'ORSl
Rare
Old
Folding
VlOhn. For details
write K ".
Jones, 138 7th St. Blakely,
OlYPhant:
Pa:

YJOLJ, ....ISTS:. students,
amateurs,
daw.
dIers,
hobbYIsts,
beginners
and
dilet
tantes.
"How To Play Better."
A booklet
eve.ryone
who loves the violin
should
ha\e,
$1.00. Prager,
289 Empire
Brook
lyn 25, N. Y.
,-

NEW

FOR THE
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whole measure before playing it. There
must be no pauses or breaks anywhere
during this counting and reading.

Beginner's

~A'~E riO,& ON YIOLINS
Al\'O BO"\'\'S:
tallan-F
rench-German.
Importers
and
wholesa~ers.
All "top"
makers~adda,
SdercI! Laberte,
Kriner.
Artist
f ~nvs by Bazlll and Lapierre.
Violins
10m ~lO. Bows from $3.75. Buy wholefaletdhlrectly
from importer
and save at
eas.
ali, Free trial. Suburban
1\1 i
Marhn,
Ji..
Brinser,
Dir.,
643
Stuyve~:nCt
A ve"
rVlngton
II, N. J.

)<'Olt SALE. US School of Music piano
course
Good conditIOn
L, Mancuso
801
N. ChelTY St, Columbus,
Indiana.'

Classes

If you do have courage and want to
start your beginners in classes, use any
books you like. In general, ] prefer the
Oxford Books, which I also use for children. I like the Matthews books too
and find them admirably adapted to ali
grades;
also John Thompson's series
Then. of course, there are the Fros~
books, aU excellent, and Aaron, Schaum,
Ada Richter.
and Robert Pace's new
series, all fine for youngsters.
Be Sure to charge just as much for a
class lesson as you do for private le!:.SOilS. Prepare
each Jesson very care.
fully. Start with at least six in th.e class
for, as you know, one or two wiU change
or drop oul. A class of {our then is
ideal.
TilE END
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ness,
Tbe years 1910·1916 were decisive
onesill the composer's life. During this
timehe wrote in the new idiom that
attracted wide attention:
"Jewish
Poems" (1913), the King Solomon

thoughhe was proud to receive this
long.awaitedprole siona] recognition,
hisdelight was tempered by increasing
complexitiesof his domestic life. Heavy
financialresponsibilities of his parents
andhis own family made a change imperative; consequently he accepted a
position as conductor for the American
lourof Maud Allen. The composer arrivedin New York in 1916.
With the subsequent failure of the
lour,Mr, Bloch was forced to return to
leaching,New York, Cleveland,
San
Francisco-in these cities he spent
varyingperiods teaching, directing con·
servatories,occasionally guest·conduct.
ing,But no matter where he was or how
beavyhis professional duties, always
hewascomposing, In 1928 he won the
prizeoffered by "Musical America" for
hisepic rhapsody "America," first performedby the New York Philharmonic

On:hesira.When he was 50 (1930),
friendsmade it possible for him to devotethe next few years entirely to com·
posing,

A new Fellowship Fund at the Mac.
DoweJl Colony, honoring the late Mrs.
H. H. A. Beach,
Tew Hampshire.born
composer, has been established {or the
benefit of American
composers. The
fund, which totals $13,000, was raised
primarily
through the efforts of Mrs.
E~ward
MacDowell,
the composer's
Widow.
The Queen Elizabeth of Belgium In·
ternational Musk Competition Fifth International
Piano Competitio~. Award:
diplomas and twelve prizes worth all to·
gether
more
than 600,000 Belgian
francs. Closing date: applications must
reach the Manager, International Competition "Reine Elisabeth de Belgique"
Palais des Beaux-Arts
H
']] , rue Bar;n
orta, Brussels,
before January 31

ACCORDIOl\-S_d'
t f·
save 50% and mo:r~'F
10m imp?rtt=;r_
guarantee.
Tradeseacc~epet~dlaFl. Lifetime
log
,"Vrite
A
.
.
ree cata105EU, 2003 chfcci:~,I~hlc~~~I1?\~,

iedsin Munich and Paris.
penIn the latter crty
• h e. b ecam~ so. di15ragedby the jealousies and mtngues
~~umu~icallife
that he decided to leave
ihe music profession. He returned home
d for the next 12 years was a book~~eper
and salesman in his father's busi-

rhapwdy "Shelomo" (1915-16), and
ihe "Israel Symphony" (1912-16). Al-
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(We regret that space limitations do
not permit listing oj other contests.)

He returned to Switzerland and went
intoretirement. This period of intensive
studyproduced among other 'works his
"Sacred Service" (1930-33) .. the compo~erreturning to New York ip the
springof 1934 to conduct it, Finally,
after an absence of eight years, he returnedto the country of his adoption.
(Hebecame a citizen in 1924.) A shDrt
timelater when vacationing on the west
coast, he accidentally discovered the
beachretreat which has since become
his permanent home. From here he
sendsa steady stream of music to his
publishers,
"I believe in the right of each man
to live hjs life decently and usefuUygivingto the community what he can
giveaccording to his gifts, his forces.
Humanity has not finished its march.
Someday we shall grow weary of this
daily struggle and a little true love
will be born in the withered hearts of
men...
, And for these new hearts

therewill he new songs."

McCLANAHAN

ALFRED MIROVITCH

Ieccher of Piano
M~tthay
exponent,
formerly
his representative.
Pr-ivc te lessons, technic courses; available
as visitIng lecture-recitcrliat,
or cr-itic-teocher ,
Six.Doy Piano Semlners
801 Steinway Bldg., 113 W. 57th St., N.Y.C.

EDWIN

HUGHES

PIANISTS PREPARED FOR PUBLIC
PERFORMANCE
AND FOR COLLEGE.
UNIVERSITY AND CONSERVATORY
TEACHING
POSITIONS
117 East 79th St .• New York, N. Y.

HELEN ANDERSON
"Teacher
of Successful
Pianists"
Master's
T echnique-T
one-Interpretation
Special
Courses:
Harmony,
Improvisation
11010 W. 72nd St., N. Y. C.
Tel. Sc 4-8385

Mme. Giovanna

Viola Hull (Desmond)
of singing-European
trained
"8el Canto"
Voice tulture-diction-toaching
Phone: Trafalgar 7-8230
608 West End Aye.
New York City
Teacher

Eminent Pionist
Teaching

in New York

23 Edgecliff Terrace
Yonkers, New York

WILLIAM

T. POLLAK

A.M., Mus. Doc., A.A.G.O.
New York College of Music
Piano, Organ, Condueting"Co~ching,
Choir Training, lmprovisc'tion,
Harmony, Counterpoint.
Fugue,
Composition,
Orchestration
Correspondence
Courses
9 Melrose Lane, Douglaston 63, L.I., N,Y.

EVANGELINE LEHMAN: Mus.D.
Eminent Vocal Teacher
167 Elmhurst Ave. Highland Pork 3, Mich.
Phone: Townsend 8-3567
cr
1455 Harvard
Blvd.
Toledo 14, Ohio
Phone: Walbridge 2594

HARRY EULER TREIBER:,Mus. D.

CRYSTAL WATERS
Teacher of Singing
Popular Sangs and Classics
TV.-Radia-Stage
Concert
405 East 54th St.
New York 22, N. Y,

Voice Building
Pupil of the lcte Wm. L. Whitnev
(Vonnucini Method)
Studio 509: 270 Huntington Ave., Boston, Mass,

•

LUCIUS DUNCAN
LEOPOLD WOLFSOHN
Pianist, Teacher, Composer
Teacher
of Aaron Copland,
Elie Siegmeister
and
many artists and teathers.
BEGINNING
TO ARTISTIC FINiSH
Hotel Ansonia,
B'way at 73rd St., New York City

WILLIAM

FICHANDLER

AND

TEACHER

is accepting
a limited
numb~r
of s~rious
piano
students
in New York City.
For IOformation
write:
150 Greenway
Terrace,
Forest
Hills
75, L. I., New York

Pupil of Leschetizky and Artur Schnabel
and teacher
of renown"-ETUOE

magazine
Now teaching
113 W. 57th St.

,
musIc

..
H "
at Nolo StudiOS, Stelnwoy
a •
New York City

ROSE RAYMOND
Eminent Pionist
Exponent of MoHhay principles
Teacher of teachers
Private
lessons
Available
for Recitals
and lecture-Recitals
320

West

86th

St"

New

York

20¢
be

a word,
received

Advertising
minimum
two

of $3.

months

date.

Write

to

Etude,

Bryn

Mawr,

prior

Advertising
Pa.

EDNA GUNNAR PETERSON
Concert

Pianist-Artist

Teacher
Calif,

MAE GILBERT REESE
Pionist
Specialized training for
teachers ond concert artists
8575, Rempau Blyd., Los Angeles 5, Cat.
We 4-4272

HAROLD HURLBUT

City

24

Tel. EN 2-75B6

Classified

Pianist
Teachers' Workshops
617 Steinwoy Hall
113 Wed 57th St., New York 19, N.Y.

17447 Cadetlammare
Pacific Palisades,
Gladstone 4·1803

MARY BOXALL BOYD
"Pianist

ISABEL HUTCHESON

HAZEL GRIGGS

ERNESTO BERUMEN
PIANIST

104 N. Mole St., Philo, 2, Po.

Refresher Course for Piano Teachers:
Modern Piano Technic: Coaching Concert Pianists:
Group Work: For further information address
Studio 202. 1005112 Elm St., Doltas, Texas

Pianist, Teacher
314 West 75th St .• New York, Su-7-3775
Compositions
published by G. Schirmer
and Theodore Presser.

CONCERT

Violinist
Lo 7-0723

Rates
Copy

must

to insertion
Manager,

Has taught
singers of. METROPOLITAN Opera,
Chicago and Son Fronclsco Operas, stage, screen,
radio television, including
NADI'NE CONNER, HOWARD KEEL, Evelyn Her·
bert Henrv Cordy and many others.
'2150 N. Beachwood Dr., Hollywood, Cal.

TEACHERS!
Plan 10 advertise in our WHERE SHALL I GO TO
STUDYf column for the next six montha. Rates are
rellsonllble--only $5,00 per 'h Inch. $7.50 per
Inch. $10.00 per Inch. Because Of thla special rate,
only urders for sIx consecutive IUlles can be ac~
cepted. Adverhing copy must be entered by the 5th
of the second month Dreceding Duhllcatlon, Forward jcour copy and order to: Advertising Manager,
ETUDE the music magazine. Bryn Mawr, Pa.

*
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ROUNDTABLE

REMINDERS

HAnl\IONIZI,~G
IUlj:r~OUIES A'I' SI(;H'I'
-24
pages
of solid
instruction
and
eas.v-t o-j'ottow charts
on improvising.
t ra ns poe tt ton and
harmonization.
$1.00
postpaid.
Free
list
01' t ho us-a nd s of
pop uta r songs, books and folios sent on
request.
Lewis Artlne Music, 117 ,Y. 48th
Street, New York 36, N. Y.

WHERE

TEACHER'S

PIAN IS'I'S,
'l'EACfIlt:nS.
S'l'lJ Uh:NTS:
Learn chords ins ta n t ly. Fascinating
and
eu.ey. No scales,
gadgets
or letters
to
memorize.
Complete
ma s t.er
ro ld e r-,
$1.50. Ernest
'w etd ner- System,
423 E.
Seventh St., nos ton 27, Mass.

~~~~c~;~ua~}e~~in$s,truActdido~f~it6'ri~\~~~
G
.
.
ress
John
E
N~¥-~ner, IDOl
ChurchlIl
Ave.,
Utica;

GnOT~[AN-STEIN"\VBG
PIANOS
t~rnat~?~ally
acclaimed
"The W;'rl~~~
FH'onest , Imported from Germany
1Vrlt:
LSTAD MUSIC
HOUSE
33'
Grove, Minneapolis, Minn.
'
7 Oal>:
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THE CLASSIC

GUITAR

(Continued from Page 57)

•

adopted by leading concert players everywhere."
But the uncontested place of the guitar as a solo instrument worthy of serious attention is not completely assured.
"The greatest challenge and responsibility now facing Segovia," writes T. M.
Hofmeester, Jr., in the Guitar Review,
"is the training and bringing before the
public new talent which in turn will do
the same, so that the great tradition
created by him 'shall not die out," Segovia fears the danger to further development of the classic guitar tradition may
be in those "who hardly know the elements of do-re-mi or the theory of music, and who propagate discarded principles of guitar technique." Segovia
himself has inspired and encouraged
the composing of more than 400 compositions for the instrument, a tremendous achievement.
Also helping to advance the guitar
tra-dition are performers of such recognized eminence and stature as Brazil's
Olga Coelho and Luisando Almeida.
Almeida was "discovered" by Stan Kenton in Los Angeles in 1947, and in 1952
was rated one of the top four jazz artists in America, although he frankly
prefers the classical style of playing.
Vincente Gomez and Angel Iglesias

of Spain are two of the world's grea.lest
performers of flamenco style of ~Iay,ng.
Also outstanding
are
France s Ida
Presti Uru ...uay's Julio Martinez Oyanguren'
anl Austria's
Luise
Walker,
uuitarjst and professor of guitar at the
Vienna Staatsakademie
fiir Musik.
In the United States, Richard
Pick,
originally
of St. Paul, Minnesota,
is
rated among the top performers
on the
classic guitar. Vahdah Bickford,
:who
has written extensively for the guitar,
has probably done more than any?ne
else to promote the guitar in Am~f1ca.
Her transcriptions
number in the hundreds. In 1923, she founded the American Guitar Society.
With the trend today toward more
subtle, refined music (as evidenced by
the renewed popularity of chamber music, for example),
the classic guitar
will probably increase
its popularity
amone music students.
This is in no
sense'" a depreciation
of other .instruments or combination of .instruments.
On the contrary, only when we have
a correctappreciation
of all of the various instrumenrs and types of music they
can produce can we begin specialization
and improvement
upon Our musical
heritage. And only then can true musical progress be made.
THE END

THE BRASS SECTION
(Continu.ed from. Page 51)
All three of these predecessors of the
orchestral tuba were used for more than
the first forty years of the 19th century.
They were also being used as the bass
voices in military bands, and the choice
of which one to be used was governed
only by local circumstances.
Whichever instrument was available in a local
band was used, of course, when the orchestra needed a wind-bass voice.
Opera orchestras had always led the
way in acquiring new and additional in.
struments and opera composers were responsible for asking that the additions
be made. When resources were ample
and the composer influential, he could
ask for almost anything and get it. So
it was during this period of experimentation with improved brass instruments
that composers of opera established the
present day brass choir. At the Paris
Opera, Rossini and later Meyerbeer
made constant
demands
for extra
brasses both in the orchestra and on
stage bands; A third or even a fourth
trumpet was required and the melody.
making keyed bugle was added to the
brass group. During the early 1'830's,
the cornet
piston (our modern cornet) became popular in Paris and it
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was not long until Opera composers
were using a pair of cornets as well as
a pair of trumpets in the orchestra. It is
an interesting
observation
that
this
practice
remained
a peculiarity
of
French instrumentation
in both symphony orchestras and symphonic
bands
for the remainder of the 19th century.
School orchestra directors
may well
follow the example of the balanced
standard
orchestra instrumentation
as
it has evolved from its eighteenth
century beginnings. In the chamber orchestra only one horn and one trumpet may
be required. The early classic orchestra
may need a pair of horns and a pair of
trumpets.
A little symphony
may be
scored for one horn, one trumpet and
one trombone to form the brass triad.
Orchestras
with larger
sections
of
strings and wood winds may need a pair
of trumpets and one trombone or may
add to these three, a pair of horns to
form a brass quintet. From this small
brass section, conductors may build up
to the standard group of four horns,
three trumpets,
three trombones
and
tuba, which will be adequate
for most
standard scores.
The baritone horn of the band, some-

times called a Euphonium, is a single
B-flat bass and corresponds to the violoncello of the orchestra, It is seldom
used in school orchestras since its
blending
quality with string and wood
winds is not good. In the band it sings
out in noble fashion, but in orchestra
it swallows up most of the tenor-bari_
tone voices to the extent that it alone
is audible. Wagner made use of a family
of tenor-tubas
which resemble in appearance
a small baritone, but usually
the French Horns play these parts.
The stirr-ing and exhilarating tone
quality
of the brass instruments has
n.ade this sound the very core of hand
tone. and the brasses are considered
the basic sound for all military and
brass bands. In the symphonic band
the bras es are used more sparingly
and yet have the characteristic hand
tone. On the other hand, brasses in the
symphony
orchestra
must he played
with more refinement and their style
and strength
must be geared to blend
with and enhance the string and woodwind tone. When a tutti passage is
played or whenever strength of arches.
tra I tone is needed, the brass section
must be prepared to set the top limits
of the necessary dynamic level.
The full dynamic power of the brass
section is the dominating force that
sets the dynamic levels for the rest of
the orchestra.
If conductors do not use
their authority
and discrimination in
this matter, a good balance cannot be
achieved.
The limit of loudness and
tone-weight
of both string and wood.
wind choirs must be set by the brasses.
If either or both strings and wood
winds are forced to compete with the
brass section to find out who can play
loudest. as so often seems to be hap.
pening in school groups, the sounds
from all sections will become disagree.
able and the brasses will be sure to
come out on top without much difficulty.
Good brass players and experienced
conductors
know that the dynamic indication in a part or score does not signify an absolute.
but only a relative
value. At the soft end of the dynamic
scale, the brass section can hardly he
expected
to match either strings or
wood winds. When brasses try to play
as softly as the other two groups, the
tone becomes
de-vitalized and loses
character
as well as causes pitch difficulties. However, when the brass choir
plays alone, a real pianissimo can always be attempted
and with valuable
results. But when playing with other
choirs, the brasses must set either the
softest or the loudest dynamic levels
for the
tutti
passage.
Hence, the
strength of the orchestra at all dynamic
levels and the satisfactory placing of
various instrumental
voices so that the
most musical effects are achieved, become the special responsibility of the
brass section.
THE END
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piano highlights
and happy times
NEW!
HIGHLIGHTS,

Volume 2

Over 75 (actually 77) Denes Agay arrangements
are chocked
into this new HIGHLIGHTS folio. You teachers, students an.d
"relaxation"
players who have enjoyed the first volu~e will also
want to make Vol. II a highlight in your home. The titles are
all new and different.
They include: High School Cadets
M h IS
).
Hot Time in the Old Town Tonight; Ay-Ay-Ay;
arc
ousa ,
.
Vissi
Melody of love; The Rosary; Sleep; My lord, What a Mornmg;
d'arte (from Tosca); Sabre Dance; 0 little Town of Bethlehem,
and Old MacDonald Had a farm. You will also find many
well-known selections from the classics.

$1.25

look for Volumes I and II at your music dealer. Both make ideal
entertainment
for all intermediate players.
Each book: $1.25

NOWI
Hear what they're saying about
BereniceBensen Benlley's new collection,

"HAPPY TIMES"

It

You will like

'HAPPY TIMES'

"UHerly charming and invaluable
in development
of phroiing, lauch, lone,
slyle
and lnterpretc
.
lion. , . Miss Benlley knows how to write for
young people."

too!

II

George MacNabb,
Eastman
School of Music, Rochester,
N.Y,
"II will e nswer many problems
book! of technique cannol;
a child
and stories in his music."
Sisler

which
loves

ether
words

M. Delphine,
C.S.F.,
Wheaton,
III.

"I like il because lt is wrillen
in easy keys,
the time element of each number
is different."

Yosemite

National

yet

$1.00

Ask your regular

dealer

to show it to you.

Nancy loncaric,
Park, California

THEODORE
Bryn

PRESSER C~MPANY
M aw,r

Pennsylvania

A dramatic demonstration of a new idea to help you understand music better and enjoy it more •••

MUSIC-ApPRECIATION

r'"
1-

....

Will you accept

,

{:

WITHOUT CHARGE

~'"

NOTE: Because of the unusual
length of the symphony,
the
Tchaikovsky recording is on two
records-sa 12" disc with the performance on both sides, and a 10"
disc with the analysis on both sides.

RECORDS

,

A COMPLETE PERFORMANCE-WITH
AN ILLUMINATING
ANALYSIS ON A SEPARATE RECORD-OF

MAX

RUDOLF,

COl1dllcfitlg

THE STADIUM CONCERTS SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

;~~;~rU::nc~

ON ONf SIDE
O{fU~
great musical work. The records
feature

orchestras

and

sololsts

of recognized distinction In this
country

and

abroad.

You listen

to this performance
afterward,

first,

or

as YOU desire, and

then.

other. This is sold at $3.60, to subscribers only. The
ether is an Analysis-Only
Record-a ten-illcb disc-

SPONSORED
BY THE BOOK-OF.THE.MONTH
CLUB this new idea is designed for those who enjoy
good music but who are aware, too often, that they
do not listen to it with complete understanding
and
appreciation.
There is no doubt about the reason:
most of us are not properly primed about wbat to
lislell for. MUSIc-ApPRECIATION RECORDS meet this
need-for
a fuller understanding
of music-better

priced at $2.40. The latter is made available each
month for any subscriber
who may already have a
satisfactory
long-playing
recording of the work being presented. (A small charge is added to the prices
above to cover postage and handling.)
TRY A ONE-MONTH
SUBSCRIPTION - WITH NO
OBLIGATION
TO CONTINUE.
. Why not make a
simple trial, to see if these records are as pleasur-

than any means ever devised. This enjoyable Formof
self-education
can be as thorough as the Music Appreciation
courses given in many untverstues.
YOU SUBSCRIBE BUT TAKE ONLY THE RECORDS
YOU WANT.
. A new MUSIc-ApPRECIATION RECORD
will be issued-for
subscribers
only-every
month.
Ultimately,
all the great masterpieces
of music will
be included.
The announcement
about each forthcoming record will be written by the noted composer
and music commentator Deems Taylor. After reading
this descriptive essay you may take the record or not,

able and as enlightening
as you may anticipate?
The 'Jcbaikovsky
recording
will be sent to you at
cnce-wnbour
immediately

cbarge. You may end the subscription
after hearing
this recording,
or you

may cancel any time thereafter.
recording is yours to keep.

In any case, the gift

TYPICAL COMMENT: "Music has been
my whole life-bur not until I heard my first
MUSIC-ApPRECIAnONRECORDdid I realize
how much I had been missing when I listened to orchestral music. I subscribed originally for my son, but quickly found that my
own enjoyment of orchestral music was
i~cce~,sed far beyond what I dreamed posSible.
- J arm,'/~'
a 'Nouctna

as you decide at the time. YOII are not obligated to
take allY specified 'lUmber of records.
And you may
stop the subscription at any time you please!
TWO TYPES OF RECORDS
All MUSiC-ApPRECIATiON RECORDSare high-fidelity,
long-playing
records of the highest quality-33J,1
R.P.M. on Vinylite.
They are usually of two kinds:
flrsr, a so-called
Standard
Record-a
twetve-tncb
disc which presents
the performance
on one side, the analysis
on the

STAR OF THE METROPOLITAN OPERA

ON THE OTHER SIDE ~1~~t~l~U;
analysis

of the

music,

with

the

themes and other main features
of the work played separately
with running explanatory comment, so that you can learn
what to listen fOT 1n order to
appreciate the work fully.

YOU

WILL RECEIVE

SEPARATELY

1

I

PLEASE

REJTURN ONlY

MUSIC-APPRECIATION

A RECORD PLAYER

WHICH

CAN PLAY

331h

R.P.M.

RECORDS

c/o_Book-of-the_Month Club, Inc.• 345 Hudson

Street, New York 14, N. Y.

LONG.PLAYING

RECORDS

R 46-10

Please send me at once the Music-Appreciation
recording of 'JcbaikCIVsky's
'Jiftb SymPbony, without
ch~rge, and en~oll me as a Trial Subscriber
to MUSiC-ApPRECIATION RECORDS,with the privilege of canceling at any nrne. I understand
that, as a subscriber,
I am not obligated to buy any specified number
of records, but may take only those I want. Also, I may cancel my subscription
after hearing the first
recording, or any time thereafter at my pleasure, but the gift offer is free in any case.
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